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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the results of a regional cave survey in the San Francisco Hills near
the lowland Maya site of Cancuén, Petén, Guatemala. The survey was a component of the
Cancuén Archaeology Project directed by Dr. Arthur Demarest of Vanderbilt University. The
project investigated eleven caves through a combination of surface collection and excavation.
The study was divided into North and South regions reflecting the natural landscape. The North
Area is comprised of tall, tower-like hills that contain the caves Hix Pec, Cueva de las Tinajas,
China Ochoch, Ventana Maya, Torre Quib, and Torre Hun. The South Area is defined as a low,
hilly region that is naturally separated from the large hills to the north by a swampy area. The
caves investigated in the south region include Saber, CHOC-05, Ocox, and Cabeza de
Tepezquintle. The analysis of recovered artifacts used a gift-giving economic framework to
place cave ritual in the context of social theory. The ceramics revealed that the caves were
utilized by highland and lowland Maya populations from the Middle Preclassic through the Late
Classic periods.

The heaviest utilization occurred during the Early Classic period, but no

substantial Early Classic period populations are known in the Cancuén region. I use the works
of Mauss (2000), Weiner (1992), and Levi-Strauss (1969), to argue that the Maya economy was
largely dependant on obligatory ritual gift-giving transactions with supernatural beings that
inhabited caves. The gods required the Maya to perform rituals continually in exchange for the
gift of the world. I use the principle of mimesis, or mimicry, to explain how the physical objects
left in caves were transformed into offerings to the supernatural realm through their destruction.
Offerings to the prehistoric equivalent of the modern Earth Lord were the most vital transactions
for the success of the ancient Maya economy because his permission must be granted to harvest
the resources necessary for production, such as stone, wood, and food. Activities associated with
gift-giving, such as ancestor worship and pilgrimage, resulted in the development of social
relations between the ritual participants. Today, the caves continue to be imbued with sacred
power for many communities in the surrounding region. The continual ritual utilization of these
caves adds to the life histories of those places. This thesis is an attempt to understand a part of
that history.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

And the bloody drink was drunk by the gods. The stone would
speak at once…when they went to make their burnt offerings
-Popol Vuh (Tedlock 1996:164)
In this thesis, I argue that the ancient Maya were forever indebted to the
inhabitants of the supernatural realm for the gifts of life, the world, and resources. These
beings demanded that humans give them praise and recognition in exchange for having
given them these gifts. The acknowledgement of this debt can be seen in the opening
quote, which is a passage from the Popol Vuh, the creation story of the Quiché Maya of
highland Guatemala (Tedlock 1996). The text demonstrates that the gods had specific
demands of people for their gift of creation. The antiquity of this story in the Maya
lowlands has been traced back as far as 300 BC (Coe 1989:162), suggesting that similar
obligations would have been recognized by the ancient Maya.
The thesis proposed here is that one can understand many of the rituals that the
prehistoric Maya performed in caves and rock shelters as aspects of a gift-giving
relationship with the supernatural beings that inhabited these locations. The Maya repaid
their debts to the supernatural cave inhabitants through ritual performance in these
underworld locations. The Maya offered items such as copal incense, human blood,
pottery vessels, and animal remains to the gods in exchange for items such as food, rain,
and raw materials, including wood and stone (Figure 1.1). These ritual transactions will
be examined through the numerous caves located within the hills of the San Francisco
system near the site of Cancuén, Guatemala, and owned by people from the modern
villages of El Chotal and El Rosal. These caves were studied by the Cancuén
Archaeology Project under the auspices of Dr. Arthur Demarest and with permission
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from the local landowners. The pyramid-shaped San Francisco hills were originally
chosen for study as part of the Cancuén Archaeology Project because Cancuén lacks
pyramidal architecture, and these natural “pyramids” are visible on the horizon from the
site (Figure 1.2). The archaeologists excavating Cancuén surmised that the hills might
have served as the pyramids of the site.
Gift-giving was an aspect of the ancient Maya economy, but it was also tied to the
social structure. I argue that these domains were inseparable for the ancient Maya
because they represent what Mauss (2000:5-6) describes as “system[s] of total services.”
Each domain consists of parts from the other and neither could function independently.
An overview of studies made of the ancient Maya economy demonstrates that the impact
of ritual has been underappreciated. Previous works have focused on the production and
distribution of goods within a market system, even though feasting activity, a form of
ritual gift-giving, has been proposed for the Classic period (see Hendon 2003:203;
LeCount 1999:240, 2001:935; Reents-Budet 2000:1022-1037 for examples of feasting
during the Classic period). This study will place the ancient Maya gifting economy in the
context of social theory. The necessity of cyclical ritual performance is demonstrated
through discussion of Mauss’ (2001:14-17) fourth obligation, the gift of the gods to
humans, Weiner’s (1992:33) concept of inalienable possessions, and Levi-Strauss’
(1969:52) model of the creation of social relations. If the Maya failed to perform the
rituals that the gods demanded for repayment, the gift of the world would be rescinded.
Consideration of the principle of mimesis or mimicry (Taussig 1993) specifically
explains how the physical objects left in caves as debt repayments were transformed into
offerings to the supernatural realm through their destruction. Briefly, the process of
mimesis begins with the creation of a copy, an act that focuses the spirit of the original
into that object. The destruction of the copy releases the spirit from the physical object
enabling it to be consumed by the supernatural recipients.
Archaeologists now recognize the significance of caves as locations primarily
used for ritual activity. This ceremonial perspective guided the archaeological
investigations performed in the caves of the San Francisco hills during 2004 and the
analysis of the material recovered within. The conceptualization of caves as locations for
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ritual performance offers a framework for the present study and explains how the caves in
the San Francisco hills fit into a broader social perspective of the area.
The beliefs and ceremonial practices of many contemporary groups such as the
Q’eqchi’, Chol, Yucatec, and Tzotzil Maya are used to understand the physical remains
recovered in the caves. Many concepts regarding the supernatural world are widespread
among these modern populations, suggesting that the beliefs have a pre-Columbian
origin. Rituals to the Earth Lord are particularly significant for this study because he is
the owner of all the natural materials that are necessary for production and survival. If
the Maya failed to remain in good favor with the Earth Lord, the resources necessary for
production would be unavailable.
Ancestors were other spirits who lived in caves and demanded sustenance. The
ancient Maya established shrines to facilitate communication with these beings. Ancestor
remains are often depicted as a skull and long bones or simply a skull. The recovery of a
human cranium at the base of a flat-toped cave formation, both covered in special pottery,
led to the identification of an ancestor shrine, suggesting that ancestor rituals were
performed there. Rituals to ancestors and pilgrimages to their shrines would have led to
the creation of social relations through the celebration and acknowledgement of a shared
heritage and travel through dangerous, liminal realms.
The physical remains of the debt repayments to the supernatural world,
specifically pottery, date the utilization of the caves from the Middle Preclassic through
the Late Classic periods. The heaviest utilization occurred during the Early Classic
period. Nonetheless, no substantial populations have been recorded in the area prior to
the establishment of Cancuén during the Late Classic period. The recovery of pottery
specific to the Ixcún, Guatemala region, suggests that long-distance pilgrimage may
account for some of the Early Classic period utilization of the caves. The presence of a
small, looted mound and random surface artifact scatters in the area to the south of the
caves suggest that invisible structures may be present and may represent a small Early
Classic period population (Figure 1.3).
Modern Q’eqchi’ ritual utilization of the caves attests to their continued sacred
nature, which adds to the life history of those places. The landowners report that the
caves are used for a ritual known as a mayejac. This ceremony is performed to appease
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the spirits of the hills and petition for a good harvest and rains. Ancient pottery was
incorporated in the ritual paraphernalia as a means of facilitating communication with the
mountain spirits. The recovery of ancient highland pottery in the caves suggests that the
ancient ritual practitioners may also have been Q’eqchi’.

Maya
-Blood
-Ceramic
vessels
-Incense
-Animal
remains

Supernatural
Beings
-Food
-Rain
-Stone
-Wood

Figure 1.1. Example of items that were exchanged
between the ancient Maya and their gods.

Figure 1.2. San Francisco hills as seen on the northeast horizon of Cancuén
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Figure 1.3. Map of sites mentioned in text. Block
in center denotes study area (See Figure 3.2).
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

This chapter is an overview of the theoretical models that are used as the
interpretative framework of this thesis. I begin with a review of ancient Maya economic
studies to demonstrate that the impact of ritual has been underestimated. The economic
summary is followed by a review and discussion of the gift-giving literature that will be
used to demonstrate that caves were the locations of economic transactions between the
ancient Maya and the supernatural world. Next, the theory of mimesis is introduced and
argued to have been a common concept in ancient Maya life. Examples of mimesis are
the representations of the primordial landscape of creation and natural world in the
constructed landscape, and kings representing themselves as deities. Mimesis is then
used to explain how the physical offerings left in caves were transformed into
supernatural objects through their destruction, which the Maya believed released the
spirit of the gift. Lastly, the history of Maya cave archaeology is summarized to
demonstrate how scholars came to understand caves as ritual locations rather than
habitation sites.

Maya Economy

Scholars who have studied the ancient Maya economy have traditionally focused
on aspects of the physical production and distribution of goods within the system (Ball
1993:243; Dreiss and Brown 1989; Drennan 1984; Fry 1989; Graham 1987; McAnany
1989; McKillop 1989; McSwain 1991; although see Tourtellot and Sabloff 1972 and
Becker 1973 for an alternative economic organization). Nonetheless, the system remains
poorly understood. I argue that one of the major reasons for the poor understanding of
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the ancient Maya economy is that ritual and gift-giving have largely been ignored as
forms of economic behavior, with the exception of feasting (except see Brady 2005 and
Hendon 2003 for discussions on the impact of ritual on the ancient Maya economy).
These studies have been limited by the physical nature of the archaeological record and,
as a result, focus mainly the economics of the ceramic and lithic industries. The absence
of gift-giving studies may be explained by the belief that economic complexity is based
on social complexity, and that economies can only be classified as gift-giving
redistributive, or commercially based, none containing attributes of the others (Monaghan
1996:500; Sahlins 1972). I argue that the ancient Maya actively incorporated gift-giving
into their larger economic system.
McAnany (1989:348) argues that studies of ceramic and lithic industries are part
of the current period in a five-stage continuum of Maya economic studies. The first stage
is the Ethnographic/Theocratic stage, which was dominated by Thompson’s proposal of a
two-class, priest-peasant society (Thompson 1966). Thompson posited that Maya centers
were sparsely populated by priests and the majority of the population consisted of selfsufficient rural peasants. The second stage was the use of a Highland Model for the
Lowland Maya. Sanders and Price (1968) originally proposed this model for the
environmentally heterogeneous Highland Mexico. The availability of a multitude of
resources allowed for complex economic structures and population nucleation (McAnany
1989:350). The Maya Lowlands, by comparison, were still believed to have low
population densities and a homogenous environment, and to be less economically
complex. The third stage, the Period of Revision, came about due to the finding of the
remains of large populations throughout the ancient Maya world. The major achievement
of this period stemmed from the discovery of large population densities and evidence for
intensive agricultural practices. These two findings “effectively refuted the entrenched
model of the Maya as low-density, swidden agriculturalists” (McAnany 1989:353).
The fourth stage, “Synthetic Models,” attempted to synthesize the large volume of
data that had been accumulated during the Period of Revision. Three major models were
proposed to explain the organization of ancient Maya economies during this time
(McAnany 1989:353). Adams and Smith (1981) proposed a feudal organization based
largely on tribute that resembled the thinking of the Ethnographic/Theocratic stage
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(McAnany 1989:353). Sanders (1981) compared Maya centers to sub-Saharan African
states that had weak centralized economic control, with the exception of agriculture.
Freidel (1981) proposed a model that directly contradicted the Highland model. He
argued in favor of a dispersed political-economic structure, which included periodic
markets that promoted regional interaction (McAnany 1989:345). McAnany’s fifth stage
is a summary of current economic research. Current research is varied and includes
studies of agricultural intensification, baseline resource surveys, economic transitions,
and the production and distribution of materials such as chert, obsidian, and pottery
(McAnany 1989 354-358). While such economic studies are necessary, they have largely
focused on the production and distribution of goods in the physical world. They have
failed to account for the production and consumption associated with ritual and giftgiving.
One area of economic studies that McAnany failed to incorporate into her
summary of “Current Research” was feasting, which became a topic of interest after her
publication appeared. The recent interest in food and feasting is a result of trends in
anthropology, social theory, and archaeology, such as the post-processual movement
(Bray 2003:1). Bray (2003:1) notes that post-processual archaeology has created an
increased emphasis on social structures and the “active nature of the material record” in
the everyday lives of people. Feasting highlights these modern interests because giftgiving events create social structures and the act is represented by the discarded material
remains.
Most studies of ancient Maya feasting have been incorporated into a broader
developmental Mesoamerican framework (Hendon 2003:203; for examples, see Hayden
and Gargett 1990; Monaghan 1996:499). Such discussions of Classic period feasting are
concerned primarily with remnant polychrome ceramics from these events (for examples
see LeCount 1999:241 and Reents-Budet 2000:1022), or as activities mentioned in
passing (see Webster et al. 1998:339). Nonetheless, in one known Early Classic period
example, feasting is mentioned directly by the ancient Maya. In Joljá Cave 1 of Chiapas,
Mexico, a hieroglyphic text labeled as Group 5 has been translated as the discussion of a
feast associated with a visit to the cave by two named individuals (Bassie et al., in
Press:13).

8

Gift-giving

I argue that the ancient Maya viewed cave ritual as debt repayment to the
inhabitants of the supernatural world. The following section is a review of gift-giving
literature that will be used to frame my argument and can be utilized to understand
ancient Maya cave ritual behavior.
The anthropological study of gift-giving began with Mauss’ revolutionary Essai
sur le don (Mauss 2000). Gift-giving is more than an economic exchange between
people or groups; it is a physical representation of all social contracts. In other words,
gift-giving represents a system of total services (Mauss 2000:5-6). Levi-Strauss sums up
the meaning of the term “systems of total services” by saying they are “an event which
has a significance that is at once social and religious, magic and economic, utilitarian and
sentimental, jural and moral” (Levi-Strauss 1969:52).
Mauss describes two forms of systems of total services, one that is purely
complementary and the other is what he calls an agonistic type, better known as the
potlatch (Mauss 2000:6-7). A complementary gift exchange occurs when a gift is given,
and the debt is cancelled with a return gift. An agonistic gift exchange is a competitive
act with participants trying to out-give each other to increase their prestige.
Gift-giving is composed of three basic obligations, to give, to receive, and,
Mauss’ main concern, to reciprocate (Mauss 2000:10-17). He also introduced a fourth
aspect of gift-giving, which is the most relevant for this study; the obligations related to
the gifts the gods gave to humans.
Gifts are given because they are representations of social relations and are
required to be given. Failure to give a gift is a denial of these relations and of the basis of
culture (Mauss 2000:13). The obligation to receive is obvious when a person or a group
has no choice but to ask for a gift (Mauss 2000:13). Mauss goes on to say that the denial
of the obligations to give and receive is “tantamount to declaring war; it is to reject the
bond of alliance and commonality” (Mauss 2000:13). In other words, the gift cycle is a
representation of the social fabric.
Mauss argued that when a gift is given, it retains a spiritual part of the giver
known as the hau (Mauss 2000:11-12). The hau actively seeks a way to return to the
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gift-giver because it is part of that person. A person is obligated to return a gift when one
is received because the original gift belongs to the giver. The existence of the hau is the
reason gifts are reciprocated.
Scholars have argued that a major fault with Mauss’ work was that he became
mystified with the native justification for reciprocation, using the idea of the hau as a
scientific explanation (e.g. Godelier 1999:17; Levi-Strauss 1987:47). Although such
criticisms of Mauss’ work point out a flaw in his reasoning for reciprocity, they do not
undermine the analysis of the basic components of gift-giving systems.
One of the scholars who recognized the fault in Mauss’ analysis was Godelier,
who also argued that he ignored two of the four obligations of gift-giving because they
were “self-evident” (Godelier 1999:6). In his book, The Enigma of the Gift, Godelier
(1999:11) performs a systematic reanalysis of Mauss’ work, including the obligations that
previously went unstudied. He focused specifically on the gift the gods gave to humans
and the associated obligations. A vital component of Godelier’s reanalysis was Annette
Weiner’s work on inalienable objects, which will be discussed in more detail below.
Using Weiner’s work, Godelier argued that inalienable objects were a vital component of
gift-giving exchanges because ownership of these goods was never given and they
affirmed “differences of identity” between individuals and groups (Godelier 1999:33).
Godelier realized that nothing humans gave could ever repay the debt of the gift of the
world, because the world was an inalienable object of the gods (Godelier 1999:31).
The obligations of humans to the gods can often be found in creation stories,
which also act as models of behavior for the people who subscribe to them, a tenet that
holds true for the ancient Maya. For example, the Popol Vuh relates that humans were
given a set of procedures by the gods outlining the offerings they desired (Tedlock 1996:
163-165). Maya rulers would often relate their actions to those performed by the gods in
many hieroglyphic inscriptions.
Godelier argues that the major difference of gift-giving events between humans
and sacrifices humans make to supernatural beings is that the latter are incapable of being
indebted (Godelier 1999:30). Verses from the Popol Vuh suggest the opposite, that the
Maya were capable of indebting their gods. For example, the Gods of the Underworld
offer their debt to the Hero Twins in exchange for being entertained (Tedlock 1996:133-
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134). Later in the same act, the defeated Gods of the Underworld obligate themselves to
the Hero Twins (Tedlock 1996:138).
Mauss argues that the debt of humans to their gods is at the root of all gift-giving
in a society, though he does not pursue the topic in much detail because it is not well
understood (Mauss 2000:14). Nonetheless, he claims that exchange with supernatural
beings is at the same time the most necessary, easiest, and safest, but he notes that they
are also the most dangerous partners because failure to exchange may result in the recall
of the gift (Mauss 2000:16; see also Godelier 1999:30). The exchange of gifts between
people and supernatural beings ensures peace between the two (Mauss 2000:17); people
retain use of the world, and the gods receive their proper worship.
A review of other scholars’ works that are extensions of Mauss’ original work are
presented below to understand the fourth aspect of gift-giving better and to make it a
more powerful analytical tool. In particular, I will focus on the works of Claude LeviStrauss, Marshall Sahlins, and Annette Weiner.
Levi-Strauss (1969:52) sets out to understand Mauss’ observation that in giftgiving relationships, equivalent gifts are exchanged outright or counter-gifts are given
that exceed the original gift. The act of reciprocal gift-giving involves more than the
exchange of gifts; it is the basis of social relations between individuals or groups, which
eventually leads to the exchange of women through marriage (Levi-Strauss 1969:67).
The creation of social relations via gift-exchanges will take a prominent role in
my analysis. Nonetheless, the exchange of women was not the desired outcome of gift
exchanges between the ancient Maya and the supernatural realm. I argue that the
continued use of the world and its resources were among the goals of cave ritual
performance. The formation and reaffirmation of social relations is the result of
participation in rituals in the liminal recesses of the underworld
Cave ritual allows for the creation and affirmation of social relations within
kinship groups. One of the ways that cave ritual can affirm social relations is through
ancestor worship, which was a common practice among the Classic period Maya
(McAnany 1995). For example, Piedras Negras, Stela 40, dating to AD 746, depicts
Ruler 4 performing a ritual to an ancestor who is enclosed within a quatrefoil below, a
shape that represents a cave (Martin and Grube 2000:149; Bassie-Sweet 1991:95; Coe
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1978; Taylor 1978) (Figure 2.1). Evidence for ancestor worship in caves also appears in
the archaeological record as evidenced by the presence of human remains (Thompson
1959:129; Halperin 2003:3; Brady 1989:357). A cranium associated with specialized
pottery recovered from Torre Hun suggests that this cave may have been used as an
ancestor shrine during the Late Classic period (Spenard 2005).
The gods ownership of the world can explain why the ancient Maya repeatedly
performed ritual debt repayments in caves. The ancient Maya believed that the spirits
initiated gift-giving with humans by giving them their lives, mastery over the world, and
the use of everything in it. Nonetheless, they never relinquished their ownership over it
(Mauss 2000:16). This continued ownership required the Maya to reciprocate the gift
that was given to them forever. As Godelier notes, “how could humans ever give back
what they received? … From the outset mankind is therefore indebted to the powers that
fashioned man and bequeathed him the world he lives in, and this debt is ineffaceable”
(Godelier 1999:185).
Caves are logical places for repayment of the debt of the world for two reasons.
Modern humans were created from ground corn found in caves, according to the Popol
Vuh (Tedlock 1996:43). The Maya were returning to the site of the original transaction
with the supernatural realm by choosing caves as locations for rituals of reciprocity.
Caves were also seen as portals to the supernatural world, specifically to Xibalba, the
Underworld. Caves make ideal locations for ritual performances because they are portals
to the place the Maya were trying to send their gifts.
Annette Weiner discusses the central role of inalienable objects in gift-giving
exchanges (Weiner 1992). Inalienable objects are those that have been possessed by
certain individuals over time and have a cumulative history that can include genealogies,
origin myths, and sacred ancestors and gods (Weiner 1992:33). The world the ancient
Maya inhabited was an inalienable possession of their gods. The gift from the gods was
mastership over the world, not ownership. The Maya were required to make ritual
offerings continually to ensure that they maintained their rights to the world. The gods
expected gifts in caves in exchange for the gifts of the world.
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Quatrefoil shape
indicating a cave

Figure 2.1. Piedras Negras Stela 40. Ruler 4 above a cave containing his ancestor.
Note the quatrefoil shape defining the cave in the bottom register.

Many archaeological examples of inalienable possessions exist among the ancient
Maya. For example, Halperin and colleagues (2003:215) argue that the caching of large
quantities of aquatic jute shells in caves can be interpreted as the returning of the shells to
their supernatural owner. Perhaps the most recognizable inalienable possession among
the ancient Maya was the symbol of rulership, known as the K’awiil, God K, or Manikin
scepter. Maya rulers accepted the God K scepter upon inauguration to office (Taube
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1992:73) (Figure 2.2). The contemporary Maya of Lake Atitlán, Guatemala, also believe
in inalienable possessions. For example, they petition the Earth Lord, the keeper of land
and animals, when they wish to use any of his resources, such as an animal to hunt. The
debt accrued in this transaction is that of the animal. Once the hunter has cleaned the
bones, they are returned to the cave shrine where the Earth Lord was petitioned, returning
the animal to its rightful owner (Brown 2005:138).
Sahlins (1972) discusses reciprocity, redistribution, and exchange as the three
forms of trade that existed in prehistoric cultures. Reciprocity is a feature of egalitarian
societies where parties reciprocate objects and acts of equal value. Redistribution is
characteristic of central leadership societies, such as chiefdoms. In redistribution, the
chief accumulates and redistributes surplus. Exchange is common for complex social
systems such as states and empires.
Sahlins’ model represents a unilineal evolutionary framework for exchange. His
model suggests that the complexity of exchange was directly related to the complexity of
society. For example, reciprocity would be absent in complex social systems, as would
market exchange in egalitarian societies. I offer evidence contrary to Sahlins’ model in
this thesis, arguing that gift-giving played as significant a role as exchange in the lives of
the ancient Maya.

Mimesis

I suggest that the ancient Maya were able to transform their physical offerings left
in caves into supernatural objects through a process Taussig (1993:xiii) describes as
mimesis. Mimesis is based on the mimicking or copying of perceived reality. By
representing the character of the original, the copy captures power over it and may even
become more powerful (Taussig 1993:2). The creation of a copy begins with the
conjuring of the spirit of the object. The conjuring of a spirit does not give the conjurer
power over the spirit, but rather, shows that he or she has intimate knowledge of the spirit
by which it can be controlled (Taussig 1993:104-105).
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Figure 2.2. K’awiil scepters: a) Late Classic period scepter from Monument
16, Quirigua; b) Early Postclassic period scepter from fresco
in the Temple of the Warriors, Chichén Itzá (after Sharer 1994:533).

Mimetically conjuring a spirit is a theatrical act that can be accomplished through
song and dance as well as through physical expressions such as the representation of the
natural world in the constructed landscape. For example, Napo Runa women from
modern-day Ecuador sing songs that reflect these principles. In one song, the women
sing about a poison-resistant fish in an effort to take that characteristic on for themselves
(Uzendoski et al. 2005:659-660). Classic period Maya rulers used costumed dancing to
open a portal to the supernatural world that allowed them to transform into gods, as will
be discussed below (Houston and Stuart 1996:297; Looper 2001:116).
Before discussing the role of mimesis in interpreting cave offerings, I present two
examples that show the ancient Maya made use of this concept. The first example is the
depiction of rulers as dancing gods on carved monuments at the site of Quirigua,
Guatemala. Stelae at the site allow a complete reconstruction of the events depicted (See
Figure 2.4). The second example is the portrayal of the sacred landscape and natural
world in the constructed landscape where rulers were depicted performing rituals.
Houston and Stuart (1996:290) discuss various mimetic techniques that Maya
rulers utilized to associate themselves with the supernatural world such as claiming to be
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gods, being described as having deity-like qualities, given short-lived divine status after
conjuring spirits, acting as communicators between the physical and supernatural realms,
and having mythic origins similar to gods. One of the earliest recognized examples of the
divinity of rulers is the use of a title known as an emblem glyph, which is prefixed with
the sign K’U(L) meaning divine (Mathews 1991:24; see also Houston and Stuart
1996:295) (Figure 2.3). A frequent technique that rulers used to claim divinity was to
incorporate the names and titles of gods within theirs (Houston and Stuart 1996:295).
Deity names, such as K’awiil, the patron god of rulers, were regularly incorporated into
names. K’awiil was the symbol of rulership during the Classic period and had rain and
fertility aspects (Taube 1992:73-74) (see Figure 2.2). Others deity names that were
commonly assumed include K’inich, or Sun-faced, and Chaac, who had strong ties to rain
and lightning (Taube 1992:17-27).
Costumed dancing was another technique Maya rulers would employ to
mimetically transform themselves into gods. Maya artists often portrayed this activity on
polychrome pottery and on carved monuments, such as at the site of Quirigua, Guatemala
(Freidel et al. 1993:259-260) (Figure 2.4). K’ak Tiliw Chan Yoat, or K’ak Tiliw for
short, was the ruler of Quirigua throughout most of the eighth century AD and was
depicted as a dancer or performer on many of his monuments surrounding plaza 1A-1
(Looper 2001:120, 1991). This group of monuments is significant to this study for two
reasons. The first is that the various monuments surrounding the plaza are two-sided,
depicting K’ak Tiliw dancing as the Maize God and as himself, suggesting that during
this dance the ruler mimetically became the god. As Freidel and colleagues (1993:264)
note, “Which is the real image? All of them are. Through dance, people became gods,
and gods became people- if only for a moment.” Monuments F, C, and A from this group
depict K’ak Tiliw dancing for a Period Ending ceremony that Looper (2001:124)
describes as the “Dance of Creation.” The significance of these monuments is that they
demonstrate that the ancient Maya actively reconstructed their mythological origins
through ritual performance.
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Figure 2.3. K’U(L) sign and Emblem Glyphs using variants of K’U(L) sign: a)
full figure K’U(L) sign as God C head; b) K’U(L) sign as commonly seen on emblem
glyphs; c-g) examples of emblem glyphs, c) Palenque; d,e) Yaxchilán; f) Seibal; g)
Machaquilá; h) Tikal and Dos Pilas. (a and b from Stuart and Houston 1996:292, c-h
from Coe 2005:235).

Cities were locations where the concept of mimesis may also be recognized in
ancient Maya life. Plazas and other architectural features were incorporated into city
plans to mimic the natural and primordial landscapes. The mimicry was a statement of
elite control over these powerful locations (Brady and Ashmore 1999:125-126; Freidel et
al. 1993:132; Schele and Mathews 1998:27). Buildings at various sites, such as Cancuén,
Dos Pilas, La Caoba, Raxruha Vieja, Tres Islas, in Petén, Guatemala, as well as Copán,
Honduras, and Palenque, Mexico, were situated on or decorated to incorporate particular
features of the natural landscape (Brady and Ashmore 1999:126-139; Demarest 2003;
Woodfill 2002).
Structure 10L-22 at Copan, Honduras, is a mimetic representation of the cosmos
and the idealized sacred landscape that includes mountains and caves. The inner chamber
of the building is decorated with sculptures representing the three layers of the Maya
universe. Xibalba, or the Underworld, is represented by ancestor skulls, the middle world
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Figure 2.4. Quirigua stelae depicting dance. The slightly raised
foot denotes dance. a) Stela C, north face, depicting supernatural
being dancing; b) Stela A, south face, depicting K’ak Tiliw dancing as
the same supernatural depicted on Stela C (from Looper 2001:124,125).

of humans is depicted by the presence of the Bacabs, or sky-bearers, and the highest level
of the universe is represented by a two-headed sky serpent (Fash 2001:122-123). The
corners of the buildings are decorated with stacked mountain masks and the entrance was
carved to represent the cave in the mountain. Both the mountain masks and the cave
mimetically labeled the building as a sacred mountain (Fash 2001:123; Boot 2004).
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Mountains and caves are cognitively linked in Maya thought, as will be discussed later
(Brady and Ashmore 1999:127).
The ancient Maya created the material offerings found in caves for the use of
supernatural beings. The manufacture of these offerings, such as ceramic vessels, can be
understood as a mimetic process. The shaping of ceramic vessels conjures their spirits
and houses them within the objects. The spirit of the object becomes focused in the
physical form of the offering after the vessel has been created.
The ancient Maya realized that their physical offerings needed to be transformed
into objects their gods would be able to use. The destruction of the physical offering that
housed the spirit of the gift was a sacrifice that completed its transformation into a spirit
object. For example, bloodied bark paper and copal incense were burned and ceramic
vessels were shattered or killed by drilling a hole in their base. Such destructive
techniques have long been described as ways of releasing the spirit of the object at the
termination of the ritual (Coggins 1984). The sacrifice of the physical representation of
an object activates its spirit, allowing it to be used by the inhabitants of the supernatural
realm (Taussig 1993:135).

History of Maya Cave Archaeology

Caves are now widely recognized as locations of ancient Maya ritual activity, but
this connection was not always recognized. Maya scholars used the European model of
caves as habitation sites to interpret their findings in caves (see, for example, Mercer
1975:9). The idea that the Maya used caves as ritual locations became recognized after
the adoption of a multidisciplinary approach to research and more thorough excavations.
The dominance of the European model, coupled with the lack of a better explanation for
the material remains recovered, resulted in a long history of misinterpretation of cave
sites.
The history of Maya cave archaeology can be divided into Early, Middle, and
Recent periods (Brady 1989:10). These periods were chosen because the two World
Wars interrupted publication and the theoretical approach and methodologies of the
discipline changed (Brady 1989:10). The Early Period includes work from 1840 to 1914.
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The Middle Period occurred between 1914 and 1950. The Recent Period is the current
period of research that began roughly in 1950.
Early Period (1840-1914)
The Early Period is defined as the time when scholars were familiarizing
themselves with the ancient Maya. The dominant paradigm regarding cave utilization
was that they were used for habitation. Most archaeological remains discovered in caves
were identified and analyzed as domestic refuse (see, for example, Gordon 1898:10;
Mercer 1975:9; Seler 1901; Thompson 1879). The major problem was the failure of
archaeologists to synthesize their data (Brady 1989:16). Thompson, who worked during
this time, best summarized the habitation theory by stating that, “[i]n all lands the caves
of the mountains and hills have been the refuge stations of primitive peoples” (Thompson
1932:91).
Some of the earliest western accounts of the ancient Maya come from explorer
journals and books such as the Stephens and Catherwood volumes (Stephens 1841,
1843). These two volumes are considered the starting point for the field of Maya
archaeology (Brady 1989:10). Stephens and Catherwood visited many contemporary
Maya villages and recorded ancient sites, including caves that were still in use for
domestic purposes, such as water collection, and others where they noted cultural
remains. Stephens failed to produce systematic descriptions of caves even though he
visited and reported on many.
Significant work on caves was initiated almost a half century after the journeys of
Stephens and Catherwood. Henry Mercer and Edward H. Thompson, two of the most
prominent cave archaeologists of their time, published cave studies within one year of
each other. Mercers’ best-known work, “The Hill-Caves of Yucatán” (Mercer 1975),
was one of the first studies devoted entirely to caves. Unfortunately, a warehouse fire
destroyed the first printing in 1896, and the publication was unavailable until it was
reprinted in 1975. Mercer’s greatest contributions to Maya cave archaeology were the
mapping and excavation of caves, and collection of pottery and faunal material. He was
the first to use the stratigraphic method (Brady 1989:11). Nonetheless, Mercer was
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searching for the earliest evidence of human occupation in the New World during his
studies, and he overlooked ritual as an explanation for his findings (Mercer 1975:9).
Edward H. Thompson’s first publication was “Cave of Loltun, Yucatán”
(Thompson 1897). Thompson discussed various topics in his report, such as stratigraphy
and cave art, and produced a map of the cave and drawings of artifacts. The quality and
thoroughness of this report was unmatched until the present day (Brady 1989:12).
Thompson continued his archaeological investigations at the site of Chichén Itzá,
Mexico, which he purchased in 1894. Two revolutionary discoveries at the site would
later strengthen the argument that caves were used as ritual locations, rather than
habitation sites. The first major find came when Thompson dredged the Cenote of
Sacrifice. He recovered artifacts including human remains, jade, textiles, wooden
objects, copal, rubber, gold, and copper. Ritually “killed” pottery, bone, and stone were
also recovered from the cenote suggesting that the objects had ceremonial functions
(Coggins 1984). Recent analysis has shown that geographic features such as caves, rock
shelters, and cenotes were cognitively linked in ancient Maya though as the openings to
the underworld (Rissolo 2005:352-356).
Thompson’s second revolutionary discovery was the excavation of multiple
interments in a cave enclosed by a structure, including one he called the High Priest’s
Grave (Thompson 1932:265; see also Thompson 1938:13-38). Thompson was unsure
whether caves were the habitation sites that contemporary scholars believed them to be
after the discovery of the tomb. “[W]ere they the acolytes or the servants of the high
priest whose bodies were so placed as to guard in death as they served in life this high
and sacred personage?” (Thompson 1932:265).
A major problem with Thompson’s work at Chichén Itzá was his failure to
publish the material in a timely manner. He completed the report in the 1930s. Brady
(1989:13) speculates that Thompson failed to publish because most archaeologists were
familiar with his work. Thompson also failed to appreciate the ceremonial aspect of his
excavations, even after the discovery of the High Priest’s Grave. He was interested in
finding out “how much this cave could tell us about the ancient inhabitants of Yucatán”
(Thompson 1932:91).
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George Gordon (1898) and Eduard Seler (1901) also published on caves at this
time. Gordon worked in the valley of Copan, Honduras, where he documented five caves
in varying detail. He discovered a chamber filled with human remains over one-half of a
meter deep in one cave. He believed the bones suggested either continual habitation or
the existence of a ritual cave cult (Gordon 1898:10). Gordon decided to analyze the
material from a ritual perspective that was contrary to his belief that caves were
habitation sites.
Edward Seler worked in the Quen Santo caves in the Guatemala highlands (1901).
He produced a partial map of one of the caves and incorporated the cave system into a
larger regional map (Brady 1989:14). Seler’s reports often ignored clues suggesting the
ritual use of caves. For example, Brady (1989:15) points out the sacred nature of the
name “Quen Santo,” which translates to Holy Cave. Seler believed that the term was the
name for the entire plateau where the site was located.
Two of the most pronounced problems with the literature during this period were
the lack of publication and circulation of reports. The greatest potential sources of this
time, Thompson’s work at Chichén Itzá and Mercer’s book on the caves of Yucatán, were
unavailable until many years after the research was completed.
Middle Period (1940-1950)
The cave reports of the Middle Period can generally be described as less detailed
than those written previously (see, for example, Gann 1924; Gruning 1930; Joyce et al.
1928; and Joyce 1929). What they lacked in quality they made up in quantity, as can be
seen in the large number of reports produced during the period (See Brady 1989:18-19
for a detailed list). This period was a time dominated by the practice of going to caves to
find museum quality artifacts. Most cave archaeologists during this period retained the
belief that caves were used for habitation by the ancient Maya. Nonetheless, scholars
began to recognize the ritual nature of cave activity near the end of the period.
Thomas Gann was the most prolific cave scholar during this period, producing
annual reports from 1924 to 1930 (Gann 1924, 1925, 1926, 1928, 1929, 1930, see also
Gann 1918). Gann’s cave descriptions were never consistent, even though he published
frequently. He failed to produce site maps, and his reports were poorly illustrated.
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Gann’s archaeological field methodology was also questionable, he lacked a collection
strategy and failed to analyze or describe artifacts.
Gann maintained the belief that caves were habitation sites, even after finding an
enormous cache of copal incense packages in a cave that was difficult to access (Gann
1918:138-139, 1929:48). His belief in caves as habitation sites can be seen in his
description of what he believed was a “rubbish depository or kitchen midden” (Gann and
Thompson 1931:43) in a cave near Pusilhá, Belize.
The British Museum Expedition’s reports of the 1920s on a small cave near
Pusilhá, Belize, came close to reproducing the quality of reports from the previous period
(Joyce et al. 1928; Joyce 1929; Gruning 1930). The reports contained a map of the site,
and included the locations of caves in the study, and a description of the excavated area
(Joyce 1929:442). Artifact descriptions were made sporadically and only museum
quality artifacts were collected, preventing an accurate understanding of the assemblage
(Brady 1989:17). The cave contained a large, stratified artifact dump and many burials,
which Joyce speculated might be the result of the cave’s having been a sacred location
(Joyce 1929:443).
Studies during the Middle Period failed to capitalize on the work of the previous
period. Site reports failed to match the established quality of the previous period, and
systematic data analysis was ignored in favor of collecting the best artifacts.
Recent Period (1950-Today)
Archaeological cave studies in the Recent Period have been transformed from
weekend projects to the focus of large-scale expeditions in their own right. A
multidisciplinary approach to artifact analysis has been adopted, and caves are now
recognized to be locations used primarily for ritual functions.
The publication of E. H. Thompson’s (1938) “The High-Priest’s Grave” and J. E.
Thompson’s (1959) “The Role of Caves in Maya Culture” led to a major revolution in
thinking in Maya cave archeology. “The High-Priest’s Grave” (E. H. Thompson 1938) is
noteworthy because it was the first publication that offered indisputable evidence of a
cave having a ceremonial function.
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In “The Role of Caves in Maya Culture” (1959), J. Eric S. Thompson used
ethnographic and ethnohistoric literature to list, discuss, and categorize caves and the
different activities performed in them by the ancient Maya. This work revolutionized the
methodology of Maya cave archaeology, forcing scholars to view caves as ceremonial
spaces. Thompson’s study also introduced the value of a multidisciplinary approach to
cave archaeology.
Excavations at Mayapan, Mexico, by the Carnegie Institution produced a number
of regional reports on caves and cenotes around the site (R. E. Smith 1952, 1953a, 1953b,
1954, 1956, 1971; Shook 1947, 1952, 1955; Ruppert et al. 1954; A. L. Smith 1946, 1955;
Stromsvik 1953, 1955, 1956). The Carnegie reports contained site maps and detailed
descriptions, drawings, and photographs of artifacts and features (Brady 1989:22). These
excavations also included ceramic and faunal collections as part of the entire artifact
assemblage of the site. Nearby surface structures were also considered as part of the cave
studies (P. Smith 1954, 1955; Chowning 1955; A. L. Smith 1962; Proskouriakoff 1962).
Archaeological cave reports greatly improved beginning in the 1960s. E. Wyllys
Andrews IV of the Tulane University Middle American Research Institute was one of the
archaeologists directly responsible for this improvement. Andrews began work on the
caves of Balankanché (Andrews 1961) and Gruta de Chac (Andrews 1965), near the
surface site of Dzibilchaltún, Yucatán, Mexico, focusing on the ceremonial aspect of the
caves and their relation to the site. Perhaps his most significant contribution to the field
was the recording of a modern cave ritual by Yucatec Maya shamans, demonstrating that
cave ceremonies were still being performed and that they could be used to understand
past activities (Andrews 1970).
David Pendergast, who worked in Belize during the 1970s, also helped to
revolutionize and reshape archaeological cave studies. One of his major contributions
was to treat caves with the same meticulous study as surface sites. Pendergast’s
methodology was contradictory to some of the earlier work of this period, such as that of
Andrews, whose work at Gruta de Chac was done on weekends by volunteer labor
because of the perceived small scale of the project (Brady 1989:23).
Pendergast was responsible for establishing a number of standards for cave
archaeology. He provided accurate descriptions of sites that included their locations and
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characteristics of the surrounding environment. He was also one of the first
archaeologists to produce accurate cave maps, discuss excavation methodology, describe
and illustrate artifacts, and make comparisons to similar surface site assemblages.
Pendergast also utilized specialists from other fields to assist in data analysis such as
botanists and zoologists.
Archaeologists began to attempt to reconstruct ancient cave rituals through the
meticulous recording of faunal remains and the utilization of ethnohistoric and
ethnographic documents. For example, Pohl (1983) developed a model to study ritual
faunal assemblages. She realized that different animals represented different aspects of
Maya cosmology, and that they played significant roles in agricultural and lineage
ceremonies. The presence of faunal remains in caves had been used to bolster arguments
for their use as habitation sites prior to these studies (see, for example, Lee and Clark
1988:23; Lee and Hayden 1988:66).
The discovery and subsequent description of Naj Tunich, Peten, Guatemala, by
James Brady and Andrea Stone introduced the possibility of elite utilization of caves and
further demonstrated their ritual significance. The elite utilization of this cave was
suggested by the presence of numerous hieroglyphic texts documenting the visits of
several high-level rulers, and large, elaborate stone burial crypts (Stone 1995:135; Brady
and Stone 1986:19). Some of the paintings appeared to show sexual activity, suggesting
a previously unrecognized sexual or fertility aspect of caves (Brady 1988).
In his analysis of Naj Tunich, Brady (1989:415-416) recognized the need to
distinguish among areas of caves as distinct activity zones, such as wet versus dry and
light versus dark locations. Brady’s study has demonstrated the need for cave-specific
methodologies because he recognized that areas of caves were utilized differently and
that no two caves are the same.
Arthur Demarest and James Brady were also responsible for the incorporation of
cave studies in large-scale regional projects (Brady 1997; Brady et al.1997). Brady
reported that the Petexbatún caves assemblages were significant in percentages when
compared to the assemblages of the surface site, suggesting that the caves were heavily
utilized (Brady 1997:361). For example, almost one-third of the ceramics recovered by
the Petexbatún project came from the caves in the study (Brady 2005:118).
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The analysis of the Petexbatún Regional Cave Survey suggested that caves may
have been a determining factor in the establishment of surface sites, and that these
underworld locations were modified and elaborated. All of the ceramics were believed to
have a ritual function; for example, utilitarian wares were used for the burning of incense,
and painted pottery was used for the presentation of offerings (Brady 1997:364). The
success of the Petexbatún Regional Cave Survey resulted in the initiation of similar
projects in Belize (Awe 1997), Guatemala (Woodfill and Spenard 2001; Woodfill et al.
2002; O’Mansky 2002), Mexico (Rissolo 2005), and Honduras (Brady et al.2000).
The Cancuén Archaeology Project, directed by Arthur Demarest of Vanderbilt
University, incorporated a large-scale, multi-year cave archaeology project into its
research. That research includes this thesis. The overarching goal of the cave subproject
has been to determine the role of caves throughout the region. One of the major foci of
the research has been to show equivalence between temple-pyramids and witz or
mountain-caves (Woodfill et al., 2001, 2002; O’Mansky 2002; O’Mansky et al. 2003).
The Cancuén area provides an ideal testing ground for this study because none of the
sites in the region has human-made pyramidal architecture. Instead, the area is
surrounded by towering, cave-filled hills that the Maya may have treated as sacred
mountain-caves. The project proposed that the local ancient Maya rulers would have
used the surrounding landscape in the same way other rulers would have used templepyramids (Woodfill 2002; O’Mansky 2002; see also Spenard 2005).

The Multidisciplinary Approach: Epigraphy,
Linguistics, Iconography, and Ethnography

The transition from the Middle Period to Recent Period in Maya cave archaeology
was marked by the adoption of the multidisciplinary approach, in which specialists
analyze different types of data. For example, geologists can help explain site formation
(e.g. Veni 1995:245-252), zoologists can identify animal species (e.g. Emery 2002:105;
Pohl 1981:515-519; 1983:62-65, 87-89; and Pohl and Pohl 1983:28), and ethnobotanists
can identify different types of plants in archaeological contexts (e.g. Morehart 2002).
The use of the multidisciplinary approach requires archaeologists to be more thorough in
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their excavations because the potential loss of data is much greater. This approach also
turned the attention of cave archaeologists to the rapidly advancing fields of epigraphy,
iconography, and ethnography as other means of obtaining information about caves.
Four publications from the early 1960s greatly expanded our ability to read and
understand ancient Maya hieroglyphic texts (Proskouriakoff 1960, 1963, 1964; Kelley
1962). Proskouriakoff noticed that many stelae at the site of Piedras Negras, Guatemala,
were grouped together and contained a recognizable pattern of hieroglyphic dates that
roughly spanned a person’s lifetime. Proskouriakoff proposed that the stelae were
recording the birth, accession, and death of successive rulers, an idea that has become
known as the Historical Hypothesis (Proskouriakoff 1963:149). Epigraphers quickly
realized that most hieroglyphic texts were historical narratives that described significant
events in the lives of rulers rather than the sterile recording of celestial events.
The Historical Hypothesis was coupled with an earlier realization that Maya texts
were partially phonetic and that many of these phonetically spelled words were cognates
of current Mayan languages (Knorosov 2001:146). In some instances, these texts
referred to caves (Bassie et al. In Press:13; Looper 2000:2) (Figure 2.5), and the
accompanying images depicted rituals that took place within them (Figure 2.6). These
decipherments further support the idea that the ancient Maya used caves as ritual
locations.
The field of iconography witnessed a flood of decipherment once hieroglyphic
texts began to be understood better. Proskouriakoff (1963:149) noted that particular texts
were associated with particular motifs on stelae. These motifs were systematically
studied, and much of the content came to be understood by utilizing the concept of text
and image (Bassie-Sweet 1991:38). This theory assumes that the scenes on carved
monuments were described by the accompanying texts. For example on Yaxchilán, Stela
6, the text describes the ruler’s completion of two katuns of rule and the image displays
the accompanying ritual (Bassie-Sweet 1991:41).
The rapid progress in the fields of epigraphy and iconography led to the
recognition of numerous depictions of cave openings in ancient Maya art and writing.
Cave openings were iconographically depicted as quatrefoils, the cenote or T591 glyph,
skeletal jaws, the cab or T526 glyph, the “impinged bone” or T598 glyph, and Cauac
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iconography (Bassie-Sweet 1991:91-110; Benson 1985; Coe 1978; Thompson 1972:150)
(Figures 2.5-2.13).
Quatrefoils represent one of the most frequent depictions of cave openings in
Maya art. These openings can appear in frontal or profile view (Bassie-Sweet 1996:66)
(Figure 2.7). These shapes are often iconographically depicted containing images of
ancestors, such as on the sides of Pakal the Great’s sarcophagus at Palenque, Mexico
(Figure 2.8), and on Stela 40 from Piedras Negras, Guatemala (Figure 2.1). The
depiction of ancestors in quatrefoils suggests that these spirits resided in caves.
Quatrefoils also provide a border for ritual performance, for example on ball court
markers (Figure 2.9).
Three different symbols have been identified as cave openings. T591 is a skeletal
jaw that is used to frame scenes in the underworld, such as on the sarcophagus lid of
Pakal the Great at Palenque, Mexico (Figure 2.10), and on building decorations at Copan,
Honduras (Figure 2.11). Another common representation is depicted in the Postclassic
period codices, where the rain god, Chac, performs rituals in the skeletal maw (BassieSweet 1991:91-93). The T529 cab glyph has been translated as “earth” and is believed to
represent a cut-away profile of a cave (Bassie-Sweet 1991:95) (Figure 2.6 c, d). The
third glyphic representation of a cave is the T598 impinged bone glyph. This hieroglyph
appears in a text on the walls of the Joljá caves in Chiapas, Mexico and may refer to an
event that happened at the cave (Bassie et al. In Press:13) (Figure 2.12).
Cauac, or cave symbolism, is a common motif in ancient Maya art (Figure 2.13).
The Cauac sign is recognizable by a cluster of drops and a dotted half circle that
represents limestone cave formations (Thompson 1971:87; Stone 1995:24). The
zoomorphic form of the Cauac sign, the Cauac Monster, has a long, down-turned snout, a
profile-view quatrefoil in its head, and sprouting maize foliage (Stone 1995:24) (Figure
2.13). The Cauac Monster often incorporates a witz logograph, labeling the image as a
hill (Stuart 2001:200) (Figure 2.13 a, b). Depictions of rulers standing on Cauac
Monsters performing rituals are believed to be representations of ceremonies performed
in caves (Bassie-Sweet 1991:105; Pohl and Pohl 1983:51) (Figure 2.13b). A painting in
Joljá Cave 1 depicts two individuals standing above a Cauac Monster performing a ritual
at an Ajaw altar (Figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.5. “Cave” glyphs: T510 quatrefoil (from Looper 2000).

Figure 2.6. Iconographic and hieroglyphic examples of the Caban cave: a) Chac
sitting in a Caban cave; b) iconographic frame of Caban cave; c) Caban glyph; d)
hieroglyphic frame of Caban cave (from Bassie-Sweet 1991:97).

Figure 2.7. Examples of the quatrefoil motif.
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Figure 2.8. Ancestor emerging from quatrefoil shape. From the sarcophagus lid of
Pakal the Great, Palenque, Mexico (from Bassie-Sweet 1991:96).

Figure 2.9. Ball game scene framed by quatrefoil shape,
Copan, Honduras (from Schele and Miller 2001:257).
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Ethnohistoric accounts have also aided in the realization that caves were utilized
as ritual stages. For example, caves are described in the Popol Vuh as portals to the
Underworld and to the supernaturals who inhabit it (Tedlock 1986:106-108). The
discovery of sacrificed deer blood, altars, the burning of incense, and the presence of
idols in a cave near Maní, Yucatán, was one of the main factors leading to the inquisition
of the Yucatec Maya by Bishop Diego de Landa in 1562 (Tozzer 1941:76).
Contemporary Maya people actively incorporate caves into their ritual lives. For
example, pilgrimages are made to these locations as part of petitions to the supernatural
inhabitants for health, rain, and good harvests (Andrews 1970; Karen Bassie, personal
communication 2002; Josserand and Hopkins 1996, 1997; Meneses López 1986; Redfield
and Villa Rojas 1962; Vogt 1970, 1976, 1981). The Chol Maya of Joloniel, Chiapas,
Mexico, make an annual pilgrimage to the Joljá caves during the celebration of the Day
of the Cross every May 3 (Halperin et al. 2003). They perform this ceremony to appease
Don Juan (Earth Lord), Jesus, and Mary, so that the rains will come, and the town will
have food to eat.
Many Maya groups see caves as the residences of various supernaturals. The
Tzotzil-speaking Zinacantecos believe that the ancestors called Totilme’iletik, or FathersMothers, live in the hills surrounding their town, Zinacantán, Chiapas, Mexico (Vogt
1970:5-6). These spirits are the models of correct behavior and keepers of ritual
knowledge. Yahval Balamil, the Earth Owner, is a fat Ladino who also lives
underground, hoards money and animals, and controls all the earth products used by the
Zinacantecos (Vogt 1970:6). The Chol Maya believe in a supernatural named Don Juan
who is similar to Yahval Balamil. They believe that this being lives in a cave near
Palenque, Mexico, and owns all natural things. He must be petitioned to before activities
such as hunting or planting a field. The Yucatec Maya of Chan Kom have numerous
images of saints that are said to have mysterious origins. These images are described as
having come from caves or the bush at the entrance of the village (Redfield and Villa
Rojas 1962:109). These supernaturals do not control the elements of nature but can grant
favors and offer miraculous aid (Redfield and Villa Rojas 1962:109-110). In this thesis, I
use parallels in the beliefs of contemporary Maya populations to understand ancient
Maya cave ritual behavior. These similarities demonstrate the continued belief in an
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Figure 2.10. Skeletal jaws of the underworld depicted on Pakal the Great’s
sarcophagus lid, Palenque, Mexico (from Bassie-Sweet 1991:74).

Figure 2.11. Skeletal jaws from building decoration, Copan,
Honduras (adapted from Schele and Miller 2001:140).
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Figure 2.12. T598 “impinged bone” cave glyph from text on Joljá cave wall, Chiapas,
Mexico (photo by author)
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a

b

c

Figure 2.13. Cauac depictions: a) Cauac monster from Bonampak, Mexico, Stela 1; b)
Cauac monster from Palenque, Mexico, Temple of the Foliated Cross panel; c) versions
of Cauac glyph (a and b from Stone 1995: 26; c from Thompson 1985: Fig. 10). Note the
cluster of dots in each example.

owner of all natural things who demands substantial compensation for the use his
materials. I argue that rituals to the prehistoric counterpart of this supernatural were the
most necessary for the ancient economy because failure to obtain and remain in his favor
would result in the inability to harvest the resources necessary for production.
Ethnographic parallels document a strong reverence for ancestors who reside in
caves and are the recipients of gifts. These beings are seen as the vigilant keepers of
tradition ways and the proper way to do things (Vogt 1970:5-6). Anyone who breaks
with tradition is punished by the ancestors, who must then be appeased through the
proper ceremonies (Vogt 1976:85). These supernaturals are given gifts of thanks for
passing on the knowledge for dealing with the Earth Lord (Vogt 1976:112).
Caves have been and continue to be places imbued with great power for the
Maya. The weight of archaeological data now suggests that these underworld locations
had ritual significance for the ancient Maya. Breakthroughs in epigraphy and
iconography, as well as the utilization of ethnohistoric and ethnographic data, have
supported the argument that caves were ritual settings for the ancient Maya.
34

Ajaw altar

Cauac monster

Figure 2.14. Painting of two individuals performing a ritual around an ajaw altar.
They stand above a stylized Cauac monster (from Stone 1995:88).
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CHAPTER 3
ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING AND CULTURAL HISTORY
OF THE EL CHOTAL REGION

This chapter presents a review of the environmental setting and cultural history of
the Pasión archaeological region (Mathews and Willey 1991:31), which encompasses the
El Chotal survey area (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). The purpose of this chapter is to understand
the natural processes of site formation, the availability of resources, and to place the
current findings into a larger social framework. The Pasión archaeological region is
defined as the Pasión River drainage in El Petén, Guatemala, and the region slightly to
the north of the confluence of the Pasión and Chixoy Rivers (Mathews and Willey
1991:31). This region is distinguished from others in the Maya lowlands by a unique
combination of ceramic and architectural traditions, specifically the presence of
hieroglyphic stairs. Hieroglyphic texts from the area focus on the interactions of the
various sites in the region indicating the rich social interaction of the Pasión
archaeological region (Mathews and Willey 1991:31).

Environmental Setting

The Pasión region is located in the southwestern portion of the department of El
Petén, Guatemala, and can be described as a tropical lowland environment. The climate
is tierra caliente with an average temperature of 81˚ F with a range of 11˚ F (Willey et al.
1975:13). Rainfall occurs in abundance throughout the year. There is no definitive dry
season, just a time of less rain during the spring (Vivo Escoto 1964:201; quoted in Willey
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Figure 3.1. Map of the Pasión Region (drawn by Luis Fernando Luin).

et al. 1975:14). The average rainfall of the Petén is difficult to measure because it varies
throughout the region (Willey et al. 1975:13).
Soil conditions in the Petén region were a major factor in site distribution (Willey
et al. 1975:14). The north-to-south ridges of the Pasión River, where bedrock is close to
the surface, are covered with a black, sticky clay soil that is ideal for slash and burn
agriculture. Annual flooding of the Pasión River results in natural levees and floodplains.
Ancient and contemporary farmers near Seibal prefer the higher land and its slopes
(Willey et al. 1975:15).
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Figure 3.2. Close-up map of study region. Note * next to Hix Pec indicates that China
Ochoch and Cueva de las Tinajas are all too close together to be individually labeled.
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The Pasión River region is located in the Chapayal Basin between the northern
Yucatan platform and the Sierra Madre del Sur to the south (Willey et al. 1975:11). The
headwaters of the Pasión River are defined by the confluence of the Seibol River and
Arroyo Cancuén (Figure 3.2). The Pasión River runs in a northerly direction from its
headwaters for approximately 116 km, where it turns 90 degrees to the west near the site
of Seibal. It continues west until its confluence with the Salinas, or Chixoy, and
Lacantun Rivers forming the Usumacinta near the site of Altar de Sacrificios.
The Pasión River cuts through six major geologic formations during its course
(Willey et al. 1975:11). Much of the region is underlain by the Upper Cretaceous
Lacandon Formation, which is comprised of detrital limestone and conglomerate
breccias. Three contemporaneous formations overlie the Lacandon Formation, two of the
three are the Cambio and Reforma Formations, both consisting of soft shale. The
softness of the shale in the Cambio and Reforma formations has resulted in the Pasión
meandering in small, tight patterns, which created a mostly level landscape interspersed
with swampy regions (Tourtellot et al. 1978:196). Scattered along the river and
throughout this region are many resistant carbonate (limestone) rock outcroppings, some
rising over 100 m in height. Many of these outcroppings are tower-shaped and most
contain caves. The third formation is the Santa Amelia Formation, which is characterized
by marls, limestones, and dolomites interbeded with clay and limestone breccias (Willey
et al. 1975:11).
The soft conglomerate formation known as the Lacantun Formation is located
along the final section of the Pasión River near the headwaters of the Usumacinta River,
and it was deposited during the Upper Oligocene to Lower Pliocene, (Tourtellot et al.
1978:196; Willey 1975:11). The softness of the Lacantun Formation has resulted in a
landscape similar to that found at the headwaters of the Pasión River: a meandering river
course surrounded by flat, swampy terrain.
The El Chotal study region is located in the southeastern corner of a hilly area
known locally as the San Francisco system, which includes a low-lying hilly region to the
south. The San Francisco system is an approximately 30 km2 region of limestone
outcroppings located 12 km to the northeast of Cancuén and 4 km north of the Arroyo
Cancuén. Although the study region is not near any large, permanent water source, the
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entire area seasonally floods when the rains begin, as witnessed when a two-day
rainstorm passed during the 2004 field season. Much of the land was under 5 cm of
water for many days, and most paths became impassable.
Today, the flora of the Pasión region is characterized by forests populated with
invasive species due to the abandonment of extensive agriculture that was practiced by
the ancient Maya (Willey et al. 1975:17-18). The contemporary flora is diverse but
poorly described, which led to the preferential use of common names over potential
misclassification for this study (Willey et al. 1975:16-17). The discussion of the region’s
flora will focus on the current vegetation because ancient palynological studies are
unavailable. The vegetation of the Pasión region is typical of tropical lowlands and
includes various palms, species of cacao, mahogany, cedar, a red wood known locally as
hormiga, Maculiz, Enterolobium cyclocarpum, Ceiba, gumbolimbo, strangler palm,
rubber tree, trumpet tree, a few species of apple trees, and the breadnut tree (Willey et al.
1975:17-18; Luntell 1937). Other plants include tubers, bamboo, and a henequen-like
plant known locally as isté.
Most of the plants found in the region are utilized by the surrounding Maya
populations, as they would have been by the ancient inhabitants (Lundell 1937:11).
Many of the trees are usable for a wide range of building materials including house and
canoe construction. Other plants would have been utilized for food, dyes, and ritual
paraphernalia (Morehart 2001, 2002a, 2002b).
The Pasión River is located in the middle of two zoogeographical regions, the
Neotropical and North American Nearctic regions (Stuart 1964:338-345, 355). Mammal
species include agouti, anteater, armadillo, coatimundi, various species of deer, kinkajou,
monkey, peccary, rabbit, tapir, tepezquintle, and otter, as well as small rodents and bats.
Feline species include jaguar, ocelot, and puma. Numerous bird species are also present
including ducks, parrots, wild turkeys, and various species of raptors. The river systems
of the Pasión River and Arroyo Cancuén would have provided ample access to water
fauna, such as fish, turtle, crocodile, and shellfish, as well as other amphibians and
reptiles for use by nearby populations.
Today, the El Chotal region is dominated by milpa agriculture in various stages of
utilization and renewal. Few, if any, tracts of land in the study region have been
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unmodified by contemporary populations. All of the land has been divided into milpa
parcels owned by individuals from surrounding villages. Much of the region was
characterized by freshly burned fields during the field season, although areas of thick
underbrush forest were noted. The presence of thick underbrush suggests that the canopy
in these areas is recent. Even seemingly pristine forest may actually be fallow fields in a
late state of renewal (McAnany 1995:66-68). One of the few unaltered locations is a
muddy area filled with mangrove-like vegetation that divides the study region in two and
is nearly impassable during the dry season. This region becomes a series of small islands
surrounded by deep, water-filled gullies during the rainy season

Cultural History

The history of the Southwest Petén, or Cancuén Region, is beginning to be
understood due to the Cancuén Archaeology Project, the first large-scale archaeological
study in the region. Previous studies were often short surveys in search of monuments or
to establish site chronology (see, for example, Dillon 1977:1; Maler 1908:36-49; Morley
1938:231-249; Tourtellot et al. 1978:196-240).
Discussions of the Tres Islas-Machaquilá (Mathews 1991:31) and CancuénMachaquilá (Fahsen and Demarest 2000:11-13) polities, along with the newly discovered
site of El Raudal (Tomasic 2004; Tomasic et al. 2005), are necessary to understand the
cultural history of the San Francisco caves because they are centrally located among
these sites. The ceramic assemblages from the caves also suggest connections to the sites
of Tres Islas, Cancuén, Machaquilá, and El Raudal through stylistic and temporal
similarities. Other sites that were associated with the study area through ceramics and
site function, including La Caoba Vieja, Raxruha Viejo, Ixcún, and the Alta Verapaz
region.
Much of the known history of the Cancuén region has come from carved
monuments whose hieroglyphic texts describe the political interactions of the numerous
polities in the region. The earliest known monuments in the Cancuén region come from
the small site of Tres Islas, located approximately 20 km down river from Cancuén. The
name “Tres Islas” was given in reference to three islands in the river.
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Tres Islas was strategically located at the confluence of the Pasión and Santa
Amelia Rivers. This location allowed for the control of a major trade artery that
connected the highlands and eastern lowlands to the Petén and the rest of the Maya
lowlands. The strategic location of the site suggests that Tres Islas was the Early Classic
period capital of the Cancuén polity (Fahsen and Demarest 2000:4). Control of this trade
route allowed the Cancuén polity to flourish throughout the Classic period.
Tres Islas is a problematical site because three carved monuments were located in
situ, but they were lacking associated architecture (Mathews 1991:53). Recent work has
shown the site to be much smaller than expected for a center believed to have been in
control of one of the largest ancient Maya trade routes (Tomasic 2004:7-8). The entire
site of Tres Islas consists of the three stelae mentioned above, one altar, and a group of
four long mounds, each smaller than 1.5 m in height.
The stelae are significant for a number of reasons. The first is the presence of the
earliest recorded dates known for the entire Pasión region (Mathews 1985:31; Tomasic
and Fahsen 2003). The dates are AD 400 and AD 416, which seem to be references to
past events. The date AD 475 appears to be the dedication date of the stelae complex
(Tomasic et al. 2004:2). Another significant aspect is the presence of Teotihuacán
iconography that suggests some kind of connection between this minor site and the major
center in central Mexico. Finally, the stelae depict the emblem glyph that was later used
by Cancuén and Machaquilá rulers. The presence of this emblem glyph at these three
sites suggests that they comprised a long-lasting polity with different administrative
centers over time (Mathews 1991:31; Demarest and Fahsen 2003:11-13) (see Figure 3.3).
A large site named El Raudal was discovered a few kilometers east of Tres Islas
during the 2003 and 2004 field seasons. This site is located just above the confluence of
the Pasión and Santa Amelia Rivers and sits on top of a small bluff among many hills. El
Raudal appears to have been established in a strategic location on a trade route, as
navigation up river is impossible during the dry season due to the presence of rapids
(Tomasic 2004:8). Two architectural groups form the epicenter of the site. Group A
consists of large structures with plazas to the north and south. The largest structure in the
group has two central staircases, one to the north and one to the south. Group B consists
of an acropolis constructed from a series of platforms and two buildings (Tomasic
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2004:8). Unfortunately, no carved monuments have been recovered from the site, but
ceramic data suggest it dates from the Late Preclassic through the Late Classic periods
with a strong Early Classic period component. Thus, the site may be contemporaneous
with Tres Islas. Tomasic (2004:8) has proposed that El Raudal was one of the earliest
centers in the region and may have been the true Early Classic capital of the Cancuén
polity, instead of Tres Islas.
The seat of the Cancuén polity moved during the Late Classic period to the site
that is known today by that name. Cancuén was established on an elevated bluff at the
top of an elongated oxbow approximately 6 km downriver from the headwaters of the
Pasión River (Tourtellot et al. 1978:196). The site was strategically located along the
major highland-lowland trade artery at the head of the navigable waters of the Pasión
River. Cancuén, like Tres Islas, appears to have been established to control trade coming
down from the highlands, which begin approximately 8 km to the south of Cancuén
(Demarest 2003:8). The position of Cancuén at the point of a major trade route
crossroads provided the site with extraordinary wealth, as seen in the presence of
workshops, caches, and monuments, and reflected in one of the largest palaces in the
Maya world (Demarest 2003:8). Archaeological investigations throughout the site have
uncovered jade and pyrite workshops, as well as obsidian, chert, and prestige good
production areas (Kovacevich 2004).
The three-level palace complex consisting of 23 structures and over 200 rooms
sits at the center of the site. The terminal phase of this structure was commissioned by
Taj Chan Ak, the last great Cancuén king of the Late Classic period. Barrientos and
colleagues (2003) note that the palace is a symbol of Cancuén’s economic success. The
location of the building was chosen to overlook a large, constructed port to the east, and a
natural port on the west (Demarest 2003:10).
Cancuén was established prior to the fourth century but flourished during the Late
Classic period (Demarest 2003:8). The majority of the site’s history was recorded on a
monument that is known as the Cancuén Looted Panel, or the Cancuén Panel. The
monument is the second half of a two-panel text that reads like a king list for the Cancuén
polity (Figure 3.3). The first half of the panel is rumored to be sitting in the Machaquilá
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or Pasión Rivers because it was too heavy for the canoe that was intended to carry it
(Kistler 2004:5).
The surviving section of the panel was translated by Stanley Guenter (2002), and
a summary of his work follows (see also Fahsen and Demarest 2003; Fahsen and Jackson
2003; Kistler 2004). The first half of the panel is a discussion of events and accessions of
Cancuén rulers that occurred in the presence of Yuknoom Ch’een, the king of Calakmul
between AD 652 and AD 677 (Guenter 2002; Martin and Grube 1995:45, 2000:109).
Political upheaval during this time resulted in the exile of the Cancuén dynasty for five or
more years to Calakmul, Mexico, at the very north edge of the Classic Maya region.
Calakmul may have housed the ousted dynasty in one of its numerous palaces (Guenter
2002:4, 6). On March 21, 657 AD, the newly installed ruler, K’iib’ Ajaw, began his
journey back to Cancuén to reestablish a dynastic presence at the site. According to the
hieroglyphic text, he stopped at either a mythological place or perhaps the cave of Naj
Tunich in the eastern Petén along the way. K’iib’ Ajaw began the reconstruction of
Cancuén upon his arrival. The next ruler, Chan Ahk Wi’, came to power in AD 677, and
the dynasty may have been exiled again after Tikal conquered Calakmul and Dos Pilas.
The overthrow of Dos Pilas by Tikal would have separated Cancuén from its ally
Calakmul, explaining the cause of Chan Ahk Wi’s supposed exile. Chan Ahk Wi’
returned to Cancuén following the defeat of Tikal by Dos Pilas, and in AD 682, he
celebrated a Period Ending event that led to the refoundation of the Cancuén dynasty.
Dos Pilas’ defeat of Tikal allowed the former site to become the dominant power of the
Pasión region during the Late Classic period.
The Cancuén Panel skips the next 85 years after recounting the actions of Chan
Ahk Wi. Guenter (2002:16) refers to this time as the “Dark Age” for Cancuén. The only
mention of this undocumented time at Cancuén comes from a hieroglyphic stairway that
was badly eroded and heavily looted.
The documented history of Cancuén during this Dark Age is known from events
recorded at Dos Pilas, to which Cancuén may have been a vassal site at the time. The
alliance between Cancuén and Dos Pilas began when Ruler 3, who reigned from AD 727741, married a princess of Cancuén. The marriage was celebrated by the construction of
a Cancuén-style palace and an exquisite throne for the queen at Dos Pilas (Fahsen and
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Demarest 2003:9). The marriage alliance between the two sites gave Dos Pilas enough
power to conquer Seibal and control the entire Pasión River valley as a result (Fahsen and
Demarest 2003:9). The alliance between the two sites continued until the violent
downfall of the Dos Pilas dynasty that began in AD 761. The entire Petexbatún region,
including the sites of Aguateca, Altar de Sacrificios, Dos Pilas, Seibal, Tamarandito, and
Punta de Chimino, fell into endemic warfare that saw the demolishing of buildings to
construct defensive walls, the systematic burning of sites after defeat, and the relocation
and eventual demise of the ruling elite throughout the region (Demarest 1997:209).
The collapse of the Petexbatún sites resulted in a power vacuum in the Pasión
region that led to the rebellion of many former vassals sites (Guenter 2002:16). Taj Chan
Ahk took advantage of the unstable situation and embarked on a large-scale construction
project at Cancuén. The palace was greatly expanded, a new ball court was dedicated,
and numerous monuments were commissioned. Most of the inscriptions known from
Cancuén were commissioned by Taj Chan Ahk and were created between AD 790 and
the end of the eighth-century (Guenter 2002:18). The text near the end of the Cancuén
Panel suggests that Taj Chan Ahk entered the power foray by taking the Machaquilá
emblem glyph in addition to that of Cancuén. A wall panel found on the outer wall of
Taj Chan Ahk’s ball court also displays the two emblem glyphs and depicts him in the
main plaza of Machaquilá naming a sahal, or subsidiary lord (Figure 3.4).
Around AD 800, a new ruler was installed at Machaquilá, who initiated the most
prolific period for the polity (Guenter 2002:18). Neither Cancuén nor Machaquilá
mentions the other in its inscriptions during this time, suggesting a power struggle
between the two centers. Cancuén Stela 2 was erected on August 15, 800 AD, and is the
last known monument from the site.
Unfinished defensive walls were found at Cancuén, suggesting that the site was
unexpectedly attacked and conquered (Manahan 2001:167,178; Sears and Seijas
2001:102). Recent work has uncovered evidence of a gruesome end to the Cancuén
dynasty. Excavations in the eastern port during 2004 uncovered a large number of
disarticulated human remains. A shallow pool was discovered during the 2005 field
season adjacent to the palace with the remains of approximately 31 elaborately dressed
individuals, carelessly interred face down. The skeletons included women and children,
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and many appeared to have been beheaded. During 2004, the remains of the king, Kan
Maax, identified by royal garb and a shell plaque bearing his name, and his queen were
found a few meters from the pool in shallow graves, suggesting that the elite of the site
met an untimely end.
Machaquilá rulers began commissioning monuments beginning with Stela 13,
dedicated on 9.14.0.0.0, or December 1, 711 AD, during the rule of Dos Pilas.
Nevertheless, Machaquilá only began to flourish after the Dos Pilas and the Cancuén
polities collapsed. Machaquilá rulers started erecting monuments every five years until
10.0.10.17.5, or December 28, 840 AD (Fahsen 1984:95). The average time span of a
ruler’s authority was 20 years, or a katun. As the ninth Baktun ended, however, the
duration of rule diminished (Fahsen 1984:97).
The monuments of Machaquilá offer little information regarding the external
political situation. Most inscriptions refer to the celebration of Period Endings by the
rulers. The few external references were related to the taking of captives from other sites
by the last ruler, “Captor of Double Chuen.” Fahsen (1984:101) believes that this final
ruler conquered Machaquilá because the previous ruler’s reign lasted no more than 10
years. The final action depicted at Machaquilá was a blood-letting event by “Captor of
Double Chuen” in conjunction with the capture of an unknown person (Fahsen 1984:101102).
Machaquilá was abandoned after the reign of “Captor of Double Chuen,” and the
seat of power in the Pasión region moved back north to Seibal. The rulers at Seibal made
one final attempt at maintaining the “Classic kingship” by erecting 17 stelae between AD
830 and AD 889 (Martin and Grube 2000:227). This site was abandoned by the early
tenth century, and the collapse of the Petén and Petexbatún regions was complete.
One site that was continuously occupied from the Late Preclassic through the
Terminal Classic periods was a small site in the Cancuén region known as La Caoba
Vieja. This small hilltop site is nestled within the central valley of the cave-filled San
Francisco hills and is located approximately equidistant from the sites of Cancuén, El
Raudal, and Tres Islas (Woodfill and Spenard 2001). It is the closest known surface site
to the cave study area. It was unknown until a reconnaissance trip to the hills was made
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Figure 3.3 Drawing of the Cancuén Looted Panel. The last two hieroglyphs in the last two columns refer to the
Cancuén and Machaquilá polities respectively and are used as part of the ruler’s title (Drawing by Sarah Jackson)

Figure 3.4. Cancuén Panel 3 depicting Taj Chan Ahk sitting on a
zoomorphic representation of the Machaquilá main plaza,
while investing a sahal kneeling on his left. (photo by author)

during the 2001 field season (Woodfill and Spenard 2001:240-243). A modern
settlement sits atop much of the pre-Columbian remains, and a church was recently
constructed with material taken from many of the mounds at the site.
La Caoba is an enigmatic site. Excavations in 2002 revealed some of the earliest
occupation in the Cancuén region even though the closest permanent water source is two
hours walk away. The site has been linked to El Raudal and Tres Islas through
geographic proximity and contemporary occupation, and to Cancuén through ceramic
assemblages and ritual similarities (Woodfill et al. 2002:387).
The ancient Maya alleviated the problem of the lack of permanent water at the site
through the construction of two retention pools. One of these pools was noted during
reconnaissance in 2001, and the other was discovered in 2002 (Woodfill et al. 2002:389).
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These pools were incapable of supporting a large population, however. They barley meet
the needs of the 32 families that live in the village today.
Why would the ancient Maya have chosen this place for settlement so early on
when other water-rich areas were available? Woodfill and colleagues (2002) propose that
the answer to this question lies in site’s location and a belief in sacred geography. To
answer the question of why the ancient Maya would have chosen this place for
settlement, a discussion of Raxruha Viejo is necessary.
The site of Raxruha Viejo is located to the south of Cancuén, on the outskirts of
the modern town of the same name, and it is currently being studied by the Cancuén
Archaeology Project. This site offers clues for understanding the rationale for the
settlement of La Caoba Vieja. Raxruha Viejo was similarly settled among cave-filled,
tower-like karst hills that were actively incorporated into the layout of the site, which
lacked pyramidal architecture. Platforms were constructed at the base of some of the
hills, and in one instance, a row of stelae and altars were placed on a platform at the foot
of a hill (Figure 3.5). Stela and altar complexes were often erected at the foot of
pyramids, as at Tikal (Figure 3.6). As Woodfill (2004) notes, the hills of Raxruha were
being used as “ready-made” temple pyramids.
Why was La Caoba settled in the San Francisco hills? The ancient Maya believed
in an idealized sacred landscape that included mountains and caves (Brady and Ashmore
1999). These natural features were represented by pyramid-temple complexes in ancient
Maya cities. The sites of Raxruha Viejo and La Caoba incorporated these hills into their
layouts to conform to the idealized sacred landscape. The incorporation of these natural
landscape features transformed the sites into representations of the idealized sacred
landscape and mimetically gave the inhabitants control over its power. The location of
La Caoba suggests that it was established at the entrance of the San Francisco hills to
control access to these cave-filled hills. The San Francisco hills are visible on the
horizon and a few hours walk from Tres Islas, El Raudal, and Cancuén. Ceramic
evidence suggests that people from these three sites may have also been using the hills as
their “witz,” a pattern similar to Raxruha Viejo and La Caoba Vieja.
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Figure 3.5. Map of Raxruha Vieja depicting the incorporation of hills into the site layout. Note
arrow pointing to a platform at the foot of a hill with stelae and altars (from O’Mansky 2000)

Figure 3.6. Stela and altar complex in front of North Acropolis at Tikal (Photo by author)

Ceramics recovered from the caves during the 2004 field season also demonstrate
connections with the Alta Verapaz highlands, the ancestral home of the Q’eqchi’ Maya.
The highland pottery that was recovered was made using highland technologies but was
shaped into lowland forms. Lowland types created with lowland technologies were also
present in the caves. The highland technology utilized organic materials for temper, and
lowland technology utilized mineral sources, such as limestone. The coexistence of the
two technologies suggests that Cancuén may have been a multiethnic city, with Q’eqchi’
peoples from the highlands and Cholan populations from the lowlands interacting in the
region. The fact that the highland technologies were used to create lowland forms
suggests that the lowland population may have been viewed as the more prestigious. The
mimicking of the more prestigious lowland pottery suggests that the highland peoples
were using mimesis to imbue themselves with prestige.

Summary

The Pasión region of El Petén, Guatemala, was one of complex interactions that
began with the control of trade routes and ended with the collapse and complete
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abandonment of the region. Its political history during the Late Classic period was one of
warfare, expansion, defeat, and collapse that was recorded in hieroglyphic inscriptions
throughout the region. The Cancuén area was an active participant in the political arena
of the central Petén, creating alliances through marriage, controlling trade, and potentially
rising up in rebellion with other vassal sites.
The Cancuén polity has a deep history, beginning with the erection of three
monuments at the site of Tres Islas in the middle fifth century and the establishment of
the recently discovered site of El Raudal. Much of the polity’s early history was
probably recorded on the first half of the Cancuén Looted Panel that is rumored to be at
the bottom of a river. Taj Chan Ahk commissioned the largest-scale expansion project in
Cancuén’s history, after the fall of the Petexbatún region. The Cancuén polity soon fell
to warfare, and the seat of power moved first to Machaquilá, and then to Seibal, where
divine kingship and monument erection finally ceased in the Pasión region by the early
tenth century.
None of the sites in the Cancuén region has human-made pyramidal architecture,
but natural hill-caves are visible from all sites. Evidence from the sites of La Caoba
Vieja and Raxruha Viejo suggests a pattern in which the cave-filled hills were actively
incorporated into site plans to conform to the idealized sacred landscape. The sites of
Tres Islas, El Raudal, and Cancuén were established to control trade and failed to
incorporate this landscape into their layouts. The El Chotal study area is centrally located
from these sites and is easily reached by a few hours walk from each. The limestone
towers of the San Francisco range may have been utilized as the witz for the region.
Ceramics from the San Francisco caves also suggest ties to the Alta Verapaz
highlands and point to a multiethnic population in the region. The mimicking of lowland
pottery forms using highland technologies suggests that the lowland population was
considered more prestigious than the highland. The highland populations were
mimetically imbuing themselves with prestige through the creation of lowland-like
pottery. Thus, the Cancuén region was inhabited by a multiethnic population that had
numerous ties to the prestigious lowland Cholan groups and highland Q’eqchi’
populations.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA AND METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents a summary of the data and methodology used in the cave
survey during the 2004 field season. It begins with a short discussion of the theory and
methodology utilized to conduct the regional survey. The majority of the chapter is a
summary of the caves in the El Chotal region and of the archaeological work performed
in them. The discussion is divided into two parts. I discuss the North Area and the South
Area, reflecting the natural characteristics of the landscape (see Figure 3.2). The North
Area is located in the southeastern corner of the San Francisco system and includes the
caves Hix Pec, Cueva de las Tinajas, China Ochoch, Ventana Maya, Torre Quib, and
Torre Hun. The South Area is defined by significantly smaller hills located
approximately 0.5 km south of the larger range, and which are separated from the San
Francisco system by a low-lying, swampy region. The caves of the South Area are Saber,
Ocox, CHOC-05, and Cabeza de Tepezquintle. Evidence is presented that suggests that
this area may have small settlements that are yet undocumented.

Methodology

Fieldwork for the present study occurred between March and May of 2004. The
survey was performed in a multi-stage process as suggested by Redman (1973). The
multi-stage process begins with a general areal study that narrows the focus of
investigation to excavations in particular locations based on information gathered from
the previous stages. The first stage was general reconnaissance of the region, which
uncovered numerous caves in three separate areas that contained evidence of both ancient
and modern ritual activity. The two areas closest to Cancuén were chosen for study and
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were labeled as the North and South Areas. This division reflects the natural
characteristic of the surrounding landscape.
The second stage was intensive study of the North and South Areas that consisted
of in-depth exploration and mapping of the caves. The exploration resulted in the
identification of caves that would be surface collected during the next stage.
The third stage was controlled surface collections that offered the opportunity to
examine the types of artifacts that were present in the caves. Only diagnostic sherds were
collected; all others were left in place. The surface collections were broken down into
smaller areas of the caves to maintain control over the artifacts. Surface collections were
also made to obtain information about caves, or areas of caves, when lack of time made
excavations impossible. The results of the surface collections may misrepresent the true
cave assemblages because only representative samples of diagnostic specimens were
collected. Field analysis of the collected artifacts allowed for the determination of a
rough chronology of the caves while in the field.
The final stage of the study was archaeological excavations. Excavation units
were established based on information gathered from surface collections and physical
attributes of the caves (Brady 1989:415-416). Attributes that were considered for unit
location included the transition from light to twilight zones, a dramatic change in passage
width, and areas near active drip formations. Refer to Appendix C for conventions used
on the cave maps.

Archaeological Investigations in the North Area

Investigations in the North Area were conducted by Matt Ayers, Don Miguel and
Don Cesario from El Rosal, and Don Venancio, Don Eligío, and their extended family
from El Chotal, and the author. Nine caves were reconnoitered, and seven of them
contained evidence of past ritual activity. The caves visited were, Hix Pec (Jaguar
Stone), Nim Li Ha (Big Water), Cueva de las Tinajas (Cave of the Jars), Cueva de la Hun
Muro (Cave of the One Wall), Buena Vista (Good View), China Ochoch (Small House),
Ventana Maya (Maya Window), Torre Hun (Tower One), and Torre Quib (Tower Two).
Torre Hun, Torre Quib, and Hix Pec are located in tower-like hills. These three caves
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were the most heavily utilized of all the caves in the study area based on the large
quantity of ceramic material noted and recovered from each. Ventana Maya also
contained a significant volume of artifactual material compared to the other caves even
though it is not located in a tower-like hill. The North Area caves of Hix Pec, Cueva de
las Tinajas, China Ochoch, Torre Hun, Torre Quib, and Ventana Maya will be discussed.
Hix Pec
Hix Pec is located in the tower-hill of Miguel Quix. The cave consists of a long,
narrow entrance chamber, and a rear passage that spirals downwards to a dead-end
(Figure 4.1). The name of the cave comes from evidence of recent jaguar habitation and
a large, possible cut-stone block located at the entrance of the cave (Figure 4.2). The
entrance to the cave is roughly three and a half meters tall by five meters wide. The two
areas of the cave are naturally divided by ceiling collapse. The entrance chamber was
pocked with looter pits and animal burrows, and many sherd stacks were noted
throughout the chamber indicating looting activity. The rear passage can only be
accessed by belly crawling over the collapse and through the remains of an ancient wall.
Evidence for ancient activity beyond the entrance chamber was absent. Nonetheless,
surface conditions are not reliable determinants for buried cave deposits (Brady and Scott
1997:15-21).
The entire entrance chamber was surface collected as one unit, ROS 1-1, due to
the considerable disturbance throughout the cave. The majority of the cave floor was
covered with ceramics, especially near the entrance. Nonetheless, most of the ceramics
that were seen on the surface were non-diagnostic utilitarian sherds that went uncollected.
Surface collections were restricted to obtaining representative diagnostic samples to
determine site chronology and to accommodate limited pack space. A poorly made bowl
fragment was discovered on an elevated ledge and was collected separately as ROS 1-L1.
A complete jar rim was found placed like a crown over a formation at the entrance of the
cave. The cut stone block noted at the entrance was photographed but not collected.
Time and logistics prevented the creation of a proper map or excavations of this
cave. Future projects should consider this cave for archaeological work.
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Figure 4.1. Sketch map of Hix Pec. Note map is not to scale.
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Figure 4.2. Cut stone block at entrance of Hix Pec.

Cueva de las Tinajas
This is a small rock shelter located in the side of a large hill. Access to the
entrance is difficult and includes scaling a steep slope. The entrance faces roughly south
and is approximately 1.5 m tall, rising to 2 m at the rear of the cave.
The name of the cave comes from the large quantity of utilitarian jar fragments
located in two areas of the cave. A map was made of the cave and the ceramics were
collected as ROS 2-1 (Figure 4.3).
The original context of the ceramics within the cave was disturbed by the owner
who had incorporated a large quantity of the ceramics into a modern altar (see Figures 6.4
and 6.5). The altar was one of the two areas in the cave where ceramics were present.
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ROS 2-1

Figure 4.3. Map of Cueva de las Tinajas. Note circled area
over cross-hatching represents CHO 4-1 collection.

The second area was located near the entrance of the cave. The ceramics from the two
areas appeared to be similar types. The decision was made to collect only from the
second activity area to leave the modern altar undisturbed.
China Ochoch
China Ochoch is a tall, shallow rock shelter located on the east side of a hill
where the caves discussed above are located (Figure 4.4). The entire floor is bedrock,
and the ceiling is roughly 4 m tall. A small, low-ceilinged chamber branches off into the
hill approximately 2.5 m above the surface of the rock shelter. Entrance to this chamber
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Figure 4.4. Sketch map of China Ochoch. Note drawing is not to scale.

is difficult, and no artifacts were noted on the surface. The low ceiling, lack of artifacts,
and restricted entrance suggests that this chamber was never used by the ancient Maya.
The only artifacts present in the cave are located in the center of the rock shelter.
The artifact assemblage consists entirely of sherds from utilitarian jar forms,
similar to that of Cueva de las Tinajas. The surface collection from this cave was labeled
ROS 4-1.
Ventana Maya
This cave is a large sinkhole located in the hollow of a hill referred to by the same
name (Figure 4.5). The cave and hill were named by the people of the region for a large
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window that can be seen from the ground and the belief that the ancient Maya used to
live in caves. The “window” is actually a skylight sinkhole that doubles as the cave’s
entrance (Figure 4.6). The hill rises dramatically from the jungle floor below, exposing a
large, white cliff face. The effect of the window and shape of the cliff face is reminiscent
of an alligator resting just above the water surface. Although no evidence exists that the
ancient Maya recognized this feature of the hill, the presence of artifacts in the cave
suggest that it was considered sacred in ancient times. The sacred characteristic of the
hill remains today as suggested by its widespread notoriety in the surrounding
communities and evidence of heavy modern ritual utilization.

Ventana Maya
cave entrance

Figure 4.5. Ventana Maya hill. Note the shape of the hill and location of
cave entrance gives the appearance of an eye in the hill. Inset shows
workers standing above cave entrance (photos by author)
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Figure 4.6. Sketch map of Ventana Maya. Note drawing is not to scale.
Shaded area represents location of surface collection.

The cave is only accessible via an actively decomposing limestone cliff face. The
activity area is accessed by crossing an algae-covered, sloped ledge, close to 25 m high,
once inside the cave. Another climb up an algae-covered wall follows the slope. The
decision was made that this cave was too dangerous for intensive study. A surface
collection was made in the activity area to obtain chronological data of the cave’s
utilization. This surface collection was labeled CHO 1-1.
Torre Quib
This cave is located on the eastern side of the large, tower-like hill, called El
Torre (Figures 4.7). The cave is accessed via a small rock shelter that opens up to the
southeast (Figure 4.8). The rock shelter is approximately 1.5 m high x 2 m wide. The
entrance to the actual cave is located 3 meters into the rock shelter along its rear wall.
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The cave is naturally divided into two chambers by ceiling collapse. The immediate
entrance area is one chamber that lacks a soil matrix. The chamber on the other side of
the breakdown consists of two passages, one dominated by a deep soil matrix that has
been disturbed by looting activity. The other passage is a rocky dead-end with no
evidence of ritual activity.
Three areas were chosen for surface collection to reflect the natural features of the
cave. CHO 2-1 was removed from the rock shelter entrance. The cave component was
divided into two surface collections, CHO 2-2, and CHO 2-3. CHO 2-2 was made in the
rocky entrance chamber. CHO 2-3 was made by sorting through looter piles and back
dirt. Excavation inside this cave was impossible due to the looting disturbance.
Torre Hun
This cave is located in the southern side of El Torre and overlooks the valley
below. The cave consists of a long passage that terminates in an oval-shaped chamber
(Figure 4.9). There is only one side passage, located approximately 10 meters from the
entrance. The side passage is a small, elevated crawl space that heads south, then it turns
to the west after 2 meters. Directly in front of the entrance to the elevated passage is an
active stalagmitic formation. The entire main passage and front half of the rear chamber
contains a deep soil matrix. The back half of the rear chamber is primarily composed of
breakdown. Along the northern wall of the rear chamber is an area where water
continually falls from the ceiling resembling a rainstorm. A modern altar is located
nearby.
The entire floor of both the entrance and main passage were littered with
ceramics. The falling water in the rear chamber acted as a drip excavation revealing
pottery mixed into a pebbly matrix.
Five surface collections were made in this cave. The first surface collection,
CHO 3-OUT, was made in a small alcove to the north of the entrance outside of the cave.
CHO 3-1 began at the entrance of the cave and extended to approximately half-way along
the entrance passage. CHO 3-2 was collected from half-way along the entrance passage
to the beginning of the rear chamber. CHO 3-3 was collected from the front half of the
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Figure 4.7. El Torre hill. The caves Torre Hun and Torre Quib are located in this hill.
Note this photograph was taken by the author about 0.5 km from the base of the hill.
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Figure 4.8. Map of Torre Quib. Grey areas depict locations of surface collections.

rear chamber that consisted of a soil matrix. CHO 3-4 was centered on the area of an
active drip formation in the rear of the cave.
The decision to divide the entrance passage into two sections was made to
maintain control over the long expanse of the passage. The division was located near
where the transition from the light to twilight zones occurred. The area of the active drip
was collected separately because no other artifacts were present on the rocky half of the
rear chamber. The lack of other artifacts in the rear of the cave suggests that the active
drip area was actively sought out for ritual utilization.
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Figure 4.9. Map of Torre Hun. The shaded areas depict locations of surface collections

Five 1m x 1m units were excavated in the cave. The units were placed to obtain
maximum coverage of the different areas of the cave. CHO 4-1 was placed adjacent to
the north wall at the cave’s entrance. The unit was set up to straddle the drip line on a
point that overlooked the valley below, which would have been an ideal location for
large-scale public ritual. The unit was established to search for evidence of such activity.
Three levels were excavated to culturally sterile soil at 33 cm below surface using 10 cm
arbitrary stratigraphy. Artifacts recovered from the unit include ceramics, chert flakes, a
chert core, animal bones, fish scales, polished pebbles, worked bone, bone beads, and a
metate fragment. The soil in CHO 4-1-1 was light brown and sandy. CHO 4-1-2 was
brown and white sand with chunks of limestone. CHO 4-1-3 was mostly large, white
breakdown.
CHO 4-2 was placed along the eastern side of the active formation near the
elevated passage. The unit was set up in the shadow of this formation. Areas of falling
water have been documented as frequent locations for ritual activity (Halperin et al.
2003). Surface collections showed that this area contained a type of orange incised
pottery that is often found associated with burials at Cancuén (Mike Callaghan, personal
communication 2004). This unit was placed to test these findings independently.
Five lots were excavated to culturally sterile soil at 38 cm below surface.
Arbitrary 10 cm levels were used for each lot, with the exception of a filled-in pit that
was excavated entirely as one lot. The pit was encountered at 12 cm below datum in the
southwest corner of the unit. The bottom of the pit contained an elongated human
cranium of a young individual propped up on a rock. Artifacts recovered from this unit
include ceramics, chert flakes, obsidian blades, fire cracked rock, polished pebbles, bone,
human remains, including a tibia, skull, and phalange, and an appliqué ear spool from an
incensario. A soil sample was also taken. The soil of CHO 4-2-1 was light brown and
powdery. The soil of CHO 4-2-2 was light brown powdery sand. CHO 4-2-3 consisted
of dark brown crumbly clay. Lots CHO 4-2-2-A and CHO 4-2-4 consisted of fine
powdery, light brown soil.
CHO 4-3 was set up in front of the modern altar near the area of actively falling
water in the rear chamber. The unit was placed in this location to determine the extent of
ritual activity in the area. Two levels were excavated in 10 cm arbitrary levels, to
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culturally sterile soil at 25 cm below surface. Artifacts recovered from this unit include
ceramics, chert flakes, and animal bone. The volume of artifacts recovered from this unit
suggests that the area was utilized frequently for rituals. The matrix of CHO 4-3-1 was
dark brown mud interspersed with large rocks. CHO 4-3-2 consisted of large rocks
mixed with a light brown matrix.
CHO 4-4 was established in a small depression along the southern wall in the
main passage. This location was chosen for excavations to obtain a comprehensive view
of the activities in the passage. The unit was aligned to capture the cave wall within its
confines. Two levels were excavated to culturally sterile soil at 28 cm below surface
using natural stratigraphy. Many charcoal flecks appeared throughout this unit
suggesting burning activity. Artifacts recovered from the unit include ceramics, bone,
shell, human remains, a speleothem, and soil samples taken from each level. The matrix
of CHO 4-4-1 was light brown powder to sand with black flecks. CHO 4-4-2 consisted
of large pebbles mixed with yellow-orange clay, which appeared to be decomposing
limestone.
CHO 4-5 was set up at the base of a large rock directly on the access route to the
rear chamber. The unit was placed to test for the presence of ritual activity at this
physical juncture in the cave. One level was excavated before culturally sterile soil was
encountered at 3 cm below surface. This level consisted of hard packed soil that peeled
away from a sterile matrix of decomposing limestone that was encountered throughout
the cave. Few artifacts were recovered from this unit but include ceramics and chert
flakes. The lower number of artifacts should be expected due to the millennia of traffic
passing in and out of the cave along this path.

Archaeological Investigations in the South Area

Investigations in the South Area were made by Don Tomas de la Cruz, Kristen
Demarest, and Don Mateo and Don Gerardo and their families from El Coyo, and the
author. Six caves were reconnoitered, all of which contained evidence of past ritual
activity. The caves of this area were alphanumerically coded, as “CHOC-XX.” This
code represents CHOtal Cave- number XX. Caves were given names when appropriate.
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The cave codes and names are CHOC-01, Saber; CHOC-02, Hollejo de Culebra; CHOC03; CHOC-04, Ocox; CHOC-05; CHOC-06, Cabeza de Tepezquintle. The caves that are
considered in this study are Saber, Ocox, CHOC-05, and Cabeza de Tepezquintle.
Possible evidence for a small rural population is also discussed.
CHOC-01; Saber
Saber is a cave and rock shelter that opens on the western side of a large hill. The
rock shelter portion is a series of depressions along the base of the large hill that contains
the cave. Only the cave and main section of the rock shelter near the cave entrances were
mapped, collected, and excavated due to time constraints (Figure 4.10). The rock shelter
floor was mostly destroyed by a large looter trench that ran the extent of the shelter to
below Entrance 1 (see Figure 5.17).
Two entrances to the cave were recorded. Entrance 1 is a small crawl 2.5 m
above the rock shelter floor. Entrance 2 is located up and around the hill from the rock
shelter and is approximately 2.5 m wide and tall. This entrance would be easily seen
from the ground below if it were clear of trees, making it an ideal location for large-scale
public ritual. The cave was named after the local expression, “¿saber?,” which is loosely
translated as, “who knows?”
The cave is naturally divided into dry and wet areas. The dry area is the smaller
of the two and is located near the two cave entrances. The dry area begins at the rock
shelter and extends into the hill to Chamber 1, which had been walled off in the past.
Evidence for past ritual activity was noted throughout the dry area.
The wet area of the cave begins beyond Chamber 1 and is a long, narrow chamber
that extends the height of the hill and terminates at its eastern extent. The floor is
primarily rock, although a few muddy areas are present. One area of deep soil was
present at the eastern end of the cave, but it had been disturbed in the past. Evidence for
ancient ritual activity is present only in the dry area of the cave even though the wet area
is roughly two and a half times larger
Surface collections were made in several different areas throughout the dry parts
of the cave and rock shelter. Only representative diagnostic sherds were collected. All
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Entrance 2

Figure 4.10. Map of Saber cave. The grey areas depict locations of surface collections

Chamber 1

Entrance 1

other artifacts, including lithics and faunal materials, were collected in total when
present.
The rock shelter was divided into three surface collections that corresponded to
different looting events. The justification for the different areas is that looters would
throw their back dirt near the area where they were digging. The general area from
where the artifacts originated could be identified with relative confidence by collecting
from the different back dirt piles. CHO 5-1 was limited to ceramics and collected near
the northern entrance of the rock shelter. CHO 5-2 was collected in the back dirt of the
large looters trench and adjacent looters pits. The surface collection included ceramics
and chert flakes. CHO 5-3 was collected from the area to the south of the looter trench
through the southern extent of the rock shelter. This collection included the only
undisturbed area in the rock shelter, and a group of rocks that may have come from the
looter trench. Artifacts recovered include ceramics, chert flakes, and a human mandible
that was found on the group of rocks. CHO 5-4 was a surface collection made in the area
of Entrance 2 and consisted of utilitarian sherds. CHO 5-5 was made along the passage
from the entrance area to Chamber 1. The artifacts recovered from this collection were
river snail shells found in niches and crevices along the passage. CHO 5-6 was made in
Chamber 1 and consisted of ceramics.
Four 1m x 1m units were excavated in Saber. Two of the units were placed in the
undisturbed area of the rock shelter below Entrance 1. The other two units were placed
in Entrance 2. The units were placed to determine whether any behavioral differences
could be identified in the two different areas.
CHO 6-1 was placed below Entrance 1, one of the few areas of the rock shelter
that appeared to be undisturbed by looting activity. This area was heavily utilized for
ritual activity based on the artifacts recovered during surface collections. The presence of
the mandible in CHO 5-3 suggested that burials were present.
Four levels were excavated to culturally sterile soil at 42 cm below surface using
10 cm arbitrary levels when possible. The matrices of CHO 6-1-1, CHO 6-1-2, and CHO
6-1-3 are light brown to gray powdery soil with large pebble inclusions. The CHO 6-1-4
matrix contained large rocks intermixed with the same soil as the levels above. The unit
was ended after excavations were impossible due to the presence of large rocks.
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Artifacts recovered during excavation include ceramics, chert and quartz flakes,
fire cracked rock, chert cores, jute, crab claws, animal bones, and human remains. A
surprisingly low number of ceramics were present considering the abundance of ceramics
in the looter back dirt. Chert flakes and jute were found in much higher quantities than
expected throughout the unit.
CHO 6-2 was placed in center of Entrance 2 to obtain a general sample of any
activities that had taken place in the area. The unit also partially straddles the drip line of
the cave, as evidenced by a drip excavation along the southern wall of the unit.
Three levels were excavated to culturally sterile soil at 42 cm below surface,
using the natural stratigraphy of the cave. CHO 6-2-1 was made up of light brown, sandy
soil with limestone pebble inclusions. Artifacts recovered from this level include
ceramics, chert flakes, jute, animal bone, including deer, a human canine, and a possible
human child rib. CHO 6-2-2 was made up of a dark brown to black damp ashy matrix
with rock inclusions. The matrix of the level suggests that it may have been burned at
one time. Recovered artifacts include ceramics, obsidian, and shell. A soil sample was
taken at this level for flotation and C14 dating. CHO 6-2-3 was started because CHO 6-22 was deeper than 10 cm. The matrix of this level was identical to the one above. The
only artifacts recovered in this level were a bone and a shell. Culturally sterile soil was
reached about the time that large rocks made further excavation impossible.
CHO 6-3 is a 1m x 1m extension from the western wall of CHO 6-1. This unit
was placed to obtain the maximum amount of information possible from the undisturbed
area and to recover in situ ceramics to refine the cave’s chronology.
Artifacts found on the surface were collected as CHO 6-1-0 after the unit was set
up to account for heavy foot traffic and looting activity in the area. Five levels were
excavated to culturally sterile soil at 41 cm below surface using 10 cm arbitrary levels
when possible. CHO 6-3-0, CHO 6-3-1, CHO 6-3-2, and CHO 6-3-3 are made up of a
light brown to gray, powdery matrix with large pebble inclusions. Artifacts recovered
from these levels are similar to those found in CHO 6-1 and include ceramics, chert
flakes, a chert biface, fire cracked rock, animal bones, crab claws, jute, disarticulated
human bones (many from CHO 6-3-2), and a soil sample taken from level 2. The soil
sample was collected for flotation and C14 dating. CHO 6-3-4 is made up of large rocks
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intermixed with the light brown to gray powdery soil found in the levels above. The
artifacts recovered from this level include ceramics, a large quantity of chert and quartz
flakes, chert flake cores, fire cracked rock, turtle, deer, crab, rodent bones, and human
teeth.
The lack of stratigraphy in CHO 6-1 and CHO 6-3, coupled with the disarticulated
human remains found in both, suggests that this area may have also been subject to
looting activity in the past. The undisturbed appearance of the area may be a result of the
soil settling over time.
CHO 6-4 is a 1m x 1m extension off of CHO 6-2. This unit was established to
recover in situ ceramics to help refine the chronology of the cave. The location of the
unit was dictated by the layout of the cave. All other areas had insufficient space for a
1m x 1m unit. CHO 6-4 was excavated in two levels based on the stratigraphic
information from CHO 6-2. Culturally sterile soil was reached at 45.5 cm below surface.
CHO 6-4-1 consisted of a light brown sandy matrix with limestone pebble inclusions.
Chert flakes were the only artifacts recovered from this level. A soil change was
encountered at 13 cm below surface. The matrix of CHO 6-4-2 was a dark brown damp
ash with rock inclusions. Artifacts recovered from this level include ceramics, jute, and
animal bones. The unit was terminated after culturally sterile soil was reached.
CHOC-04; Ocox
Ocox is a canyon-like system that runs though a large hill with a rock shelter
component at its northern most extent (Figure 4.11). The canyon is undisturbed by
looting activity, and artifacts were noted throughout the feature. Ocox is Q’eqchi’ for
“mushroom,” a reference to the large quantity of mushrooms that are growing from the
floor of the rock shelter. Tree roots hang down from the hilltop above, partially masking
the entrance. The roots have spread over the floor, creating a large disturbed area.
Three 1m x 1m units were excavated in different areas of the rock shelter. This
strategy aimed at obtaining a sample from different areas of the cave. One 0.5 m x 1 m
unit extension was excavated in an area where the most activity was noted.
CHO 9-1 was set up adjacent to the north wall of the rock shelter in an area that
was not disturbed by the tree roots. Initial reconnaissance to this cave noted the presence
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of ceramics in this area. The unit was established to determine the type of activity that
had taken place on the spot, and whether the area would be suitable for a 2 m x 2 m unit.
Two levels were excavated to culturally sterile soil at 30 cm below surface. Deep
stratigraphy was suspected so 15 cm arbitrary levels were utilized. The matrix consisted
of black, muddy soil. Artifacts recovered from CHO 9-1-1 consisted of ceramics and
animal bone. A large sherd was noted protruding from the unit wall. Artifacts recovered
from CHO 9-1-2 consisted of two small sherds.
CHO 9-2 was set up near an area of falling water towards the rear of the rock
shelter where the landowner reported that five plates had been removed in the past. This
unit was established to determine whether the slope of floor would have assisted in
artifact migration. The spot chosen for the unit was near the lowest part of the rock
shelter, and the belief that any migrating sherds would have become trapped in this area.
One level was excavated to culturally sterile soil at 12 cm below surface. No definitive
artifacts were recovered from this unit, although two pig teeth were collected.
CHO 9-3 is a 0.5 m x 1 m extension off the north wall of CHO 9-1. This unit was
established to recover the artifacts found in the shared wall. The location appeared to be
an activity area and a better understanding of its function was desired. Two levels were
excavated to culturally sterile soil at a depth of 26.5 cm below surface. The matrix of the
unit was black, muddy soil as in CHO 9-1. One sherd was recovered from CHO 9-3-1.
CHO 9-3-2 consisted of many fragments of a larger utilitarian sherd. No other artifacts
were recovered from this unit.
CHO 9-4 was set up along the southern wall of the rock shelter. A natural
drainage channel had uncovered pottery in this area. This unit was established to test for
activity in the area. Two levels were excavated to culturally sterile soil at 15.5 cm below
surface, utilizing 10 cm artificial layers. The matrix was identical to the other three units,
black, muddy soil. Three sherds were recovered from the unit, which was terminated due
to sterility.
Sherds were noted eroding from the ground along the southern most extent of the
canyon. They were collected as CHO 10-1.
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CHO 10-1

Figure 4.11. Map of Ocox cave. Note, the circled area over
cross-hatching represents the surface collection CHO 10.

CHOC-05
CHOC-05 is a shallow rock shelter located in the foot of a hill, half of which is
made up of a rock area with an active drip (Figure 4.12). The other half of the shelter
contains a soil matrix mixed with artifacts. One 2 m x 2 m unit and two 0.5 m x 1 m unit
extensions were excavated in the soil area of the rock shelter. The three units covered the
majority of surface in the soil area.
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CHO 11-1-1 was a 2 m x 2 m unit positioned to cover the maximum floor area of
the rock shelter. The unit was set up to incorporate a portion of the drip line within the
unit. Five levels were excavated to CHO 11-Feature 1 at 27.5 cm below surface.
Directional quadrants were imposed on the unit to maintain control over the data. Chert
flakes and pottery recovered from the surface of the unit were collected as the first lot,
CHO 11-1-Surface. These artifacts were collected separately to prevent contamination
from disturbance caused by foot traffic during reconnaissance. The quadrants and
surface collection were consolidated into CHO 11-1-1 in the lab after analysis
demonstrated that many of the recovered sherds were from the same vessels. The matrix
of CHO 11-1-1 was a light brown, sandy soil with small limestone pebble inclusions. A
modern hearth was uncovered in the center of the northern half of the unit. The majority
of activity areas appeared in the western half of the unit, including a rough stone circle.
The artifacts recovered from this level included ceramics, a figurine fragment, chert
flakes, chert laurel leaf projectile point, fire cracked rock, an obsidian blade, jute, land
snail, and unidentified snail. CHO 11-1-2 had the same matrix as the previous level, light
brown sandy soil with small limestone pebble inclusions. Artifacts recovered from this
level include ceramics, chert flakes, a chert blade, an obsidian blade, unmodified pyrite or
hematite nodules, and worked bone. CHO 11-1-3 was the stone circle uncovered during
excavation of the first level. The matrix of this lot is comprised of light brown packed
sand with large rocks intermixed. The artifacts recovered include ceramics, chert flakes,
and an obsidian flake. The final lot of this unit was CHO 11-1-4. Only the southern
quadrants were excavated from this lot due to sterility of the northern quadrants. The
artifacts recovered were chert flakes. A dark stain was uncovered at the bottom of this
level that required opening two 0.5m x 1m extensions. The stain also appeared at the
bottom of these two units and was excavated separately as CHO 11-F1.
CHO 11-2 was as a 0.5 m x 1 m extension from the southwest quadrant of CHO
11-1 that was established to uncover the stain that appeared in the bottom of CHO 11-1.
Three levels were excavated to the stain at 27 cm below surface. The matrix of the first
two levels was identical to that of the first two levels in CHO 11-1, light brown sandy soil
with small pebble inclusions. The artifacts recovered from CHO 11-2-1 and CHO 11-2-2
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Figure 4.12. Map of CHOC-05 rockshelter

include ceramics, chert flakes, fire cracked rock, unmodified pyrite or hematite nodules,
jute shells, and burned animal bone. CHO 11-2-3 is composed of a black, wet clay-like
matrix. The artifacts recovered from this level include ceramics, chert flakes, animal
bone, and shell, all of which were only found above the pit.
CHO 11-3 was established as a 0.5 m x 1 m extension from the southeast quadrant
of CHO 11-1 to uncover the stain found in the bottom of CHO 11-1. Two levels were
excavated to the pit at 29.5 cm below surface. The matrices of the two levels are
identical to the first two levels described above for CHO 11-1 and CHO 11-2. Artifacts
recovered from CHO 11-3-1 include ceramics, chert flakes, and marine shell. Artifacts
recovered from CHO 11-3-2 include ceramics and chert flakes.
CHO 11-Feature 1 was a circular pit encountered in the bottom of units CHO 111, CHO 11-2, and CHO 11-3. The entire pit was dug in one level from 27 cm below
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surface, to culturally sterile soil at 31 cm below surface. The diameter of the feature
became progressively smaller as excavations went deeper. Artifacts recovered from the
feature include ceramics, chert flakes, charcoal, and a soil sample. The sample was
collected for flotation and C14dating. This feature was most likely a fire pit based on the
presence and recovery of large quantities of charcoal.
CHOC-06; Cabeza de Tepezquintle
This cave is a five meter deep rock shelter that opens to the northeast (Figure 4.13). The
entrance is roughly five meters wide and located halfway up a small hill. The rock
shelter was named for the presence of a skull of a large, cave-dwelling rodent known as a
tepezquintle, placed on a rock near the entrance. Looting disturbance was present
throughout, with the exception of an expanse along the eastern wall. Time did not permit
excavations or proper mapping of this rock shelter, but a rough field sketch map was
made. Artifacts including ceramics, jute, and chert flakes. Two painted plates and a jar
were rumored to have been removed from the cave sometime in the past. CHO 12-1
surface collection was made to represent the artifacts present in the cave. The artifacts
collected include ceramics, a broken biface, two metate fragments, chert cores, and river
snails.
Around camp
Artifacts were noted in and around Chotal Camp 2, which was located a minimum
of 0.5 km south from the caves in the South area. Artifacts seen around camp included
utilitarian pottery, obsidian blade fragments, obsidian flakes, and chert flakes. Even
though many of these artifacts were seen while traveling to the caves, a surface collection
was made to document the potential presence of a settlement in the area.
Visible surface structures were absent in the area, with the possible exception of a
small, looted mound. The possible structure was located approximately half-way
between camp and a cave called Hollejo de Culebra. Unfortunately, features were
indistinguishable due to the extent of the looting. The structure seemed to be more a
mound of large rocks with a deep hole dug through it than a building. Any further details
were indeterminate.
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Figure 4.13. Sketch map of Cabeza de Tepezquintle. Note map is not to scale.

Summary

The study of the El Chotal region was done in a multistage process. Each stage
narrowed the focus of investigations. This process initially identified two regions for
study, labeled the North and South Areas. Both areas were the focus of intensive
archaeological investigations, including mapping, surface collections, and excavations.
Surface collections and sketch maps were made at caves when time did not permit proper
study. Six caves from the North Area are used in this study, including Hix Pec, Cueva de
las Tinajas, China Ochoch, Ventana Maya, Torre Quib, and Torre Hun. Four caves were
discussed from the South Area, including Saber, Ocox, CHOC-05, and Cabeza de
Tepezquintle. Unassociated surface scatters were also noted in the South Area,
suggesting the presence of an otherwise undocumented population.
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CHAPTER 5
ARTIFACTS

I postulate that the artifacts recovered from the caves in the San Francisco hills
represent the physical remnants of ritual gift-giving transactions between the Maya and
the supernatural world. The broken and burned condition of many of the recovered
artifacts attest to the mimetic transformation that was a vital component to the
ceremonies performed within. The artifacts recovered from the caves include ceramics,
lithics, faunal material, and human remains. Ceramics and lithics were analyzed by the
author and Brent Woodfill, and account for the majority of artifacts collected. A
discussion of all the recovered material is presented with a focus on its potential
utilization in ritual gift-giving contexts. Human and faunal material identifications were
made in the field. These remains are awaiting further study, but the initial results are
presented here because some of the material is directly related to this thesis.
The first section of this chapter is a discussion of the ceramic material beginning
with a review of the methodology of analysis followed by brief descriptions of the most
commonly occurring ceramic groups. The ceramic section concludes with a discussion
of the social contexts of vessel forms as recorded by the ancient Maya in pictures painted
on their polychrome pottery.
A report of lithic material follows the section dedicated to ceramics. The
organization of this report is similar to that on the ceramics. First, the methodology of
the analysis is discussed, followed by a presentation and discussion of the data.
The chapter concludes with brief discussions of field identifications of faunal
material and human remains. All drawings used in the chapter are by Mirza Monterroso
unless otherwise specified, and all photos are by the author.
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Ceramics

Methodology
Ceramics represent the largest class of artifacts recovered from the caves. They
were analyzed in March 2006, by the author and Brent Woodfill, using the type-varietymode system (Smith, Willey, and Gifford 1960). Woodfill is the director of the
Vanderbilt Upper Pasión Archaeological Cave Survey, a sub-project of the Cancuén
Archaeology Project. The analysis was made to Cancuén project specifications, which
included the identification of 29 variables, including type-variety determination, vessel
dimensions, paste materials and composition, shapes of parts, and descriptions and
location of any colors. Counts were made to reflect the numbers of vessels present.
When sherds were found to cross-mend, they were glued together and counted as one
unit. The results of this analysis are presented below. The extensive discussion of
ceramics is presented to facilitate cross-site comparisons and allow easy access to the
data for future studies.
The type-variety system was used to determine site chronology and allow for
cross-site comparisons, both within the study area and with collections from caves in
other regions. Identifications were made using Sabloff’s analysis of Seibal ceramics
(Sabloff 1975), Smith’s from Uaxactún (Smith 1955; Smith and Gifford 1966), Adams’
from Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971), and Arnauld’s for the Alta Verapaz (Arnauld
1986), all in Guatemala. Gifford’s (1976) study of ceramics from Barton Ramie, Belize,
was used as a supplemental reference. Other ceramic identifications were made by
comparing samples to the type collection of the Atlas Arqueológico Guatemala project,
directed by Juan Pedro Laporte. The reference “Atlas” will be applied to these
identifications. Type-variety results indicate that the caves in the region were used from
the Middle Preclassic through the Late Classic periods, with the most intense utilization
occurring during the Early Classic period.
Modal analysis focused on the identification of form to determine vessel function
(Hally 1986:267). Culbert noted that for Tikal, Guatemala, vessel form was a more
useful form of study than type-variety analysis because it showed changes in time and
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contained more diversity for studying (Culbert 2003:52-53). Simple and complex forms
were recorded for each sherd in the present study. The “simple form” describes the basic
form of the vessel, and the “complex form” describes characteristics of the basic form.
For example, if a jar was recorded, the simple form would be jar, and the complex form
would be squat jar. The distinction between simple and complex forms was made to
allow for comparisons with other published collections where complex form designations
may vary. The simple form was used in the discussion for ease of comparison. The
complex form appears in the analysis results presented in Appendix A.
Identification of vessel form varied based on the sherd being either utilitarian or
decorated ware. Utilitarian forms were identified based on rim characteristics and vessel
type. The most commonly occurring are jars and comals. The identification of decorated
ware form was more complex than for the utilitarian wares. The variables used were
type, location of slip, and sherd curvature. The most common forms of decorated sherds
were jars, bowls, plates, and cylinders. Jars were identified by exterior slipping and
relatively flat sherds. Bowls were primarily externally slipped, although internally and
externally slipped bowls were identified. Bowls were distinguished from jars based on
type identification and curvature of the sherd. Plates were internally slipped and
relatively flat. Cylinders were identified based on type and the presence of external
slipping.
Ceramic Totals
Discussions of the common groups identified during analysis are presented prior
to reporting the material found. A group consists of any number of types that are closely
related (Gifford 1976:32). Groups were chosen for discussion over types due to the large
number of the latter identified. Types within a group appeared to be variants of a single
base type. For example, in the Aguila Group, Aguila Orange is the glossy, orangeslipped base type, which was modified to create Pita Incised, Milpa Impressed, San
Clamente Gouged-Incised, and Buj Incised. The name typically identifies the way the
base type was modified.
Descriptions will contain a summary of the group’s base types using data from the
current study and supplemented from their primary reports when necessary. Also
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included in the group descriptions are their complex affiliations, common forms, ware
associations, and associated types. Varieties are identified by a colon following the type
name. All types that do not have variety names are considered unspecified varieties.
Only the most common groups with multiple appearances in the assemblages will be
discussed. All other types will be given their primary reference the first time they appear
in the discussion.
Ceramic Groups
Group: Aguila (Figure 5.1) (Smith and Gifford 1966:154)
Ware: Peten Glossy
Complex: Tzakol, Veremos
Discussion: This group is identified by the base type, Aguila Orange (Smith and Gifford
1966:154), which first appears in the Terminal Preclassic period, but it is most strongly
represented in the Early Classic period. The primary form for this type is the “z-angle”
bowl, although jars, other bowls, and basal flange plates appear (Gifford 1976:182). It
has a bright orange slip and is generally thick-walled. Types that were encountered
during analysis were Aguila Orange: Aguila (Tzakol 1-3), Pita Incised (Tzakol 2-3)
(Smith and Gifford 1966:161), and Buj Incised (Veremos) (Adams 1971:43-44).

Group: Baclam (Figure 5.2) (Atlas)
Ware: Paso Caballo Waxy
Complex: Chicanel
Description: This group is identified by the base type, Baclam Orange. Its primary
temporal range is during the Late Preclassic period. The slip is orange with a waxy feel.
Common forms are bowls, jars, and cups. The types that appear in the study area are
Baclam Orange, Baclam Orange: Serafin, and Cay Incised.
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Figure 5.1. Aguila Orange rim profiles. a.) “Z-angled” bowl rim, CHO 2-3. b.) Bowl rim,
CHO 4-2-3. c.) “Z-angled” bowl rim, CHO 2-3.

b
a

c

Figure 5.2. Baclam Orange rim profiles. a.) Bowl rim, CHO 3-1.
b.) Bowl rim, CHO4-2-2. c.) Jar rim, CHO 4-3-1.
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Group: Balanza (Figure 5.9 a) (Smith and Gifford 1966:154)
Ware: Peten Glossy
Complex: Tzakol 2/3
Description: This group is identified by the base type, Balanza Black (Smith and Gifford
1966:154). It has a black to brown slip (Sabloff 1975:107) that primarily appears on
bowls. Other forms are jars and one example each of a cylinder, plate, and lid. Three
types appear in the caves, Balanza Black (Tzakol 1-3), Lucha Incised (Tzakol 1-3) (Smith
and Gifford 1966:159), and Urita Gouged-Incised (Tzakol 1-3) (Smith and Gifford
1966:164). The group appears primarily during the Early Classic period.

Group: Boxcay (Atlas)
Ware: Paso Caballo Waxy
Complex: Chicanel (periférico)
Description: This group is identified by the base type, Boxcay Brown, which is brown
slipped and has a waxy feel. Bowls are the primary form for this type, although jars and
plates appear. Xtabcab Incised (Atlas) also appears from this group. This complex,
Chicanel (periférico) refers to the presence of Late Preclassic period wares occurring
during the Early Classic period along the periphery of the Petén.

Group: Cambio (Figure 5.3) (Smith and Gifford 1966:155)
Ware: Uaxactún Unslipped
Complex: Tepeu 1-3
Description: This is the group of the Late Classic period utilitarian wares. It generally
has a very rough surface with large quartz tempering appearing on the surface of the
vessel. Cambio Unslipped (Tepeu 1-3) (Smith and Gifford 1966:155) is the base type for
this group, and the spherical jar is the primary form. Comals and incensarios also appear.
Encanto Striated (Tepeu 1-3) (Smith and Gifford 1966:157; see also Sabloff 1975:155)
also appears in the cave assemblages.
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Figure 5.3. Cambio Unslipped rim profiles. a.) Jar rim, ROS 2-1.
b.) Comal rim, CHO 5-1. c.) Comal rim, CHO 11-2-2

c

b

d

a

Figure 5.4. Cebada Porous rim profiles. a.) Jar rim, CHO 3-3.
b.) Jar rim, CHO 4-2-1. c.) Comal rim, CHO 4-2-2. d.) Comal rim, CHO 4-2-1
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Group: Cebada (Figure 5.4) (Arnauld 1986:329-330)
Ware: Coban Unslipped
Complex: Coban 2
Description: This type was originally identified from highlands of the Alta Verapaz,
Guatemala. The base type is Cebada Porous, which is identified by its organic temper
(Arnauld 1986:330). The organic material burns out during the firing process, resulting
in relatively thick sherds with a low weight. This form is associated with large jars with
handles and walled comals in the highlands. In the cave assemblages, forms are
imitations of those appearing in the lowlands (Brent Woodfill, personal communication
2006). The primary form for this type in the cave assemblage is the jar, but handles did
not occur. Comals also appeared, but these forms are lowland-style comals without
walls. Cebada Porous was the only type from this group to appear.

Group: Coban Potential Utilitarian (Arnauld 1986:356-358; see Woodfill 2007 for in
depth discussion)
Ware: Coban Unslipped
Complex: Coban
Description: This group is currently being refined by Woodfill, and a more in-depth
description will appear in his dissertation. The only type that appears in the cave
assemblages has been temporally labeled Delgado Unslipped (Woodfill 2007). The
characteristics that led to the identification of this type were an overall thinness of rough,
unslipped ware that has medium to large quartz temper. The surfaces were burned black
on most samples. Whether this discoloration was a result of the firing process or postproduction ritual activity was uncertain. Common forms were indeterminable due to the
small size of all sherds of this type collected.

Group: Differentiated Color (Figure 5.9 d) (Atlas)
Ware: Paso Caballo Waxy
Complex: Chicanel (periférico)
Description: This group is comprised of the Late Preclassic period bi-chromes.
Typically, the types in this group are internally and externally slipped with different
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colors. External slip colors encountered were orange, red, cream, and black. Orange was
the most frequently encountered external slip. Internal slip colors were the same as the
external although black was the most common. Types encountered during analysis are
Chimuelo Bichrome: ND/Black Interior, Chimuelo Bichrome: Chimuelo, Hechizo
Bichrome: Hechizo, Hechizo Bichrome-Incised: ND/Black Interior, Velerio Bichrome:
Mateo Red and Cream, Velerio Bichrome-Incised: ND/Red Interior, and Yuhactal Blackon-Red. Bowls, plates, and cups are the identified types. Bowls are slightly more
represented than plates for the most common form.

Group: Dos Arroyos (Smith and Gifford 1966:157)
Ware: Peten Glossy
Complex: Tzakol, Junco
Description: This group is the Early Classic period red and black on orange polychrome
ceramics (Sabloff 1975:105). The most common form is the basal flange bowl, although
plates are commonly encountered. Most decoration consists of simple geometric designs.
Parallel lines of varying color are the most common. Types encountered within this
group include Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome (Tzakol 2-3) (Smith and Gifford
1966:157), Actuncan Orange Polychrome (Tzakol 1) (Smith and Gifford 1966:154),
Boleto Black-on-Orange (Tzakol 1) (Smith and Gifford 1966:155), and San Blas Red-onOrange (Tzakol 3) (Smith and Gifford 1966:162). The Boleto identified in these caves
have Tzakol 2 and 3 forms, suggesting they may be Dos Arroyos that were broken
without any red slip present.

Group: Flor (Smith and Gifford 1966:158)
Ware: Paso Caballo Waxy
Complex: Chicanel, Cantutse
Description: This group occurred during the Preclassic period and is defined by a waxy,
cream-colored slip. Flor Cream (Smith and Gifford 1966:158) is the base type for this
group, and one example of Accordian Incised (Smith and Gifford 1966:154) was
identified. Flor Cream was represented by bowls. The only form identified as Accordian
Incised was a jar.
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Group: Infierno (Smith and Gifford 1966)
Ware: Peten Glossy
Complex: Tepeu, Tepejilote
Description: This is a Late Classic Period group identified by the base type, Infierno
Black (Tepeu 1-3) (Smith and Gifford 1966; from Sabloff 1975:118). This type was
identified but not described in its initial publication (Sabloff 1975:175). In the cave
assemblages, it is defined by a glossy black slip. Bowls and one jar were the forms
identified. Carmelita Incised (Tepeu 2) (Smith and Gifford 1966) was also identified.

Group: Ixcanrio (Figure 5.9 F) (Gifford 1976:140-142)
Ware: Peten Glossy
Complex: Floral Park
Description: This group is represented by one type in the cave assemblages, Gavilan
Black-on-Orange (Gifford 1976:140-142), and is closely related to the Aguacate Group
(Smith and Gifford 1966:158). Plates were the only identifiable form, with tetrapod
plates being the most prominent. The decoration consists of black lines applied over a
glossy, orange slip.

Group: Ixobel (Figure 5.5) (Brady 1989:168-170)
Ware: Paso Caballo Waxy
Complex: Chicanel
Description: This group was originally established by Brady at Naj Tunich, Guatemala
(Brady 1989:168-170), and is defined by the base type, Ixobel Orange. The group was
used from the Preclassic through Early Classic periods, but it was most heavily used
during the Terminal Preclassic period. The slip varies greatly from heavy and lustrous to
thin and dull (Brady 1989:168). Two common forms were encountered at Naj Tunich,
jars with out-curved necks and flat-bottomed bowls. All of the samples collected from
the caves in the study region were identified as bowls. Slip data could not be collected
due to heavy burned deposits of modern ritual offerings. The continued utilization of the
caves will be discussed in the following chapter.
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Group: La Isla (Figure 5.6) (Bill 2000:164-169)
Ware: Peten Glossy
Complex: Tepeu 2-3
Description: This group was established as a diagnostic ware of Cancuén and dates to the
Late Classic period (Bill 2000:164-169). It is identified by its thick walls and out-folded
rims on large, open-mouthed, orange slipped bowls. The base type for this group is La
Isla Orange (Tepeu 2-3) (Bill 2000:164-166). The other type in this group that was
identified in analysis was Zapotal Impressed (previously El Zapote Impressed) (Tepeu 23) (Bill 2000:166-169; see also Woodfill 2007).

Group: Muqb’ilha’ (Figure 5.7) (Woodfill 2007)
Ware: Peten Glossy
Complex: Tzakol
Description: This Early Classic period group was identified by Woodfill in the nearby
Candelaria Caves. It will be described in his dissertation (Woodfill 2007). This group is
closely related to Aguila Orange and Tinaja Red: Aduana, although it has an orange slip.

b
a

c

Figure 5.5. Ixobel Orange bowl rim profiles from CHO 1-1.
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The base form is Muqb’ilha’ Orange, which is identified by the thinness of the sherd and
a glossy orange slip. Defining attributes of this ware also include high firing and a
diagnostic high-pitched ring when struck together. Rosal Incised and Chotal Fluted are
two new types were identified during analysis of this group that are not present in the
Candelaria caves. Xam Bichrome was also identified. Forms varied greatly with jars,
bowls, plates and cylinders present. Jars were the most commonly identified.

Group: Polvero (Smith and Gifford 1966:161)
Ware: Paso Caballo Waxy
Complex: Chicanel, Cantutse, Tzakol
Description: The base type for this group is Polvero Black (Chicanel), which is identified
by its waxy black slip. The group occurs in the Late and Terminal Preclassic periods
(Smith and Gifford 1966:161), although the named varieties appear in the Early Classic
period. Open bowls and dishes are the most common forms (Sabloff 1975:87). Two

c
a
b

Figure 5.6. La Isla Orange bowl rim profiles. a.) CHO 5-1. b.) CHO 5-1. c.) CHO 3-1.
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a

b

Figure 5.7. Rosal Incised. a.) CHO 5-3. b.) CHO 5-1

types were identified during analysis, Polvero Black and Lechugal Incised (Chicanel)
(Smith and Gifford 1966:159), each with two varieties. Polvero Black had Unspecified
(Chicanel) and Suyacal (Tzakol) varieties. Lechugal Incised had Unspecified (Chicanel)
and Miranda (Tzakol) varieties. Bowls were the most common form encountered,
although jars occurred frequently.

Group: Pucte (Smith and Gifford 1966:161)
Ware: Peten Glossy
Complex: Tzakol 2-3
Description: The base type for this Early Classic period group is Pucte Brown (Tzakol 23) (Smith and Gifford 1966:161), which is identified by its brown, glossy slip. The group
can be thinned walled (Gifford 1976:167) but in the cave assemblages, the characteristic
was absent. Santa Teresa Incised (Hermitage) (Gifford 1976:169-170) was the other type
identified during analysis. Identified forms include jars, slab-footed tripod vessels, bowls
and cups.
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Group: Quintal (Figure 5.8) (Smith and Gifford 1966:161)
Ware: Uaxactún Unslipped
Complex: Tzakol 1-3, Junco
Description: This group contains the Early Classic period unslipped wares including the
base type, Quintal Unslipped (Tepeu 1-3) (Smith and Gifford 1966:161). The main
identifying attributes are a temper-removed, smoothed surface on jars. The temper
consists of fine to medium quartz grains. Three types were identified during analysis,
Quintal Unslipped, Triunfo Striated (Tzakol 1-3) (Smith and Gifford 1966:163), and
Silvano Incised (Atlas). Jars were the most common forms although comals and one
example each of an incensario and sieve were identified.

Group: San Martin (Figure 5.9 c) (Sabloff 1975:102-103,105)
Ware: Playa Dull
Complex: Tzakol
Description: This group contains one type, San Martin Variegated Brown (Tzakol) that
occurs throughout the Early Classic period (Sabloff 1975:102-103,105). The slip is tanbrown with color variations on jars (Sabloff 1975:103). The examples recovered from

Figure 5.8. Quintal Unslipped sieve (incensario) fragment from CHO 4-2-2.
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the caves were very powdery and the slip varied from brown to orange. All examples of
this type were identified as jars.

Group: Saxche-Palmar (Figure 5.9 b, e) (Smith and Gifford 1966:160, 162-163)
Ware: Peten Glossy
Complex: Tepeu 1-3, Tiger Run
Description: This group contains the Late Classic period polychrome ceramics and is
named after two types, Saxche (Tepeu 1) and Palmar (Tepeu 2). Saxche is identified by
red and black designs on orange slipped bowls and dishes (Gifford 1976:206). Palmar
has similar designs, but cups and jars are the more common forms. The designs on the
cave types are geometric designs, although in other areas, anthropomorphic, zoomorphic,
and hieroglyphic designs occur (Gifford 1976:206). Other types from this group that
were identified include Desquite Red-on-Orange (Tepeu 1) (Smith and Gifford
1966:157), Leona Red-on-Orange (Tepeu 3) (Smith and Gifford 1966:159), and Zacatel
Cream Polychrome (Tepeu 2) (Smith and Gifford 1966:164). Identified forms include
tripod plates, bowls, cups, and jars. Plates are the most frequent form encountered,
although Palmar cups are the dominant polychrome from CHOC-05.

Group: Sierra Red (Figure 5.10 a) (Smith and Gifford 1966:163)
Ware: Paso Caballo Waxy
Complex: Chicanel
Description: This Preclassic period group is identified by its waxy red slip on jars and
bowls. The base type for this group is Sierra Red (Chicanel) (Smith and Gifford
1966:163), which has two varieties, Sierra (Chicanel) and Adaneli (Chicanel periférico).
Two other types were identified in the cave assemblages from this group, Lagartos
Punctated (Chicanel) (Smith and Gifford 1966:159), and Laguna Verde Incised
(Chicanel) (Smith and Gifford 1966:159). Identified forms include jars, which appear the
most frequently, bowls, and plates.
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c
b

a

d

e

f

Figure 5.9. Slip decorated sherds. a.) Balanza Black basal flange bowl, CHO 3-3. b.)
Desquite Red-on-Orange bowl, CHO 4-2-2. c.) San Martin Variegated Brown jar, CHO
3-4. d.) Chimuelo Bichrome bowl, CHO 6-3-1. e.) Saxche-Palmar plate, CHO 4-2-2. f.)
Gavilan Black-on-Orange plate, CHO 4-2-1.
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a
b

c
d
Figure 5.10. Non-slip decorated sherds. a.) Lagartos Punctated jar, CHO 3-1.
b.) Pantano Impressed jar, ROS 1-1. c.) Ainil Incised bowl, CHO 5-3. d.) Desvario
Chamfered cup, CHO 5-3.

Group: Tinaja (Figure 5.10 B) (Smith and Gifford 1966:163)
Ware: Peten Glossy
Complex: Tepeu 3
Description: This group is identified by the base type, Tinaja Red, a glossy, red slipped
ware. Jars with out-curved necks, plates and dishes with curved sides, and hollow tripod
supports are the most common forms (Sabloff 1975:158). Jars are the most common
form identified in the cave assemblages. Bowls and plates also appear, as does one lid.
Two varieties of Tinaja were identified, Tinaja and Aduana (Adams 1971:23) (Veremos,
Chixoy, and Early Pasión). Aduana is a diagnostic variety that has very thin walls
compared to the other types in this group. It is also a good chronological marker
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b
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c

Figure 5.11. Alta Verapaz highland types. a.) Coban Utilitarian untyped bowl,
ROS 1 Ledge 1. b.) Chatillas Smoothed comal, CHO 4-2-2-A.
c.) Nopal Polychrome plate, CHO 5-2.

appearing at the end of Manik 3A at Tikal. Two types of Pantano Impressed (Tepeu 3)
(Smith and Gifford 1966:160) were also identified, Pantano and Stamped.

Recovered Ceramics

A total of 2,302 sherds weighing 38,000 g was recovered from all of the caves.
One thousand eight hundred and eighty six (1,886) were identified to the type level.
Vessel form was identified for 1,826 sherds, including those that could not be typed
(Table 5.1). The three most prominent forms identified are jars, bowls, and plates. With
the exception of the Ventana Maya, jars were the most abundant form recovered from the
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caves, followed by bowls and then plates (see Table 5.1 for percentages of vessels
present).
Hix Pec
Eleven sherds, weighing 1,307.3 g, were surface collected in this cave, ten of
which were identified using type-variety analysis (Figure 5.12, Table 5.1). Forms of all
sherds were determined. The analysis identified one Aguila Orange: Aguila jar, one
Baclam Orange jar, as well as three jars of Cambio Unslipped. Two jars each of Quintal
Unslipped and Pantano Impressed were also identified. One Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome bowl and one untyped highland bowl were identified.
Cueva de las Tinajas
Three sherds, weighing 1,232 g, were surface collected in this cave, all of which
were diagnostic. Type-variety-form analysis identified all of the sherds as Cambio
Unslipped jars. Many other similar sherds were present in the cave, but they were
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incorporated into a modern altar and not collected (see Figures 6.1 and 6.2).

Vessel Type

Figure 5.12. Type-variety-form analysis results for Hix Pec.
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Table 5.1. Form totals and percentages from caves in study area.

CHOC-05

Form Totals

Form (by percent)

0

1003

28

88

10

227

1372

59.6

Bowls

2

0

0

10

163

26

29

4

50

284

12.3

Plates

0

0

0

0

41

5

2

0

36

84

3.6

Comals

0

0

0

0

10

0

2

0

2

14

0.6

Cups

0

0

0

0

6

0

1

1

44

52

2.2

Incensario

0

0

0

0

14

0

0

0

0

14

0.6

Lids

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

<0.1

Cylinders

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

4

0.1

Figurines

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

<0.1

Unknown

0

0

0

0

267

0

10

4

194

475

20.6

Location

11

3

4

10

1510

59

132

19

554

2302

99.8

Ocox

Ventana Maya

4

Saber

China Ochoch

3

Torre Quib

Cueva Tinajas

9

Torre Hun

Hix Pec

Jars

%

Totals
Location

0.4

0.1

0.1

0.4

65.5

2.5

5.7

0.8

24.1

99.6
%

totals (%)

China Ochoch
Four sherds, weighing 694.3g, were surface collected. These totals represent the
entire collection of artifacts from the cave. Type-variety-form analysis identified three
jars of Cambio Unslipped and one jar of Quintal Unslipped. The shallow and open nature
of the cave, as well as the poor condition of the collected sherds, suggests that
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environmental and other conditions may have resulted in an undocumented loss of
artifacts.
Ventana Maya
Nine sherds weighing 1,225.9 g were surface collected in this cave, all of which
were diagnostic. Form analysis identified all the sherds as bowl rims. Type-variety
analysis resulted in the identification of one bowl of Aguila Orange: Aguila, one basal
flange bowl of Balanza Black, one untyped bowl base, and six bowls of Ixobel Orange.
All of the sherds contained burned residue presumably from modern rituals that are still
practiced in the cave. These practices will be discussed in more detail in the following
chapter. The sherds from this cave were not collected in situ by project archaeologists.
As a result, whether they are representative of the entire cave is unknown.
Torre Quib
Fifty-nine sherds weighing 4,002 g were surface collected from three different
areas of this cave (Figure 5.2). Type-variety analysis identified 56 of the total number of
sherds. Form was determined for all sherds. Analysis revealed five bowls of Aguila
Orange, one bowl of Baclam Orange: Serafin, and thirteen jars of Cambio Unslipped.
Two bowls of Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome, two plates of Infierno Black: ND/thin
paste, and two jars and three bowls of Pucte Brown were also identified. Further, three
jars of Quintal Unslipped, one jar of Santa Teresa Incised, one plate each of Saxche
Orange Polychrome and Saxche-Palmar Orange Polychrome, seven jars of Tinaja Red:
Aduana, and one jar of Triunfo Striated were identified. Finally, two bowls and one jar
of unidentified type were recorded. Ware was determined for one of the bowls as Coban
Unslipped, and the jar was Peten Glossy. Ware was indeterminate for the other bowl.
Torre Hun
Surface collections and excavations in this cave resulted in the recovery of more
ceramics than in any other cave in the present study. Surface collections resulted in the
collection of 117 sherds weighing 6,606.7 g. Excavations unearthed 1,393 sherds
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Figure 5.13. Type-variety-form analysis results for Torre Quib.

weighing 15,820 g. From the 1,510 total sherds collected, 1,334 were identified through
type-variety analysis, and 1,243 forms were determined (Table 5.2). CHO 4-2 stuck out
as an unusual unit. More than half of the ceramics of the cave, and approximately ¼ of
those collected all season both in number (n=859) and weight (10,776 g), were collected
from this one unit.
Analysis of the ceramic material from Torre Hun identified one jar of Aguacate
Orange (Gifford 1976:129-130), 37 bowls, 68 jars, seven plates, and one unknown form
of Aguila Orange: Aguila. Nineteen bowls, four jars, one plate, and seven unknown
forms of Baclam Orange, two bowls, one jar, plate, and cylinder of Balanza Black, eight
bowls and one cup of Boleto Black-on-Red, and one unknown form of Boxcay Incised
were identified. Further, one bowl and one unknown form of Buj Incised, five
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incensarios, and 40 jars of Cambio Unslipped, one bowl of Caramba Red and Orange,
one unknown form of Caramelita incised, two bowls of Cay incised, and one bowl, two
comals, 47 jars, and 13 unknown forms of Cebada Porous were recognized. As well, one
comal of Chatillas Smoothed (Arnauld 1986:331), one bowl of Chimuelo Bichrome:
ND/Black Interior, one bowl of Chotal Fluted, 89 unidentified forms of Delgado
Unslipped, one bowl of Desquite Red-on-Orange, 18 bowls, one jar and one plate of Dos
Arroyos Orange Polychrome, and seven incensarios and three jars of Encanto Striated
were identified.
Six plates and one unknown form of Gavilan Black-on-Orange, one unknown
form of Girasol Red-on-Orange (Arnauld 1986:347), one plate of Imitation SaxchePalmar, one bowl, seven jars, and two unknown forms of Infierno Black: Infierno, one
bowl of Ixobel Orange, six bowls of La Isla Orange, one jar of Lagartos Punctated, and
one bowl and one unknown form of Lechugal Incised were also recognized. Other
identified types include; one bowl of Leona Red-on-Orange, one unknown form of Lucha
Incised, seven bowls, 24 jars, and one discoidal (Figure 5.14), and three unknown forms
of Muqb’ilha’ Orange, two jars of Pantano Impressed: Stamped, one jar of Pantano
Impressed: Pantano, and one cup of Pita Incised.
Further, one bowl, one jar, and 18 unknown forms of Polvero Black, four bowls
of Polvero Negro: Suyacal, one jar of Potential Brown (Arnauld 1986:357), three jars,
one bowl, and three unknown forms of Pucte Brown, and three comals, two incensarios,
584 jars, and seven unknown forms of Quintal Unslipped were identified. One jar of San
Blas Red-on-Orange, 19 jars of San Martin Variegated Brown, one jar, bowl, and cup of
Santa Teresa Incised, five Saxche Orange Polychrome plates, six Saxche-Palmar Orange
polychrome plates, one jar of Silvano Incised, and one bowl, 62 jars, one lid, one plate,
four unknown forms of Tinaja Red: Aduana, and two jars, two bowls, one plate, and one
unknown form of Tinaja Red: Tinaja were recorded.
Finally, three cylinders and two cups of Torres Incised (Tzakol 3) (Figure 5.15)
(Smith and Gifford 1966:163), 100 jars of Triunfo Striated, one lid of Urita GougedIncised, two bowls of Xam Bichrome, one bowl of Xtabcab Incised, seven unknown
forms of Zacatel Cream Polychrome, and one bow of Zapotal Impressed were identified.
Unidentified type forms include 32 bowls, four comals, two jars, eleven plates, and 125
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unidentified forms. Ten of the bowls and three of the plates were identified as Dos
Arroyos group. Another of the bowls was identified as Polvero group, and four plates
and one bowl was placed in the Saxche-Palmar group. One untyped incensario fragment
with traces of Maya Blue paint was also recovered (Figure 5.16). The remainder of the
unidentified types could not be affiliated to group level.

Table 5.2. Type-variety-form analysis for Torre Hun
Vessel Type

Bowl

Comal

Cup

Cylinder

Incensario

Aguacate Orange

Jar

Lid

Plate

UID

2

Aguila Orange: Aguila

37

68

7

1

Baclam Orange

19

4

1

7

Balanza Black

6

1

2

Boleto Black-on-Red

8

1
1

Boxcay Incised
Buj Incised

4
1

1

Cambio Unslipped
Caramba Red-on-

5

40

1

Orange: Unspecified
Carmelita Incised

1

Cay Incised

4

Cebada Porous

1

Chatillas Smooth
Chimuelo Bichrome:

2

47

13

1
1

ND/Black
Chotal Fluted

1

Delgado Unslipped

89

102

Table 5.2 continued
Desquite Red-on-

1

Orange
Dos Arroyos Orange

18

1

Encanto Striated

7

1

3

Gavilan Black-on-

6

Orange
Girasol Red-on-Orange

1

1

Imitation SaxchePalmar
Indeterminate

32

Infierno Black: Infierno

1

Ixobel Orange

1

La Isla Orange

6

4

2
7

Lagartos Punctated

125
2

1

Lechugal Incised

1

Leona Red-on-Orange

1

1

Lucha Incised
Muqb’ilha’ Orange

11

1
7

24

Pantano Impressed:

4

2

Stamped
Pantano Impressed:

2

Pantano
Pita Incised

1

Polvero Black

1

Polvero Black: Suyacal

4

1

Potential Brown

1

103

20

Table 5.2 continued
Pucte Brown

1

Quintal Unslipped

3

2

San Blas Red-on-

3

3

584

7

1

Orange
San Martin Variegated

19

Brown
Santa Teresa Incised

1

1

1

Saxche Orange
Polychrome
Saxche-Palmar

1

5

Polychrome
Silvano Incised

1

Tinaja Red: Aduana

1

62

Tina Red: Tinaja

2

2

Torres Incised

2

1

1

4

1

1

3

Triunfo Striated

100

Urita Gouged-Incised

1

Xam Bichrome

2

Xtabcab Incised

1

Zacatel Cream

1

7

Polychrome
Zapotal Impressed

1

Totals

163

10

6

4

104

14

979

2

41

292

Saber
Visual examination of the looter back dirt in the rock shelter component of this
cave led us to expect a large volume of ceramic material. Nonetheless, excavations and
surface collections resulted in the recovery of a smaller number of sherds than expected.
A total of 133 sherds weighing 3122 g was collected, 140 of which were diagnostic.
From the total number of sherds collected at the cave, 51 weighing 1,970 g were gathered
during surface collections, and 82 pieces weighing 1,151 g were recovered during
excavations. The large quantity of uncollected sherds in the looter back dirt and the
severity of disturbance in the rock shelter suggest that this location was more heavily
utilized than the ceramic totals imply (Figure 5.17).
Type-variety analysis of the material from Saber identified one bowl of Actuncan
Orange Polychrome, one jar of Aguacate Orange, one bowl, jar, and unknown form of
Aguila Orange: Aguila, one bowl of Ainil Incised (Figure 5.10 c), and two bowls of
Baclam Orange (Figure 5.18). Two bowls of Balanza Black, one unknown form of
Borayo Orange (Arnauld 1986:320), seven jars and one comal of Cambio Unslipped, one
bowl of Chimuelo Bichrome: ND/Black Interior, and one cup of Desvario Chamfered
(Figure 5.10 d) (Smith and Gifford 1966:157) were recovered. Identified types also
include, three bowls of Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome, one jar of Fama Buff (Smith
and Gifford 1966:158), one jar of Iberia Orange (Sabloff 1975:90), 12 bowls of La Isla
Orange, nine jars of Muqb’ilha’ Orange, one plate of Nopal Polychrome (Arnauld
1986:344), and two jars of Pantano Impressed: Stamped. Two bowls and one unknown
form of Polvero Black, two jars of Pucte Brown, 47 jars and one comal of Quintal
Unslipped, one bowl of Rosal Incised, and one unknown form of Sapote Striated (Smith
and Gifford 1966:162) were recorded. Finally, four jars and one bowl of Tinaja Red:
Aduana, 13 jars of Triunfo Striated, and two bowls of Zapotal Impressed were identified.
Form analysis identified one orange slipped, incised bowl, one mammiform plate support,
one untyped hollow cylinder foot, and six unknown forms of untyped material.
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Figure 5.14. Muqb’ilha’ Orange discoidal from CHO 4-2-2.

a

b

c

Figure 5.15. Torres Incised cylinder fragments from CHO 4-2-2. Each letter
indicates a different vessel.
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Figure 5.16. Incensario fragment from CHO 4-2-2.

Figure 5.17. Looted rock shelter component of Saber.
Note arrow pointing to tip of looter’s digging stick.
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Figure 5.18. Type-variety-form analysis results for Saber. *47 jar forms also identified
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Ocox
In this canyon-like karst feature, 19 sherds weighing 556 g were recovered from
excavation and surface collections, 15 of which were identified in the type-variety system
(Figure 5.19). Form was determined for all but four pieces. Three jars of Cambio
Unslipped, one jar of Cebada Porous, one bowl of Chaquiste Impressed, and one jar of
Quintal Unslipped were identified. Further, five jars of San Martin Variegated Brown,
one cup Saxche-Palmar Polychrome, and three bowls of Zapotal Impressed: Form C were
identified. Five untyped, unknown forms were also recorded. The canyon-like
characteristic of this cave feature suggests that natural processes, such as deep burial of
artifacts, may have lead to an undocumented loss of data from the site. The recognition
of naturally buried deposits in other caves has led to evidence for utilization of areas that
were previously believed to have been culturally sterile (Brady and Scott 1997:15-21).
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Figure 5.19. Type-variety-form analysis results for Ocox.
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CHOC-05
In this small rock shelter, 553 sherds weighing 3,444 g were recovered during
excavations and limited surface collections. Of the total number of sherds, 337 were
identified in the type-variety system, and form was determined for 359 (Figure 5.22).
Type-variety analysis identified one jar of Accordian Incised, six bowls, five jars,
and three plates of Aguila Orange: Aguila, seven unknown forms of Baclam Orange, and
one bowl and one jar of Balanza Black. One plate and one bowl of Boxcay Brown, two
comals, and 51 jars of Cambio Unslipped, one unknown form of Caramba Red and
Orange, eleven cups of Cay incised, one plate of Chimuelo Bichrome: ND/Black Interior,
and one plate of Chimuelo Bichrome: Chimuelo were also identified. Fifteen unknown
forms of Delgado Unslipped, one bowl of Dos Arroyos Orange Polychrome, three bowls,
and four unknown forms of Flor Cream, and one bowl of Hechizo Bichrome-Incised:
ND/Black interior, one unknown form of Infierno Black: Infierno, eight bowls of La Isla
Orange, and one bowl of Laguna Verde Incised were recorded. One unknown form of
Lechugal Incised: Miranda, two bowls, 24 jars, one plate, and 5 unknown forms of
Muqb’ilha’ Orange, and one bowl, 30 cups, three jars, and one unknown form of Palmar
Orange Polychrome were identified. Further, one bowl of Pita Incised, two plates of
Pucte Brown, 86 jars of Quintal Unslipped, two plates of Saxche-Palmar Orange
Polychrome, one jar and plate of Sierra Red, one bowl, 18 jars, and two unknown forms
of Tinaja Red: Aduana, and one jar of Tinaja Red: Tinaja were noted. Finally, eight jars
of Triunfo Striated, one cup of Velerio Bichrome: Mateo Red and Cream, three bowls,
one cup and one unknown form of Velerio Bichrome-Incised: ND/red interior, three
bowls of Xtabcab Incised, one plate of Zacatel Cream Polychrome, and two bowls of
Zapotal Impressed were identified. Untyped forms include 14 bowls, 12 jars, 19 plates,
and 171 unknown shapes. One figurine fragment (CANF2514) depicting a woman
holding a baby was also found (Figure 5.20).
Potential sherd debitage is another class of ceramic artifact noted from this cave
that was included in the counts above. “Flakes” and worked sherds were the two types
noted. Whether the “flakes” were intentional or a result of natural processes due to the
shallowness of the cave was indeterminable. Nonetheless, the worked sherds appeared to
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Figure 5.20. Figurine from 11-1-1 of woman holding baby.

a

b

Figure 5.21. Worked sherds from CHOC-05 Unit 11-1-1.
a) Aguila Orange. b) Untyped orange slipped.

have been intentionally created, as they were roughly teardrop-shaped (Figure 5.21). The
function of these sherds is unknown.

Modal Analysis

Modal analysis focused on vessel form, which can be indicative of function (Hally
1986:267; Hendrickson and McDonald 1983:630; Culbert 2003:52-53). For example,
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Figure 5.22. Type-variety-form analysis results for CHOC-05.
*also has 51 jars; **also has 86 jars; ***also has 171 unknown forms
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plates would be used for presentation and serving, and jars would be used for storage and
liquid collection. The most prominent form present in the caves is jars, a pattern that
holds true for the caves of Belize (Halperin 2002:80), the Balam Na caves of Poptun,
Peten, Guatemala (Valdizón 2003:128-129), and the caves of the Petexbatún Region of
Peten, Guatemala (Brady 1990:442) (Table 5.3).
To understand the role specific vessel forms may have played in cave contexts, it
is first necessary to understand how the ancient Maya viewed these artifacts. The study
of polychrome ceramics has shown that vessel forms were associated with specific
functions. These associations were described in formulaic hieroglyphic texts painted near
the rim of vessels referred to today as the Primary Standard Sequence, or the PSS (Figure
5.23) (see Macleod 1990 for a detailed discussion of the PSS).

Table 5.3. Vessel form percent totals by cave in study area.

CHOC-05
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Torre Quib

100

Torre Hun

18
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100
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Figure 5.23. Two examples of similar PSS texts from Nakbe-style vessels. The
first glyph is the dedication verb, the second means writing, the fifth names the vessels as
possessed “drinking vessels,” and the last glyph labels the contents as cacao (from Coe
and Kerr 1997:61).

The PSS is a dedicatory blessing for the vessel and its painting (Reents-Budet
1994:72). The sequence describes a minimum of four aspects of the vessel on which it is
painted: decoration, vessel class, contents, and owner (Houston et al. 1989:720). Vessel
class was based on a combination of function, shape, and contents (Reents-Budet
1994:75). Three common classes of vessels have been identified in the PSS: “wide
dishes,” “plates,” and “drinking vessels.” The final form, “drinking vessels,” includes
cylinder vases, bowls, and dishes (Houston et al. 1989:722). Twenty-five additional
vessel collocations have been identified, but many are uncommon variant forms of those
discussed above (Boot 2005:1-17). These hieroglyphic “name-tags” (Houston and Taube
1987:38) typically correspond to specific vessel forms. Vessels that are taller than they
are wide are labeled with the “drinking vessel” glyph, suggesting that these vessels held
liquids, while dishes were probably used for serving solid foods (Houston et al.
1989:722-723).
The PSS also labeled the appropriate contents for a vessel form (Reents-Budet
1994:75). Cylinder vessels are typically labeled as containers for various flavors of
chocolate beverages (Houston et al. 1989:722). Bowls and dishes held contents such as
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the maize gruel atole, which were more solid than the chocolate drinks contained in
cylinder vessels. Hieroglyphs in the PSS rarely identify the contents of plates, perhaps
due to the varied forms of solid foods and dedicatory offerings they were created to hold
(Reents-Budet 1994:80). One other special form of plate has been identified in the PSS,
the “face-up” plate. These plates are differentiated by the presence of supports on the
underside of the vessel. With one possible exception, the contents of “face-up” plates are
never described in the PSS (Reents-Budet 1994:101).
Iconographic depictions of vessels confirm their contents and functions described
in the PSS. Furthermore, many of the depictions on vessels are believed to record their
actual contents at historic ceremonial events (Reents-Budet 1994:85). A study of how the
Maya depicted vessel utilization can inform hypotheses regarding their use in cave
contexts.
Plates are depicted with the largest content variability than any other vessel form.
As containers for food, plates hold items such as maize in various raw or prepared states,
including tamales with different fillings. For example, in the Dresden Codex New Years
Pages, stacks of tamales in footed vessels are topped with different animals, including
turkey and fish, suggesting the type of tamale (Figure 5.24 a, b). Plates are also depicted
as integral components in ritual activity, in addition to holding food for consumption.
They are shown as receptacles for blood-letting paraphernalia and depicted as containers
for various offerings such as human sacrifices and bloodied paper (Figure 5.24 c, d, and
f).
Jar forms with restricted orifices are also represented iconographically, although
no known hieroglyphs appear in the PSS for this type (Reents-Budet 1994:82).
Nonetheless, the Maya would indicate the contents of these containers either through
hieroglyphic labels or iconographically, with the material overflowing from the vessel.
Jars are often labeled as containers for alcoholic beverages (Reents-Budet 1994:79; 82),
suggesting their role in ceremonial drinking. They may also hold other contents such as
flowers.
Archaeological evidence suggests that the ancient Maya had other uses for jars.
Thompson (1975:xx) suggests that the large quantity of jars and jar sherds found in caves
are the result of collecting zuhuy ha, or drip water, for ceremonial purposes. Brady
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a
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Bowl holding
blood-letting
implements
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d

Bowl
holding
bloodied
paper and
rope
e

Figure 5.24. Iconographic depictions of vessel contents. a) Turkey head and b) fish
tamale offerings in footed vessels from the Post Classic period Dresden Codex.
c) Quadripartite Monster depicted on sarcophagus of Pakal the Great, Palenque, Mexico
(684 AD) (from Schele and Miller 1998:284). d) Human sacrifice held in plate (672-830
AD) (from Reents-Budet 1994: Figure 3.9b). e) Yaxchilán lintel depicting bloodied paper
in bowl (770 AD) (from Schele and Miller 2001:189).
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(1989:211-213) discovered that many of the olla, or enclosed jar forms and other
“domestic” pottery collected from Naj Tunich cave in Guatemala contained copal incense
residue, suggesting these and similar wares were used to burn incense.
Most of the ceramic forms found in the El Chotal caves correspond to forms
depicted iconographically as serving wares or as ritual paraphernalia. These two
functions are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Descriptions in the PSS and
iconographic depictions associate specific vessel types with designated contents and
functions. The function of vessels would have been consistent. For example, “serving
wares” appearing in cave or court contexts remained as such. The factor that may have
changed was the intended audience. The Maya may have used these “serving” vessels to
present their gifts to the supernatural world.

Lithics

Methodology
Lithics were analyzed by the author and with the assistance of project lithicist
Bridgette Kovacevich. The first step was to divide the sample by material, then note any
modification, including heat treatment and tool utilization. Utilization is defined by the
presence of use-wear, i.e., the presence of three or more non-random flake scars along the
edges of an artifact, or bashing marks. Chert artifacts were the most abundant, followed
by obsidian. Ground stone, pyrite or hematite nodules, quartz, and polished pebbles were
also recorded.
Chert
Chert had the largest variety of artifact types of any lithic material, including
bifaces, blades, cores, flakes, flake tools, fire cracked rock, projectile points, and shatter.
This material was found in the caves Torre Hun, Saber, and CHOC-05, each of which
was excavated. The other caves were not subjected to as intensive a study, and the
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material may have been overlooked during surface collection. Unit designations are
noted in parentheses following their mention in the discussion, for example (CHO 4-1-1).
A three-letter designation specifies site, the first number is the operation code, the middle
number specifies the unit, and the third is the lot number, which is only given when
necessary.
Torre Hun
Flakes were the most frequently occurring chert artifact recovered from this cave
although few showed any evidence of having been utilized. Forty non-cortical and 30
cortical flakes, as well as three flake tools and one flake blade were recorded from three
activity areas in the cave. The majority of flakes (n=54), as well as the entire collection
of flake tools, came from the unit and surface collection in the cave entrance (CHO 4-1,
CHO 3-1). The second activity area was associated with a burial near a seasonally active
drip water formation near the entrance of the cave (CHO 4-2). Twelve flakes were
collected from this unit. An additional eight flakes and the blade were noted from the
rear chamber of the cave (CHO 3-4, CHO 4-5). Blades are defined as flakes that are a
minimum of two times long as wide.
Two random-flaked cores were found, suggesting that the recovered flakes were
manufactured in the cave. One of the cores was discovered in the unit in the cave’s
entrance (CHO 4-1-1). The second core was discovered stuck in a small depression in
the cave wall above and to the right of the seasonally active formation (Figure 5.25)
Flakes and cores cached in walls were noted throughout the San Francisco hills (Brent
Woodfill, personal communication 2005). The lack of use-wear on the recovered flakes,
coupled with the random flaking patterns on the cores, suggests expedient manufacture
for ritual offerings. A small amount of fire-cracked chert was also collected from the unit
below the seasonally active formation (CHO 4-2). Charcoal and incensario fragments
(see Figures 5.8, 5.16) were recovered from the same unit, and many of the sherds were
burned suggesting that a burning event happened.
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Figure 5.25. Chert core cached in small depression in wall in Torre Hun cave

Saber
This cave contained the largest sample of chert artifacts collected from any of the
caves. Two hundred and twelve flake artifacts were collected including flakes, blades,
flake tools, and shatter. The main activity area for flakes was the rock shelter component
of the cave. One-hundred and eleven cortical and 80 non-cortical flakes and one blade
were collected from this area. One cortical and seven non-cortical flake tools, as well as
three pieces of non-cortical shatter were also recovered. Six cores were recovered
suggesting that flakes were being made in situ. One biface fragment was also recovered
(CHO 6-3-3).
Thermally altered chert was encountered in the excavations in the rock shelter.
Eleven pieces of fire-cracked rock weighing 13.9 g, and 11 fire-cracked flakes (also
counted with the flakes above) weighing 21.8 g were collected. Charcoal was only noted
in CHO 6-3-1, above the levels where most of the thermally altered material was
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recovered. Two possible explanations arise for the lack of charcoal. The stones may
have been deposited in the rock shelter after they were burned, or that this area was also
disturbed in the past by looters, and the charcoal was mixed with the regular soil. The
latter possibility seems to be the most plausible as disarticulated human remains were
found throughout CHO 6-3.
CHOC-05
This rock shelter contained a wide array of chert artifacts including flakes, and
one core, one blade, and one flake tool. Because all of the units were connected,
locations will only be given when necessary. Thirty-nine flakes were collected and were
split evenly between cortical (n=19), and non-cortical (n=20) flakes. Eight of these
flakes were also fire cracked. One core, one blade, and one flake tool were recorded.
The presence of the core suggests that the flakes were made in situ. One biface (CHO
13-1) and one projectile point (CHO 11-1-1) were also recovered from this cave (see
Figures 5.26 and 5.27).

Figure 5.26. Chert biface surface collected in CHOC-05.
Approximately full size. Drawn by Walter Burgos.
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Figure 5.27 Chert projectile point from CHO 11-1-1.

Obsidian
Fourteen obsidian artifacts were collected from the caves of this study. Visual
examination of the material sourced it all to El Chayal in the Guatemala highlands on the
outskirts of modern-day Guatemala City. Twelve of the artifacts are prismatic blades,
and the other two are flakes. The caves that contained the obsidian were the same as
those where chert was recovered, Torre Hun, Saber, and CHOC-05. Half of the obsidian
(n=7) was recovered from the unit below the seasonally active formation in Torre Hun
that contained a burial. One additional blade was recovered at the entrance of the same
cave. One blade and one flake were recovered from Saber. The blade was found in the
rock shelter excavation, and the flake was recovered from in Entrance 2. The remainder
of the obsidian artifacts, three blades and one flake, were recovered in CHOC-05.
All the obsidian blades recovered were fragments. An attempt to cross-mend the
pieces that were found in the same provenance proved impossible because they were all
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different sizes (Table 5.4). The completeness of the blades, coupled with the lack of
cores, limited distribution, and scant evidence for manufacturing of any kind, suggests
that obsidian may have been a restricted item for the people performing ritual in these
caves. Another possibility is that obsidian was viewed as an object of high value, due to
its connection with bloodletting (MacLeod and Puleston 1978:75) and not subject to the
same discard patterns as locally available materials such as chert and pottery.
The association of obsidian with burials further suggests that the material was
valued by the ancient Maya in the region. Half of the obsidian recovered in all of the
caves came from CHO 4-2, the same unit that produced one-fourth of all the ceramics
collected from the study area. The blade from Saber was found near a disturbed burial

Table 5.4. Dimensions of obsidian blades.
Provenance
Measurements (mm)
CHO 4-1-1

16.43x6.25x2.02

CHO 4-2-1

25.99x14.99x4.75

CHO 4-2-2

31.29x14.32x3.81

CHO 4-2-2

13.96x9.97x2.28

CHO 4-2-2

19.52x6.54x2.64

CHO 4-2-2-A

48.83x17.03x4.44

CHO 4-2-2-A

38.62x9.18x2.28

CHO 4-2-4

11.46x10.03x1.93

CHO 6-1-3

9.49x11.76x1.83

CHO 11-1-1

25.39x17.77x3.58

CHO 11-1-1

28.60x9.44x4.07

CHO 11-1-2

20.08x9.25x3.13
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in the rock shelter. The only obsidian blades that were not closely associated with a
burial were those from CHOC-05. Nonetheless, two were found in the same level as the
figurine fragment (Figure 5.20) suggesting a fertility ritual may have taken place in the
cave.
Ground Stone
One limestone metate fragment was excavated from the entrance of Torre Hun
(CHO 4-1-2). Other metate fragments from the region include one that was collected
from Cabeza de Tepezquintle. Other caves outside of the study area that contained
metate fragments were visited during the field season, but the objects were left
undisturbed. Woodfill and colleagues (2002:8) report finding two mano fragments from
the other side of the San Francisco hills in the Cueva las Manos, near the modern
settlement of La Caoba.
Manos and metates are commonly encountered in caves throughout the Maya
world. Awe notes that they occur in caves in Belize, although he does not quantify his
remarks (Awe 1997:8). Halperin (2002:100) reports four mano fragments recovered
during excavations in Actun Nak Beh, Belize. In Naj Tunich, Guatemala, Brady
(1989:304-305) reports finding four manos and two metates. Andrews (1970:32)
describes 252 miniature metates with accompanying manos in Balankanché cave, in
Yucatan, Mexico. Some of the manos were painted blue, and none showed any signs of
wear. Their diminutive size and lack of wear suggests they were used in ritual activity
(Andrews 1970:32).
One possible explanation for the manos and metates found in caves is their
relation to the creation story. The Popol Vuh tells that modern humans were created from
ground corn that was found in a cave (Tedlock 1996:43). The manos and metates found
in the caves of the San Francisco region and others may be related to the reenactment of
this part of the creation story.
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Quartz
Seven quartz flakes were recovered in the caves Saber (n=6) and Torre Hun
(n=1). The non-cortical flake from Torre Hun was found in the excavation unit in the
cave entrance (CHO 4-1). All of the flakes from Saber were found during excavations in
the rock shelter area (CHO 6-1, CHO 6-3). Five of the flakes were cortical, and one was
non-cortical.
Quartz is not commonly reported from archaeological sites because many of the
samples are unmodified and are thrown away as a result (Brady and Prufer 1999:139).
Halperin reports that large numbers of quartz crystals have been recovered in many cave
sites in the Roaring Creek Valley of Belize, and they tend to be associated with burials
(see Halperin 2002:103 for a summary). The association of quartz with human remains is
also seen in Saber cave where six quartz flakes were found in units containing
disarticulated human remains.
Other stone objects
Two other types of stone objects were recovered during excavations in the caves.
The first type is hematite or pyrite nodules, which were found in CHOC-05 (CHO 11-1,
CHO11-2) and Torre Hun. Four pieces were found in CHOC-05, and one was found in
Torre Hun. The piece from Torre Hun was discarded as unmodified stone. Other reports
of material in this form from archaeological sites are unknown.
The connection between ancient Maya utilization of hematite or pyrite and the
Underworld can be seen in the use of mirrors. For example, at Caracol, Belize, caches
were found that included marine shells and hematite mirror backings (Chase and Chase
1998:316,318). The ancient Maya viewed reflective surfaces such as mirrors and flat
surfaces of water as portals to the underworld (Scarborough 1998:151).
Polished pebbles resembling riverbank gravel were the other type of stone object
encountered during excavation. Nineteen pieces weighing 6.12 g were collected from
two units in Torre Hun (CHO 4-1 and CHO 4-2). No ritual significance can be attributed
to their presence. Nonetheless, the water-worn characteristic of the material suggests
they were carried to these locations from elsewhere for a specific purpose.
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Faunal remains

Some field identifications of fauna will be discussed below, although all bone and
shell material is awaiting in-depth study. Common names will be used in favor of
scientific nomenclature because this section is only intended to highlight specific
occurrences of animals.
Shell
Three shell beads were recovered from the unit at the entrance of Torre Hun
(CHO 4-1). Two were complete, and the other was a fragment. Internal and external
diameters were taken for the two complete beads using digital calipers. The smaller of
the two beads had an external diameter of 4.1 mm and an internal of 2.00 mm. The larger
bead had a 10.2 mm external and 3.3 mm internal diameter.
Recovered shell was divided into five categories, jute (Pachychilus sp),
unidentified land snail, unidentified water shell, unidentified shell, and unidentified snail.
Jute were recovered from CHOC-05 and in large quantities from all excavations in Saber.
Four pieces were excavated in top levels of CHOC-05. Saber contained 561 of the shells
weighing 1160.6 g. One was surface collected in Area 5, a narrow passage between
Entrance 2 and Chamber 1. The rest were encountered in each level of every unit
excavated in the cave. The ubiquity of the shells throughout Saber, and the almost total
absence at all other caves in the region, suggests that this location may have been where
the shells were ritually returned to their rightful owner so they can be reborn and
harvested again (Halperin et al. 2003:216).
Unidentified land snail was noted from the entrance of Torre Hun (CHO 4-1, 4-2),
the rock shelter component and entrance of Saber (CHO 6-1, 6-3, 6-2, 6-4), and CHOC05. Each of the locations where land snail shells were recorded are shallow recesses near
the jungle floor and easily accessible to the organisms. Each shell was examined for
human modification but all appeared in their natural state, with the exception of one that
was burned. All land snails were considered natural intrusions to the caves.
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Unidentified water shells as well as other unidentified shell were recovered from
both Saber and CHOC-05. Unidentified snail was only encountered in Saber. No
modifications were noted to any of the shell.
Bone
The faunal identifications that are discussed below were made by the author based
on field notes and from photographs taken in the summer of 2004 of diagnostic elements
(See Appendix 2 photo catalog of diagnostic elements).
The majority of diagnostic faunal remains collected are the bones of rodents,
which were found in all of the excavated caves. These findings are to be expected, as the
caves are the natural homes of these animals.
The identified faunal material from Torre Hun includes armadillo, deer, and turtle.
Bony fish were also represented in the caves by a fish scale, two vertebrae, and one
possible rib (Figure 5.28). Animals recovered in Saber include bird, deer, rodent, snake,
and turtle. Crab claws, many of which were burned, were recovered from this cave
(Figure 5.29). The presence of the aquatic animals in Torre Hun and Saber was
unexpected and therefore significant, because of a lack of any near-by water sources.
Finally, in Ocox, two pig teeth were recovered, undoubtedly post-contact in origin.
One worked bone pin was recovered from CHOC-05 (Figure 5.30). This piece
was the only worked bone recovered during the field season. The object appears to have
been made from a canine tooth, possibly that of a feline.

Human Remains

Human bone was recovered in Torre Hun and Saber. In Torre Hun, a cranium,
two phalanges, and one possible tibia were recovered (Figure 5.31). All the remains were
recovered in the unit CHO 4-2, with the exception of one of the phalanges. This unit was
associated with a seasonally active drip water formation near the entrance of the cave.
The cranium was examined for tooth filing and cranial deformation, both common
practices of the ancient Maya. None of the remaining teeth showed signs of
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Figure 5.28. Fish scale recovered from Torre Hun. Note that scale bar is in cm.

Figure 5.29. Crab claws recovered from Saber. Note that scale bar is in cm.
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Figure 5.30. Worked bone pin.
Note that scale bar is in cm.

modification, but the skull had been flattened through deliberate head deformation
(Figure 5.32). The individual died between 18-21 years of age, based on dental wear and
molar eruption (Carrie-Ann Berryman, Vanderbilt University bioarchaeology Ph.D.
candidate, personal communication 2004).
In Saber, two human vertebrae, three phalanges, and one femur head were
excavated in the rock shelter component of the cave. The bones were completely
disarticulated, suggesting that the looting in the other parts of the rock shelter may have
also taken place in this area. Previous looting would also explain the dearth of sherds
recovered during excavations in this area of the cave. A human mandible was also noted
on the surface of looter back dirt.
Scholars have recently begun to recognize rock shelters as ancient Maya burial
locations. Nonetheless, the phenomenon remains poorly understood (Saul et al.
2005:297). In Belize, Glassman and Bonor Villarejo (2005:289) have reported the
recovery of 32 individuals from the Caves Branch Rock Shelter. In the Maya Mountains
of Belize, Saul and colleagues (2005:297) have reported that burials were found in Saki
Tzul, Mohibal Kanchi, and Mayahak Cab Pek rock shelters. Ferguson and Gibbs
(1999:112-145) discuss numerous burials from Actun Uayazba Cab, Belize, that were
excavated by the Western Belize Regional Cave Project. The severity of looting in Saber
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Figure 5.31. Human skull recovered from CHO 4-2-2-A.

Figure 5.32. Profile of Human cranium recovered from CHO 4-2-2-A.
Note the elongation of the skull due to cranial deformation.
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and the number of human remains noted, coupled with the extent of rock shelter burials
in other regions, suggest that this area of Saber may also have contained a large number
of interred individuals.

Summary

I have discussed the artifacts that were recovered from excavations in the caves in
the San Francisco region during the 2004 field season in this chapter. The ceramic
analysis suggests that the caves were utilized from the Middle Preclassic through Late
Classic periods. The heaviest utilization occurred during the Early Classic period, even
though the region was most densely settled in the succeeding Late Classic period. The
recovery of Early Classic period sherds raises the question of the identity of the ritual
participants who were using the caves during this period.
Hieroglyphic and iconographic studies of vessels show that specific forms were
related to specific contents and were used as ritual components, such as in the act of
blood-letting. The functions described and depicted by the ancient Maya were utilized to
understand the role of the pottery recovered from caves in the San Francisco hills.
Other artifacts indicate that worshippers focused on fertility and ancestor rituals.
The recovery of random-flaked cores cached in cave walls suggests that the flakes were
made in situ. Obsidian was also encountered and may have been a high status ritual
object, given its limited distribution and association with burials. The shell and faunal
analyses resulted in the identification of unexpected exotic aquatic species, possibly
connecting cave worship to renewal or fertility rituals. Human remains were recorded
from two of the caves, adding to accumulating evidence that caves were also burial areas
for who would become sacred ancestors.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION

Caves offer archaeologists the rare opportunity to study ancient Maya ritual
behavior unimpeded by domestic deposits (Brady 2005:115-116). This chapter uses
theories of gift-giving to interpret the archaeological material recovered from the caves in
the San Francisco hills. I suggest that many of the artifacts found in these and other
caves can be understood as the physical remnants of ritual economic transactions between
the ancient Maya and the supernatural world. These ritual transactions represent the
necessary first stage of production. The rituals performed in caves are presentations of
gift offerings to their supernatural inhabitants in exchange for the continued use of the
world and its resources. If the Maya failed to perform their gift-giving rituals, the
materials used for production, such as wood, stone, and agricultural fields, would become
unavailable. The rituals in which gifts are given to the supernatural world produce and
reinforce social relations among the human participants in addition to producing goods.
These gift-giving rituals continue to be practiced by the modern inhabitants of the region
who may be the descendents of the ancient populations

Caves and the Ritual Mode of Production

I argue that one of the foundations of the ancient Maya economy was ritual
conducted in caves. The Maya renewed the world and ensured a continual flow of
resources, such as wood, stone, and food, through the cyclical offering of objects to the
supernatural realm. Such acts can be understood as production through consumption.
Offerings to the inhabitants of the supernatural realm (consumption) were given to ensure
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the maintenance of the world (production). The world and its resources would be taken
from the Maya if they failed to make their offerings.
The model for gift-giving with the supernatural realm used in this study comes
from the present day Maya. Examples of the necessity to perform gift-giving rituals
come from the Q’eqchi’ and Tzotzil Maya. Adams and Brady (2005:305) report that the
Q’eqchi’ believe that the current environmental degradation of the highlands is due to the
failure of the local populations to worship properly the gods known as Tzuultaq’a, or
mountain-valley supernaturals. In fact, the gods were said to have moved to a different
area but have begun to return with the resumption of ritual practices. The return of the
spirits is seen in higher-yielding fields, although fertilizers are acknowledged as helping.
Nonetheless, the Q’eqchi’ believe that the fertilizer can only be obtained if the person has
a good relationship with the Tzuultaq’a (Adams and Brady 2005:305). Vogt (1976:58)
notes a strong obligation to reciprocate what has been given among the Tzotzil Maya of
Zinacantán. This obligation is felt so strongly that anytime anyone comes to possess
anything new, “someone - man or god - expects and is entitled to recompense” (Vogt
1976:58). I argue that obligations similar to the Q’eqchi’ Maya and Zinacantecos
dictated ancient Maya cave ritual practices.
The first step of all production is the collection of resources needed to make a
product. The modern Maya believe that all natural resources are owned by the Earth
Lord and cannot be taken without his permission (Cruz Guzman et al.1980:116; Redfield
and Villa Rojas 1964:127; Vogt:16-17). I argue that the obligations to the prehistoric
equivalent of the Earth Lord were the most necessary to repay to ensure the continuation
of the ancient economy.
Much of what is known about the ancient Maya Earth Lord comes from
ethnographic and ethnohistoric accounts. The following section is a review of the
characteristics, beliefs, and practices regarding the modern Maya Earth Lord. The
section is presented to show patterns in the modern beliefs that may be used to
understand how the ancient Maya may have acted towards this being. The prevalence of
common characteristics and beliefs regarding this supernatural throughout diverse
modern communities suggests their pre-Columbian prominence.
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The Tzotzil Maya of Zinacantán call the deity, Yahval Balamil, the Earth Lord,
and describe him as a fat Ladino who lives in an opening in the earth where he hoards
money and animals, controls the rain and lightning, and claims ownership over all the
earth products used by the Zinacantecos (Vogt 1976:16-17). The products of the Earth
Lord are the domains of houses and fields, as well as the trees used to build houses, mud
for walls, and the limestone used for plaster (Vogt 1976:52). When the Zinacantecos
wish to use one of the Earth Owner’s resources, either to build a house or to prepare their
fields, they must perform the appropriate ceremony to pay the debt they will incur. The
person’s soul may be captured and used as a slave if the debt goes unpaid. The
repayments to Yahval Balamil are more costly than to other spirits. He expects whitewax and tallow candles, mimetically symbolizing tortillas and meat, as well as chickens
that are sacrificed in place of the human ritual participants (Vogt 1976:55-57). Other
spirits are appeased with white-wax candles only. The successful debt payment ensures
that the spirit will provide favorable weather conditions for a successful milpa.
The Chol Maya, living near Palenque, Mexico, call their version of the Earth Lord
“Don Juan.” This supernatural is said to live in caves around Don Juan Mountain. Work
by Karen Bassie’s Joljá Cave Project in 2001recorded that the deity prefers to live in the
Cueva Don Juan, but he can also live anywhere he chooses, even “en los Estados,” or in
the United States. Don Juan is the keeper of land, animals, and all natural things. Don
Juan requires a ritual petition whenever anyone wants to use any of his resources (Cruz
Guzman et al.1980:116).
The Q’eqchi’ Maya of the departments of Alta Verapaz, and Petén, Guatemala,
believe in supernaturals similar to the Earth Lord. For this group, Tzuultaq’a are the
supernaturals that own the resources for subsistence and health, as well as water, land,
trees, crops, and animals (Adams and Brady 2005:305). When they wish to use the
resources of the Tzuultaq’a, they need to petition for use rights. If permission is not
asked for but a resource is taken, the spirits will retaliate with strong winds, hail, vermin,
even assaults by the person’s tools.
The Yucatec Maya of Chan Kom refer to the Earth Lord as multiple
manifestations named yuntzilob, and they believe that these supernaturals own the forest,
maize, honey, and wild food-animals (Redfield and Villa Rojas 1964:127). Ritual
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specialists known as h-men perform ceremonies to the yuntzilob to ask for permission to
use or to pay for items taken from them. These rituals are made at the moment of the
transaction and are performed to ensure the safe transfer of the exchanged goods. For
long-term utilization of a gift such as a field, the yuntzilob expect annually increasing
payments of fowl (Redfield and Villa Rojas 1964:127). If a person fails to make the
payments, he or she becomes sick or invites disease-filled winds (Redfield and Villa
Rojas 1964:128).
The pattern that can be seen throughout the discussions of beliefs about the Earth
Lord among various modern Maya groups is that he is the owner of all things and
demands substantial compensation for permission to use his goods. If the compensation
is insufficient or ignored, retaliation is meted out through destructive forces, such as
intense wind and rain. I argue that this type of exchange represents what Mauss (2007:7)
described as agonistic gift-giving because the participants are trying to get back more
than their initial investments by sacrificing lower valued chickens in place of themselves.
Iconographic and folkloric evidence suggests that attributes of the contemporary
Earth Lord were manifest in different deities throughout the Classic period and possibly
earlier (Figure 6.1). The Earth Lord, in all his contemporary forms, shares a great many
attributes with God L, one of the principal lords of the Underworld (Figure 6.1 a) (Coe
1978:14 cited in Taube 1992:79). God L has both life-giving and life-taking attributes, is
identified with water, agricultural fertility, and wealth, and is associated with caves
(Taube 1992:81). The frequent depiction of a Moan owl in his headdress associates God
L with Chac, the god of rain and thunder. Brown (2005:139) argues that Zip is a Classic
period deity who is portrayed as a guardian of animals and god of the hunt (Figure 6.1 b)
(Taube 1992:60-63). He is often depicted wearing a deer headdress and with jaguar spots
around his mouth, associating him with the hero twin Xbalanque of the Popol Vuh
(Taube 1992:61-63). A contemporary Mopan Maya parallel of the Popol Vuh identifies
the Xbalanque character as a bearded owner of the animals (Taube 1992:63).
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b

Figure 6.1. Classic period deities possibly related to the contemporary Earth Lord.
Row a) God L (from Taube 1992:80-82), Row b) Zip (from Taube 1992:62)

Ritual Debt Payments to the Gods

The Popol Vuh highlights the vital gift-giving relationship between the Maya and
their gods. The gods desired beings who could speak their names and sustain them
through worship (Christenson 2003:76) They tried and failed three times to create beings
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who met these requirements. On their fourth attempt, the gods traveled to a watery cave
where they found white and yellow maize, which they ground nine times and used to
form humans. These newly created beings were able to speak the names of the gods and
to perform the sustaining rituals demanded of them. The vital component of sustaining
the gods was the offering of human blood. Without the continued actions of each other,
neither gods nor men could survive.
The Maya transformed physical offerings into sustenance for their gods through
mimetic processes (Taussig 1993:135). Mimetic transformation is vital to the gift-giving
cycle because it allows the physical offerings the ancient Maya gave to the gods to be
consumed by them. This transformation is seen in the breaking and burning of offerings
during rituals. The physical destruction of an offering releases its spirit and transforms it
into a consumable object for the inhabitants of the supernatural realm (Taussig
1993:135). The ritually destroyed offerings sustained the gods, ensuring that the gift of
the world would not be rescinded, as it had been for the previous creations.
The archaeological record demonstrates that the offering of objects through their
destruction was an essential factor in ancient Maya ritual gift-giving because it
mimetically transformed the physical offering into a supernatural article that sustained
the gods. In Torre Quib, one Aguila Orange and one Pucte Brown partially
reconstructable vessels were recovered. The near completeness of these vessels suggests
that they were broken in situ; the remaining pieces may have been overlooked during
surface collection. Other partially reconstructable vessels were recovered in Cueva de las
Tinajas and China Ochoch. Complete vessels were recovered from Cueva de los
Murciélagos in the northern part of the San Francisco hills near the modern village of La
Caoba (Woodfill and Spenard 2001; Woodfill et al.2002). Two mushroom pots were
discovered on a small, elevated ledge in the dark zone of that cave, with one kill hole
drilled in each. The destruction of vessels either through smashing or making a “kill
hole” suggests that they were not only used to present offerings, but that the pots were
also part of what was given.
Bowls are depicted on carved monuments that record blood-letting rituals as the
containers that held the implements of the act and as receptacles for shed blood (Tate
1992:88). The implements that the bowls held in these iconographic depictions include
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obsidian blades, stingray spines, rope, and bark paper strips. A minimum of 13 stelae and
15 lintels depict or imply blood-letting by the royal families of Yaxchilán, Mexico (Tate
1992:88-94). The lintel iconography consists of one of three related themes, references
to blood-letting through the presence of implements, the letting of blood into a bowl
filled with bark paper, or the witnessing of a Vision Serpent rising up from the bloodied
paper. The theme of mimetic transformation through destruction is seen in these
monuments as the Vision Serpent who rises up from the burned, bloody paper. The
burning of the blood mimetically releases the spirit contained within it for the
consumption of the gods. Obsidian blades, incensario fragments, charcoal, and firecracked rock were recovered in Torre Hun and attest to possible blood-letting and
burning event in the cave. I argue that the Maya were repaying their debt at the location
of the original transaction, where they were given the world, when they offered their
blood to the gods in caves.
The depiction of the Vision Serpent on the Yaxchilán lintels suggests that bloodletting was a means of communicating with the ancestors and celebrating key historic
events. For example, the text on Lintel 25, dating to AD 725, discusses the dedication of
a building that was celebrated through a blood-letting event (Schele and Miller
2001:188).
The Maya acknowledged the acts of their gods by reenacting the story of Creation
through blood-letting. These acts were one of the stipulations of the agreement to sustain
the gods that was established when humans were given the gift of the world. For
example, on Pakal the Great’s sarcophagus and on the wall panel in the Temple of the
Cross from Palenque, Mexico, the World Tree is seen rising up from the Quadripartite
Monster, a zoomorphic representation of the instruments of blood-letting. This scene
depicts the establishment of the universe when the primordial tree rose up from the
offering plate as the central axis of the universe (Freidel et al.1993:71).
Many aspects of gift-giving can be inferred from artifacts recovered in caves.
These underworld portals were used to ask for gifts and thank the deities that resided
within for subsistence and the world. The ancient Maya attempted to repay the debt that
was incurred when they were given the rights to the world through the destruction of
offerings and blood-letting.
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Offerings to the Earth Lord as a Basis of Production
The ceramic offerings the Maya left in caves attest to ritual as a necessary step of
production. Failure to make the appropriate offerings to the Earth Lord would result in
economic collapse because the means of production would stop due to various maladies,
such as lack of rain, plagues, diseases, insects, or the inability to harvest resources.
Ceramic vessels had specific functions based on their form and contents, mostly
related to food and beverage consumption and presentation. The intended use of the
vessel would not have changed as much as the audience did. On the surface, the audience
was other people. In caves, it was comprised of the supernatural inhabitants of the
Otherworld.
The most common vessel types found in the caves are jars, bowls, plates, comals,
incensarios, and cups or cylinder vases. The ancient Maya iconographically depicted
each of these vessel types on various media, such as carved stone monuments and painted
ceramics. Jars were often shown housing intoxicating beverages, although they may have
been used as incense burners (Brady 1989:211-213). The Maya used “name-tagging”
(Houston and Taube 1987:38) to distinguish among plates, wide-open dishes, and
drinking vessels. Drinking vessels included cups, cylinder vases, bowls, and some
dishes. Each form held a liquid of different viscosity. Cups and cylinders held beverages
such as cacao. Bowls and dishes were used to hold liquids that are more viscous such as
the maize gruel, atole.
The diverse nature of vessel forms found in the San Francisco caves may be
explained by their incorporation into “total service sets” (Reents-Budet 1994:82), which
contain a cylinder vase, bowl, and plate, all used for food presentation and service. These
sets are often depicted on polychrome pottery in the contexts of feasts, such as on vessels
MS0651 (Reents-Budet 1994:76) (Figure 6.2), and MS0607 (Reents-Budet1994:74). The
ceramics themselves have been found in house structures at El Cerén, El Salvador, as
well as in burials at Dos Pilas, Guatemala, where they provided a final meal for the
deceased (Reents-Budet 1994-82). The potential presence of total service sets at the
caves suggests that food offerings may have been given in the caves, perhaps as a ritual
feast. The appearance of comals, which are traditionally used for cooking tortillas, may
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Figure 6.2. Rollout photo of vessel depicting
total service set (MS0651) (Reents-Budet 1994:76)

indicate that the some of the food was prepared at the cave. Jars and incensarios suggest
that ritual drinking or offerings of copal were included in the ritual. The destroyed
condition of the vessels suggest they were shattered as part of the feasting ritual.
Epigraphic and ethnographic evidence suggests that food offerings and ritual
feasts were made in caves. Cave feasting was recorded by the Maya in a painted
hieroglyphic text referred to as Group 5 in Joljá Cave 1, Chiapas, Mexico, which details
the arrival of two people at the cave for a feast (Bassie In Press:13). The Zinacantecos
note that the Earth Lord is greedy and demands meat with his tortillas (Vogt 1976:56).
The hunger of the modern Earth Lord and the possible presence of total service sets in the
caves suggest that the ancient Maya reimbursed the deity in the hill for the use of his
goods and remained in good standing through the offering of feasts.
Modern practices and beliefs relating to the Earth Lord reinforce the ancient
practices discussed above. The Earth Lord demands compensation for the use of any of
his possessions (Vogt 1970:6). Many of the gifts that are given to the spirit are various
forms of food and liquor. The Zinacantecos offer compensation to the deity in the form
of candles representing tortillas and meat, and copal incense, liquor, skyrockets, and
prayers offerings (Vogt 1970:98-99). Among the Yucatec Maya of Chan Kom, payments
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are made to the yuntzilob, including the first fruits of a harvest, symbolic “first-choice” of
select animal parts after a successful hunt, varying quantities of chickens, hens, and
turkeys, as well as prayers, and drinks (Redfield and Villa Rojas 1964:128). Many of the
Yucatec Mayas’ offerings are given in special containers that are specific to the item
being given. This practice may account for the wide array of vessels and types recovered
from the San Francisco caves.
Rituals offerings to the Earth Lord were a vital component of the ancient Maya
economy. The procurement of materials necessary for production, such as wood, stone,
and food, was possible only through the performance of rituals to the Earth Lord. The
harvesting of resources was impossible if the Maya failed to perform the proper rituals.
The recovery of aquatic and terrestrial fauna, and remnants of total service sets in the San
Francisco hill caves suggest that debt repayment rituals were performed at these
locations.

Faunal Remains as Evidence of Ritual Gift-Giving Relations with the Earth Lord

The recovery of riverine fauna from the caves Torre Hun and Saber suggests that
rituals of repayment to the Earth Lord were performed inside. Caves were viewed as
portals to the watery underworld, and the placement of the faunal remains within can be
understood as returning them to their place of origin and rightful owner. Crab claw and
jute shells were discovered in the dark recesses of Saber cave, and Torre Hun contained
fish vertebrae and scales. The presence of the riverine fauna in the San Francisco caves
was unexpected as the closest water sources are the Pasión River and its tributaries, all a
minimum of two-hours walk away.
Similar caches of riverine fauna have recently been interpreted as the return of the
animals to their spirit guardian, who lives in caves (Halperin et al. 2003:215; Brown
2005:138). Halperin and colleagues (2003:215) have discovered that jute shells often
appear in ritual assemblages in cave contexts and at surface sites. They argue that the
caching of jute shells in caves can be interpreted as petitions for rain and offerings of
thanks for providing resources (Halperin et al. 2003:216). This statement exemplifies the
gift-giving rationale of the ancient Maya. They believed that the resources they used
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were gifts from the supernatural world that needed to be reciprocated. The Maya were
able to cancel the debt they incurred when they accepted the gift of resources through the
performance of rituals in caves. Remaining in good standing with the Earth Lord ensured
that the Maya could continuously harvest his resources.
Deer remains were also recovered in Torre Hun and Saber. No complete
skeletons were encountered, but three of the four elements recovered were identified as
distal ends of long bones; one is a juvenile as evidenced by an unfused epiphysis. The
other element represented is a tooth. Complete skeletons might not be expected due to
accessibility of the caves to animal scavengers, but the occurrence of similar elements in
the two caves might suggest a ritual pattern. Deer remains are commonly encountered in
cave contexts and are linked to rituals such as the cuch, or burden transfer, lineage rights,
fertility rituals, and accession rights (Emery 2002:105; Pohl 1981:515-519, 1983:62-65,
87-89; Pohl and Pohl 1983:28). Ethnohistoric accounts detail the use of immature
animals for fertility rituals and the appeasement of the gods (Pohl 1983:62).
Hunting shrines located around Lake Atitlán, Guatemala, testify to the belief that
the cave-dwelling guardian of animals requires appeasement before and after a hunt
(Brown 2005:131). The guardian’s requirements create a situation where the hunters
have to perform a ritual for permission prior the hunt. The hunters become indebted to
the guardian until they can reciprocate his gift. The debt accrued in this relationship is
that of the animal. Once the hunter has successfully captured and cleaned the animal,
selected bones are returned to the cave shrine where the guardian was originally
petitioned, and the debt is canceled (Brown 2005:142). These transactions can be seen as
complementary gift exchanges, because the debt is immediately canceled upon the return
gift (Mauss 2000:6).
Hunting shrines, such as those recently reported from highland Guatemala
(Brown 2005:131-144), may also account for the presence of deer and armadillo remains
in the San Francisco caves. The utilization of these shrines highlights the need that the
ancient Maya had to participate in a gift-giving relationship with the spirit guardian of
animals. The activities performed at the shrines also elucidate Mauss’ observation that
on certain occasions, a person, or group of persons, has no choice but to ask for and
receive a gift (Mauss 2000:13). The Earth Lord would retaliate if a person were to kill an
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animal without first making the proper petition. For example, Sapper (1897:268) reports
that the Q’eqchi believe they will not be sent any more game unless they conducted the
proper rituals.
The animals that were encountered in the hunting shrines in the highlands include
armadillo and deer (Brown 2005: Table 1), both of which were found in the caves of the
present study. The armadillo elements identified from Saber cave were all carapace
remains, as in the highland Guatemala shrines (Brown 2005:137). The deer remains in
the San Francisco caves were identified as long bones and one tooth. This pattern is also
similar to that reported from the Guatemalan highlands, where various bone elements
were offered (Brown 2005:137).

Ancestor Worship and the Creation of Social Relations

Ancestor gods are other supernaturals who are believed to inhabit hills and are
recipients of gifts from the Maya. For the Zinacantecos, these deities receive the most
ritual attention of all the supernaturals, and they are seen as jealous guardians of tradition
(Vogt 1970:5-6). Rituals to the ancestors are carried out at cross shrines, which are
understood to be portals that facilitate communication with the supernatural world (Vogt
1976:44-46). These shrines often incorporate altars to serve as receptacles for offerings
such as chickens, candles, incense, and rum (Vogt 1970:6).
The formation near the entrance of Torre Hun may have been used as an ancestor
shrine during the Late Classic period. Evidence for the ancestor shrine is based on the
human cranium recovered from the bottom of a filled pit in Unit CHO 4-2. The skull is
in good condition and is composed of the face and frontal bones (see Figures 5.30 and
5.31). The treatment of ancestor remains from death to final burial is a multi-stage
process that typically ends in only select bones being curated (McAnany 1995:60).
Welsh (1988:214) has identified eleven ancestor-related burials from the Classic period
Maya Lowlands. The criteria for identification include missing skeletal parts, especially
the face or skull (McAnany 1995:61). At Torre Hun, the lack of any other skeletal
material, with the exception of a phalange, coupled with the good preservation in the
cave, suggests that the skull recovered from Torre Hun was a secondary burial of an
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ancestor. The “missing” elements may have been removed for interment in ancestor
shrines outside of the cave.
Skulls representing ancestors have been identified in other contexts. Tikal Altar 5
may depict two individuals in the process of exhuming the remains of an ancestor who is
depicted as a skull and long bones (McAnany 1998:288; Stuart 1998:407) (Figure 6.3).
Becker (1992:189) reports two headless burials from the same site. Based on Welsh’s
criteria, these two individuals would have been the focus of ancestor ritual. Thompson
(1990:179) reports 48 skulls associated with obsidian knives from Iximché, Guatemala.
Eight obsidian blades were recovered with the skull in Torre Hun, suggesting a parallel
pattern of behavior towards ancestor remains.
Ancestors were associated with buildings through iconographic depictions and
interment. Valdes (1990) has noted that ancestors are depicted as downward-facing
“head only” individuals along the stucco decoration of a palace building at Uaxactún.
Chase and Chase (1998:299) note that certain buildings at Caracol, Belize, were
repeatedly used for interring ancestors and were the focus of ritual activity. The
sarcophagus of Pakal the Great of Palenque, Mexico, was used to celebrate his heritage,
as seen in the depiction of his ancestors sprouting up from cleft motifs on the sides of the
stone box. The North Acropolis at Tikal is an extreme example of an ancestor shrine.
This complex acted as the necropolis for Tikal’s ruling dynasties up to the Late Classic
period (Martin and Grube 2000:43). This immense structure was a celebration of the
ancestral kings who had ruled the city.
The association between ancestors and disembodied heads is a recurring theme in
the Popol Vuh, especially in the sections pertaining to the Hero Twins, who were among
the original ancestors. Hun Hunahpu, of the first generation of hero twins, was
decapitated, and his head was hung in a tree. Hunahpu, of the second generation of hero
twins, was decapitated by a bat during a test. The Underworld gods were also tricked
into decapitation by the resurrected Hero Twins (Tedlock 1996:136-138). The numerous
decapitations in the Popol Vuh have led Schele and Freidel (1990:76) to suggest that one
of the three great axioms of Classic period Maya imagery is resurrection through
decapitation.
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Figure 6.3. Depiction of ancestor as skull and long bones on Tikal Altar 5 (711 AD)
(adapted from Jones and Satterthwaite 1982 Figure 23)

Ancestor worship has been documented in the ethnographic present. Reina
(1964:31) reports that three human skulls are kept on the main church altar in the Maya
village of San José, on the shore of Lake Petén-Itzá, Guatemala. The skulls are said to
have been there always and to have belonged to fine people and elders. They are carried
in procession to the houses of families who are experiencing hard times and crises. The
skulls are brought into the house to visit with the afflicted families and are given food in
exchange for ensuring better luck.
Ancestor worship has been described for other contemporary Maya groups.
Freidel and colleagues (1993:188) report that for the modern day Quiché Maya, lineage
shrines are located in areas near water or on mountaintops. Vogt describes a similar
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concept among the Tzotzil Maya of Zinacantán. The ancestor shrines of the Zinacantecos
are placed at the foot and on top of mountains (Vogt 1970:13). The Quiché and
Zinacanteco Maya shrine patterns reflect the situation in Torre Hun where the ancestor
skull was buried adjacent to a formation at the entrance of the cave and that drips water in
the rainy season.
Ancestor shrines are associated with altars, benches, and other constructions that
were built to commemorate the deceased (Welsh 1988:188). This pattern further attests to
the presence of an ancestor shrine in Torre Hun. The formation under which the skull
was interred is flat-topped and covered with smashed pottery. The presence of the
pottery suggests that the formation may have been treated as an altar for the shrine.
Carbon and ash remains associated with ancestor shrines in surface sites suggest
that the ritual burning of offerings such as copal incense and other materials was
performed at the shrines (Welsh 1988:191-192). Obsidian blades and the smashed
remains of vessels and incensarios within the excavation unit and covering the formation
in Torre Hun suggest that the ancient Maya offered gifts such as blood and copal to their
predecessors, the same gifts they gave to their gods.
Social relations were created and maintained through ritual gift-giving to
ancestors. People who associated themselves with the interred individual would be the
most likely to have performed and participated in ceremonies at the shrine. Involvement
in ancestor rituals can be seen as a statement of inclusion in a particular kinship group
and the celebration of a shared heritage. Participation in these rituals is an
acknowledgement of descent from the interred ancestor and is a statement of
commonality with others who make the same assertion. Relations would be maintained
through cyclical ritual practice.
The relationships that develop from ritual participation have been described as
communitas (Turner 1995:96-97). Communitas is the result of a group experiencing
liminality, a state that breaks from the norms of society and everyday life, and occurs
during ritual events (Turner 1995:95). Participation in an ancestor ritual at the shrine in
Torre Hun can be seen as a supra-liminal event. The performance of the ritual creates a
liminal state, but the setting is a cave, a liminal place that is “betwixt and between”
(Turner 1995:95) the surface and Underworld.
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The Ancestor Shrine and Sacred Geography of Cancuén

Many lines of evidence tie the ancestor shrine found in Torre Hun to the site of
Cancuén. The most obvious connection is the visibility of the hill on the northeast
horizon from the epi-center of the site. The direction of the hills also ties them to
Cancuén’s ancestors. North is the direction that is associated with ancestors (Schele and
Miller 2001:276-277). This location equates Torre Hun to the realm of the Cancuén
ancestors and makes it an ideal location for ancestor ritual to have taken place.
Another connection between Torre Hun cave and Cancuén is the parallel
utilization of special pottery in mortuary contexts. Surface collections made on the
formation in the cave and the excavations below it yielded Torres Incised pottery. This
Late Classic period type is orange-slipped and incised. Incised, orange-slipped pottery is
often found associated with burials at Cancuén during the Late Classic period (Mike
Callaghan, personal communication 2004). The parallels in treatment of the dead with
specific burial goods suggest that people connected to Cancuén were performing ancestor
rituals in Torre Hun.
How can these data be utilized to give a better understanding of life at Cancuén?
Cancuén has often been discussed as an economic center that was strategically placed
along a major highland-lowland trade artery at the head of the navigable waters of the
Pasión River (Demarest and Barrientos 1999:9-10). Archaeological investigations
throughout the site have uncovered workshops and prestige good production areas
(Kovacevich 2004), as well as two ports on either side of the peninsula, all of which were
dominated by a large palace complex at the center of the site. The palace was the setting
for the establishment of political alliances and trade networks and was the economic
center of the site (Barrientos et al. 2003). Nonetheless, the site is lacking pyramidal
architecture, one of the defining features of the Classic period Maya cityscape, locations
of ancestor ritual, and necessary components of the idealized sacred landscape (Brady
and Ashmore 1999:139).
Other sites in the region, such as Raxruha Vieja and La Caoba Vieja, also lack
pyramidal architecture. These sites are situated in and around tower-like karst hills with
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caves, a landscape that represented “ready-made” temple pyramids (Woodfill 2004). The
artifact associations between Cancuén and the San Francisco hills suggest that Torre Hun
was used in place of pyramidal structures for Cancuén. The rulers of Cancuén ensured
that the city incorporated all aspects of the idealized sacred landscape by establishing the
San Francisco hills as the pyramid-temples of the site.

Cave Ritual and the Establishment of Cancuén Authority

Caves were used by all classes of ancient Maya society for various rituals. The
extent to which elites utilized caves became widely known with the discovery of Naj
Tunich and the hieroglyphic texts painted inside (MacLeod and Stone 1995:155-184;
Stuart 1981:220-235). Since the discovery of Naj Tunich, and with a better
understanding of epigraphy and iconography, caves are now believed to have been
central to many Maya elite ceremonies, including accession rituals (Pohl and Pohl
1983:29), and Period Ending rituals, which were anniversary celebrations of Creation
(Bassie 1991:89-90).
The presence of deer and fish remains from Torre Hun may be unrelated to
offerings to the Earth Lord. Instead, these offerings may have been the result of an
accession rite performed at the cave. Emery (2002:105) notes that the gods demanded
offerings of fish and deer during the transfer of rulership. These remains were found near
the entrance to the cave, which is visible from the ground below. The location is ideal for
large-scale public ritual (Brady 1989:404), such as the accession of a ruler, as the
majority of land in the surrounding area is flat. The unimpeded view of the hill would
make any ritual performed in the cave entrance plainly visible to all who attended.
The final passage of the Cancuén Panel recounts a pilgrimage made by Taj Chan
Ahk to a place called “Five-Flower Mountain” (Kistler 2004). The pilgrimage included
encircling the hill where an ancestor was buried and making sacrifices at a three stone
place. Given ties between Torre Hun and Cancuén, coupled with the cave’s potential as a
location for high-level elite activities, the hill and the cave were significant features of the
sacred landscape, and may be the Five-Flower Mountain mentioned in the text. More indepth investigations are necessary to verify the hypotheses that elite ceremonies were
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being performed in the cave. Nonetheless, the intensive utilization of the cave suggests
that it was a powerful location in the past.

Pilgrimage and the Creation of Social Relations

Rituals performed at caves throughout Mesoamerica often had an associated
pilgrimage component (Bassie et al. 2000:9; Brady 1989:407; Halperin 2002:119-122;
Stone 1997). This fact was surely true for the San Francisco caves because of the
distance from any known surface site in the region. The closest substantial sites include
Cancuén, La Caoba Vieja, and a small, unnamed site on the outskirts of the modern day
hamlet of El Chotal. Cancuén is located approximately a four-hour, twelve kilometer
walk to the southwest of Torre Hun. La Caoba is approximately two hours by foot
through the southern portion of the San Francisco hills. El Chotal is located
approximately an hour and a half south of the cave through a rough swampy region.
A pilgrimage is a journey to a sacred location with the expectation of spiritual and
or material benefits (Hammond and Bobo 1994:19). I have argued that transactions with
the Earth Lord and rituals to the ancestors were performed in the San Francisco caves.
The performance of these specific ceremonies indicates that the primary expectations of
the celebrants included material and spiritual benefits conforming to the definition of a
pilgrimage.
Caves are well-recognized pilgrimage destinations in the ancient Maya world.
Examples include Naj Tunich, Guatemala, (Brady 1989:407-415; Stone 1997) Joljá,
Chiapas, Mexico, (Bassie et al. 2000:9), Actun Nak Beh, Belize (Halperin 2002:119122), and the Cenote of Sacrifice at Chichén Itzá (Roys 1933:173). Stone (1997:2)
argues that caves are pilgrimage destinations due to the desire of the Maya to commune
with the divine controlling forces who live in caves. Brady (1989:403) hypothesizes that
pilgrimages were made to maintain order in the unstable universe. As with the San
Francisco hill-caves, the pilgrimages made to other caves and the ritual activities
performed within were primarily made for spiritual and material benefits.
One of the consequences of pilgrimages would have been the development of
communitas. Pilgrimages are similar to rituals because communitas develops during
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participation in these liminal activities (Turner 1973:192; 1995:97). The travel to the San
Francisco caves would have required travel through the wilderness, which Taube
(2003:479) argues is a place that the ancient Maya perceived as dangerous and filled with
demons and beasts. The destination of the journey was the cave that, along with hills, are
the most dangerous and dramatic places in the wilderness (Stone 1995:16). Thus,
pilgrimages to caves put the Maya in the heart of the liminal realm where social structure
breaks down and communitas develops between the ritual participants.

Ixobel Orange

The discovery of the Terminal Preclassic period to Early Classic period Ixobel
Orange pottery in the San Francisco caves is a puzzle. Until their discovery in these
caves, the ceramic type was only identified at a small number of locations in the
southeastern Petén, specifically at Naj Tunich and the area around the site of Ixcún,
Guatemala (Brady 1989:170). The type was so uncommon that when Brady originally
defined it, he was hesitant to designate a ware affiliation because of its limited range and
his belief that it was a special purpose ceramic group (Brady 1989:170). Recent
excavations have identified more occurrences of the type occurring in the Ixcún, Petén
area. The pottery was found at the Petén sites and caves of San Miguel (Mejia 2002:46),
the Balam Na caves (Valdizón 2003:128-129), and associated with a burial in the North
Plaza of Ixcún (Laporte 2002:226-229). These recent discoveries verify the limited
distribution of the type and highlight the significance of the discovery in these caves.
Hieroglyphic texts discovered in Naj Tunich suggest a connection between the
cave and the surface sites in the surrounding region, specifically Ixcún. The text of Naj
Tunich Drawing 82 is similar to that on Ixcún Stela 2 (MacLeod and Stone 1995:179).
Both texts contain a rare full figure glyph that has been termed the “fire-bearer” and both
may record the same attack on Caracol by Ixcún (Colas 1998:101). The presence of the
Ixcún emblem glyph, which appears a minimum of four times in the Naj Tunich
paintings, also suggests a strong connection between the site and the cave (Colas
1998:101; Macleod and Stone 1995:178). The spatial proximity of the sites mentioned
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and their hieroglyphic connections demonstrate the close relationship between Naj
Tunich cave and the Ixcún region.
Who brought Ixobel Orange sherds to the San Francisco hills? Their presence
suggests ties to the Naj Tunich-Ixcún region, but this connection has not been found on
the surface. No examples from any of the excavations by the Cancuén Project were
found in the region, nor has the type appeared in the nearby Candelaria Caves, located
approximately 20 km to the south of the San Francisco hills (Brent Woodfill, personal
communication 2005). Another explanation for the presence of the pottery in the two
areas is that the caves, specifically the Ventana Maya cave, may have been a longdistance pilgrimage destination for the people of the Ixcún region, just as Naj Tunich was
for the rulers of sites such as Caracol, Site Q, and Ixcún (MacLeod and Stone 1995:179180). The Ventana Maya cave remains one of the most ritually charged sites in the
region today, and it continues to be visited by members of communities at least as far as
two hours away.
Long-distance pilgrimages are common throughout Mesoamerica. For example,
during the Postclassic period, the head of the Xiu lineage began a pilgrimage to the
Cenote of Sacrifice at Chichén Itzá, Mexico (Roys 1933:175-176). The journey was
never completed due to an enemy ambush, but the trip would have taken the delegation
across the Yucatan peninsula. Pilgrimages were also common among the Mixtec of
Mexico. Precolumbian screen-fold books known as the Mixtec Codices record a
pilgrimage of the ruler Lord 8 Deer (Joyce et al. 2004:281-285; Pohl and Byland
1990:119-121; Pohl et al. 1997:215-218).

The Cancuén Region and the Early Classic Period Population Puzzle

The appearance of Ixobel Orange pottery suggests the presence of people in the
region at least as early as the Early Classic period. The majority of ceramics recovered
from all of the caves in the region date primarily to the Early Classic period. In fact, in
the Candelaria caves, only a few select areas contain any evidence of Late Classic period
pottery (Brent Woodfill, personal communication 2006). Paradoxically, there have been
no substantial Early Classic period populations detected in the region.
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Who were the people performing rituals in the caves? I suggest that the region
may have been a pilgrimage destination. The presence of the special purpose Ixobel
Orange pottery suggests that this might be the case. The region may also have been
inhabited by small, scattered settlements that are currently invisible to archaeologists.
Evidence for these settlements was encountered near project facility CHO Camp 2 during
the 2004 field season with the discovery of a small, destroyed mound and surface scatters
of artifacts where no architecture was noted. Such “invisible” populations have been
noted in other areas of the Maya world, such as at Itzán, Guatemala (Johnson 2004:145175) and Chau Hiix, Belize (Sweely 2005:193-208). Findings at these sites suggest that
population densities were much higher than traditional surface surveys have suggested
(Johnson 2004:146). Time did not permit testing of the surface area around camp, and
the mound was too badly looted for any scientific excavation. Nonetheless, the presence
of surface artifact scatters unrelated to verified sites may attest to the presence of
“invisible” structures in this area. Another possibility may be that these scatters represent
temporary pilgrimage encampments. Further studies of the San Francisco hills and the
Cancuén region are needed to answer the question of the identity of the Early Classic
period people using the caves, and what connection they had to the Ixcún-Naj Tunich
region populations.

Modern Ritual Utilization of the San Francisco Hill-Caves

The tradition of cave ritual in the San Francisco hills continues today. Evidence
of modern ritual activity was noted in Cueva de las Tinajas (Tinajas), Torre Hun, and
Ventana Maya caves. In all cases, the remains that were encountered consisted of one
candle and copal residue. The candle was always placed in a higher location, and the
copal was burned near the floor. Ancient pottery was gathered and used for burning
incense in Ventana Maya and Tinajas caves (Figure 6.3, 6.4). A naturally hollow-shaped
formation on the cave floor was used to hold the incense offering in Torre Hun, but the
candle was still placed in a higher position.
One striking feature of the placement of the modern altars was that they closely
correspond to the ancient activity areas, suggesting that particular locations have
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maintained their sacred attributes from prehistoric times. A possible explanation for this
continuity of sacredness may lie in the appearance of the highland ceramics found
throughout the ancient cave assemblages. The ancestral home of the modern Q’eqchi’ is
the department of the Alta Verapaz, Guatemala (Adams and Brady 2005:303). The
appearance of highland Guatemala wares in the caves, such as Cebada Porous and
Chatillas Smoothed, suggests that highland populations, possibly Q’eqchi’ Maya, were
present in the Cancuén area during the Late Classic period. If the ancient highland
ceramics represent a Q’eqchi’ Maya population, then the continuity of sacred places can
be explained by the presence of the same culture group performing rituals in the caves in
a continuous tradition.
The people who perform the modern rituals in the caves are, in many instances,
the members of the surrounding communities who participate in the archaeological
project. When the altars were encountered, the workers told of the ceremonies performed
in the caves and of the preparation of food for the rituals. This information was freely
given during informal conversation with project members during work throughout the
day. Although the workers never identified them as such, these hills resemble
descriptions of the Tzuultaq’a or the Mountain-Valley gods. The Tzuultaq’a are
described as thirteen sacred mountains located in the Q’eqchi’ heartland of the Alta
Verapaz, who are referred to simply as “the owners” (Adams and Brady 2005:303-306).
The Tzuultaq’a are petitioned for all things natural and represent the Q’eqchi’ Maya
version of the Earth Lord.
Cueva de las Tinajas is owned by a member of the El Rosal community. The
owner of the cave and his family use it to perform rituals prior to the planting season.
The owner explained that the hill is alive, and he gives it offerings so that it will not
bother him (Figures 6.4 and 6.5). He also reports performing rituals to the hill to ask for
good rains, a good crop, and good things in general. The ritual is called the mayejac, and
it can be performed for any occasion. The performance of this ritual has been
documented in other Q’eqchi’ Maya communities (Adams and Brady 2005:308-314).
The Tinajas cave landowner reported that women are allowed to come to the cave but
that they often stay at home because they do not like to travel at night. Nonetheless, the
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women are in charge of preparing the ritual meal that the men carry and offer to the cave,
a vital function for the success of the ceremony.
Torre Hun is also used for performing mayejac ceremonies. The ritual
participants consist of a small network of people who are all related to the landowner
through either direct descent or marriage, and they are the group who will work the milpa
together. The following is a brief description of a mayejac as reported by the owner of
Torre Hun. Each May, when the field is ready to plant, everyone who will help is
gathered, and an animal is killed in preparation for a feast. The participants bathe and
cook the animal in water. Next, they go to the cave, bringing the water with them. When
they arrive, they burn copal and candles as offerings to the hill; then they throw the water
on a cave formation and onto the walls near the altar (Figure 6.6). The owner of Tinajas
reported a similar ritual order, except that the ceremony is performed before cutting the
milpa. He also specified that the animal is a turkey, and that they use its blood to smear
around the rear of the chamber.
Ventana Maya is named as the location for performing cave rituals by many of the
inhabitants of El Chotal, El Rosal, and the majority of the surrounding communities in
the region. Woodfill and colleagues (2002) report that the people of La Caoba make
petitions to a supernatural known as La Ventana, a hill that is a regional center for
modern ritual activity. The centrality of the Ventana Maya cave to the ritual practices of
the surrounding villages reflects a behavior similar to other Q’eqchi’ Maya communities
in the Alta Verapaz. Adams and Brady (2005:305) report that rural communities often
associate with one Tzuultaq’a, or mountain valley supernatural, but that others are
recognized. The Ventana Maya may be a Tzuultaq’a for the surrounding communities.
The area of the Ventana Maya cave that is utilized for modern rituals is located in
an elevated chamber on the southeastern wall of the sinkhole. Access to the chamber is
naturally restricted by a stalagmitic column that divides the entrance into two smaller
holes. This area of modern ritual activity was also the stage for ancient ritual activity, as
evidenced by sherd scatters throughout the chamber.
The recording of the continued use of sacred space is an exercise in writing what
Ashmore calls the “life history of place” (Ashmore 2002:1178), which includes all
human interaction with a specific location throughout its existence. Thus, every time a
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ritual is performed in one of the caves, its life history grows, and the meaning of the cave
changes in the perceptions of the participants. For example, a life history of place was
written for the Joljá caves of Chiapas, Mexico, examining how calendrical ceremonies,
cave paintings, and ancient walls helped in generating and recreating the significance of
the cave to the ancient and modern populations (Halperin et al. 2003:1).
The known life history of the caves in the San Francisco hills began sometime in
the Preclassic period and continued through the Late Classic period. The ancient Maya
used these caves to communicate with their ancestors, to make payments to the Earth
Lord, and perhaps to present kings coming to power. Much of the life history of these
places ended with the collapse and abandonment of the region around 800 AD, as
evidenced by the lack of pottery after the Late Classic period, until they were excavated
in the summer of 2004. The life histories of the Tinajas, Torre Hun, and Ventana caves,
and possibly unrecognized others, began to change when the local populations began to
perform rituals in them again. These caves now appear to represent the Tzuultaq’a and
the places where corporate groups go to petition for a good harvest.
In one case, these caves also represent prestige. Torre Hun and Ventana Maya are
both on land owned by one individual. Ventana Maya seems to represent the one
Tzuultaq’a that all local communities recognize and the only cave significant enough to
warrant two names. No other caves in the region are known to have any names.
Claiming ownership over the most widely recognized and sacred landmark in the region
imbued the owner with great prestige. As well, his name was tied to the cave through its
secondary name, Cueva de Don Venancio
One final observation regarding the modern ritual practices is the deliberate
incorporation of ancient pottery in the contemporary shrines. My informants never
offered explanations as to why these vessels were used, but ethnographic and
archaeological evidence suggests that they may be seen as imbued with power to access
the supernatural realm.
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Figure 6.4. Modern altar in Cueva de las Tinajas. Note candle near the top of the
center formation and the burned column with stack of sherds on the bottom right.
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Figure 6.5. Modern altar in Cueva de las Tinaja showing copal-burning area.
Note charred appearance of gathered sherds and formation.
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Figure 6.6. Modern altar in Torre Hun. Note offerings laid out similar to
those in Cueva de las Tinajas: copal residue in formation on floor
and candles in depression on top of central formation (see arrow).
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The collection of discarded objects, called “sacra,” to be used in rituals is widespread throughout the Americas in ancient and modern times (Brown 2000:319). Brown
(2000:320) reports that people in highland Guatemalan communities ritually collect
discarded pre-Columbian artifacts that they use to contact the supernatural realm. The
power of these objects stems from the belief that they were placed in the path of the
finder by the entities with whom they facilitate communication. Further, she suggests
that this type of collecting may be used to explain the seemingly random appearance of
curated objects in Structure 12 at El Cerén, El Salvador (Brown 2000:331). The building
housed well-worn objects from various time periods, such as ceramic figurines, stone
tools, crystals, exotic shells, and faunal remains. The objects were curated in different
niches and rooms throughout the structure. The long history and continued collection of
sacra throughout the Maya region suggest that the ancient pottery used in modern rituals
may be seen as powerful items that assist in communicating with the spirits of the hills.
The caves in the San Francisco hills have been used off-and-on as ritual locations
for much of the past two thousand years. I have detailed some of that history in this
chapter by focusing on the rituals that were performed within. Many of the rituals were
performed to repay the gift debts the ancient Maya incurred from the various supernatural
beings with whom they interacted. In the process, these rituals led to the creation and
affirmation of social relations. Today, the caves continue to be used by the local
populations, adding to the life histories of these places by incorporating the ancient
offerings of their ancestors into their rituals.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has characterized ancient Maya cave ritual as a form of gift-giving
using archaeological data collected from caves in the San Francisco hills near Cancuén,
Guatemala. The Maya believed that when they were given the world by the gods, they
incurred a debt that needed to be repaid continually through ritual offerings. These
obligations were laid out in the creation story known today as the Popol Vuh (Tedlock
1996). These repayment rituals were performed for supernatural beings who not only
supplied the world but also the resources necessary for production, such as wood, stone,
and food. If the Maya failed to perform their rituals, they would no longer be able to
harvest the materials necessary for production, and the gift of the world would be
rescinded as punishment.
The artifacts recovered from caves are the physical remnants of transactions
between the Maya and the supernatural realm. When making a gift, the Maya
transformed the offering into an item acceptable to the supernatural realm through a
process described as mimesis (Taussig 1993). The mimetic process begins with the
creation of the object to be offered. Its transformation is complete when the item is
destroyed during the ritual. The destruction of the physical object releases its spirit to the
supernaturals to whom of the gift is offered as subsistence (Taussig 1993:135).
Similarities in beliefs and behaviors among contemporary Maya populations
frame the discussion of ancient Maya ritual gift-giving practices. Today, rituals to the
Earth Lord are performed when one of his products is needed. The Earth Lord is seen as
a greedy owner of all natural objects and demands substantial reimbursement for their
use. I have argued that the ancient Maya economy was directly dependant on rituals to
this supernatural being because his permission was vital to procure the resources
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necessary for production. Contemporary Maya groups believe that if the Earth Lord is
improperly reimbursed, he will bring disease and drought.
Evidence for prehistoric debt repayment to supernatural equivalents to the Earth
Lord comes from the recovery of ritually killed pottery making up “total service sets” that
are used to present a complete meal (Reents-Budet 1994:82). The presence of comals
that are used to cook maize tortillas suggests that feasts may have been prepared and
eaten in the caves. Jars and incensario remains suggest that alcoholic beverages and the
burning of incense may have been part of these feasts. Exotic riverine fauna, deer, and
armadillo represent animals that were taken from and returned to the Earth Lord.
The gods demanded human blood for their gift of the world (Schele and Miller
1986:176). Obsidian blades and bowls are often depicted together on pottery as
implements of the act of blood-letting. The obsidian would have been used to draw
blood, and the bowl would have been used to collect it on paper, which was then burned.
This destructive act mimetically releases the spirit of the offering to the otherworld.
Obsidian blades, generally associated with human remains, and bowls were recovered
from Torre Hun, Saber, and CHOC-05. These findings suggest that blood offerings to
the ancestors were also made in these caves (MacLeod and Puleston 1978:75).
Ancestors are other deities who inhabit caves, and to whom contemporary Maya
populations actively perform rituals. Participation in ancestor rituals resulted in the
creation of social relations and communitas (Turner 1995:96-97) through recognition of
kinship affiliations and pilgrimages into liminal realms. Evidence for ancestor worship
among the ancient Maya is seen in Torre Hun where a human cranium was found buried
in the bottom of a pit adjacent to a flat-topped formation that was covered in smashed
pottery. The layout of this shrine resembles those identified in modern Maya
communities such as Zinacantán (Vogt 1976:44-50), as well as at archaeological sites
such as Uaxactún, Tikal, Altar de Sacrificios, and Altun Ha (Welsh 1989:190-191).
Many lines of evidence tie Torre Hun cave to the Late Classic period city of
Cancuén, suggesting that the cave may have been used as one of the shrines for the site.
Torres Incised, a type of orange-slipped, incised pottery, was recovered from excavations
in the Torre Hun ancestor shrine and was noted blanketing the formation above it. At the
site of Cancuén, burials often contain similar incised, orange-slipped pottery types,
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suggesting a pattern in ancestor worship that links the two sites. Torre Hun cave
contained a higher percentage of Late Classic period pottery types than other nearby
caves indicating that it was more heavily utilized at the time that Cancuén flourished than
the other caves that were investigated.
Other evidence points to ties between Torre Hun and Cancuén. There is a
possible mention of the cave in a Cancuén text, and a royal accession ceremony in the
cave is suggested. Cancuén’s utilization of Torre Hun as a shrine fits the pattern seen at
other sites in the region, such as Raxruha Vieja and La Caoba Vieja, where the local
cave-filled hills were incorporated as temple-pyramids into the site layouts. The
incorporation of these natural features allowed the sites to become mimetic copies of the
idealized sacred landscape (Brady and Ashmore 1999:139).
Pottery collected from the San Francisco caves raises two questions about the
population of the region during the Early Classic period. The questions arise from the
discovery of Ixobel Orange pottery, coupled with the heavy utilization of the caves
during the Early Classic period. The discovery of Ixobel Orange pottery is a puzzle
because it was only known from the Ixcún region of Guatemala, until its discovery in the
Ventana Maya and Torre Hun caves. The recovery of this pottery type suggests that
long-distance pilgrimages may have been made to these caves by people from the Ixcún
region. Alternatively, it may imply an unrecognized connection of another kind between
the two areas. The heavy utilization of the caves during the Early Classic period poses
another question because there are no known substantial populations in the region prior to
the Late Classic period. The discovery of a small, looted mound and unassociated
surface scatters suggest that invisible structures may be present throughout the area
(Johnson 2004:145-175; Sweely 2005:193-208). The presence of these structures might
indicate previously unknown populations in the region who were using the caves prior to
the Late Classic period. The most parsimonious explanation based on present evidence is
that pilgrims from the Ixcún region of Guatemala were traveling to the San Francisco
caves to make specific types of offerings.
Investigations in the caves demonstrated that many of the inhabitants in the
surrounding villages are still using the caves for ritual practices. Each of the caves where
modern ritual activity was recorded contains evidence of ancient utilization. The
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suggestion is that the Classic period ritual practitioners were also Q’eqchi’ Maya, based
on the recovery of pottery from the Highlands where the Q’eqchi’ homeland is located.
The people who use the caves for ritual today report that they make offerings to the
supernaturals in the hills in return for economic success, a close parallel to the motives
suggested here for the ancient ritual practitioners.
Caves were, and continue to be, places where ritual debt repayments with the
supernatural world were made by ancient and contemporary Maya populations. These
transactions not only sustained the economy, but they also actively created social
relations among liminal participants claiming descent from a common ancestor. The
material remains found in caves are evidence of these ritual transactions and represent the
gift in the cave for the gift of the world.
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APPENDIX A: CERAMIC DATA
Cave
Hix Pec

Provenance
ROS 1-L1

Group
Indeterminate

Type
Indeterminate

Baclam

Baclam Orange

ROS 1-1

Ware
Coban
Unslipped
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Hix Pec

ROS 1-1

Hix Pec

Aguila

Hix Pec

ROS 1-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Hix Pec

ROS 1-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Hix Pec

ROS 1-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Hix Pec

ROS 1-1

Cambio

Hix Pec

ROS 1-1

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Hix Pec

ROS 1-1

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Hix Pec

ROS 1-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Hix Pec

ROS 1-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Cueva de
Tinajas
Cueva de
Tinajas
Cueva de
Tinajas
China
Ochoch
China
Ochoch
China
Ochoch
China
Ochoch

ROS 2-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Pantano
Impressed:Pantano
Pantano
Impressed:Pantano
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Cambio Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

ROS 2-1
ROS 2-1
ROS 4-1
ROS 4-1
ROS 4-1
ROS 4-1

Date
Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

Form
Bowl
(general)
Jar
(general)
squat jar

Part
rim

Qty.
1

Grams
108.3

rim

1

83

base

1

255

rim

1

128.3

rim

1

330

rim

1

10.3

rim

1

41.5

rim

1

44

Comments

Elongated
jar
Elongated
jar
Bowl
(general)
Spherical
jar
Spherical
jar
Spherical
jar
squat jar

rim

1

147.5

rim

1

119.6

squat jar

body

1

39.8

Spherical
jar
Spherical
jar
Spherical
jar
squat jar

rim

1

490

rim

1

170

rim

1

572

Burned

rim

1

260.3

Burned

rim

1

79.8

Burned

neck and
shoulder
rim

1

57

Burned

1

297.2

Burned

Spherical
jar
Spherical
jar
Spherical
jar

Ventana
Maya

CHO 1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Ixobel

Ixobel Orange

Terminal
Preclassic

Ventana
Maya

CHO 1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Ixobel

Ixobel Orange

Terminal
Preclassic

Ventana
Maya

CHO 1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Ixobel

Ixobel Orange

Terminal
Preclassic

Ventana
Maya

CHO 1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Ixobel

Ixobel Orange

Terminal
Preclassic

Ventana
Maya

CHO 1-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

Ventana
Maya
Ventana
Maya

CHO 1-1

Peten Glossy

Balanza

Balanza Black

CHO 1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Ixobel

Ixobel Orange

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Terminal
Preclassic

Ventana
Maya

CHO 1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Ixobel

Ixobel Orange

Terminal
Preclassic

Ventana
Maya

CHO 1-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Aguila
Orange:Aguila

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Torre Quib

CHO 2-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Quib

CHO 2-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Quib

CHO 2-1

Peten Glossy

Pucte

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Pucte Brown

Torre Quib

CHO 2-1

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Torre Quib

CHO 2-1

Indeterminate

Torre Quib

CHO 2-1

Coban
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar
Orange Polychrome
Indeterminate

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown

Pucte

Pucte Brown

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Torre Quib

CHO 2-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
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bowl with
sloping
walls
bowl with
sloping
walls
bowl with
sloping
walls
bowl with
sloping
walls
bowl with
sloping
walls
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
sloping
walls
bowl with
sloping
walls
bowl with
sloping
walls
bowl
(general)
bowl with
basal-flange
squat jar

rim

1

220

Burned

rim

1

103.7

Burned

rim

1

150

Burned

rim

1

141.6

Burned

body and base

1

140.8

Burned

rim

1

132.3

rim, body, and
base

1

60.3

rim

1

135.6

body and base

1

141.6

base

1

110.7

body

1

47.8

body and base

1

194.3

plate
(general)
bowl
(general)
slab-footed
tripod
vessel
squat jar

base and
appendix
base

1

32.5

1

190.8

base and
appendix

2

119.3

body

2

78.9

Torre Quib

CHO 2-2

Peten Glossy

Pucte

Pucte Brown

Torre Quib

CHO 2-2

Peten Glossy

Pucte

Pucte Brown

Torre Quib

CHO 2-2

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Quib

CHO 2-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Quib

CHO 2-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Cambio

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Cambio Unslipped

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Baclam

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Baclam
Orange:Serafin
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Quintal Unslipped

Torre Quib

Dos Arroyos

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Quintal

CHO 2-3

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Indeterminate

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Pucte

Pucte Brown

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Peten Glossy

Infierno

Infierno
Black:ND/thin paste

Aguila
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)

squat jar

body and base

1

18.3

slab-footed
tripod
vessel
squat jar

base and
appendix

2

226.3

neck

2

20.9

squat jar

body

1

133.2

bowl
(general)
Z-angled
bowl
spherical
jar
spherical
jar
squat jar

base

1

89.9

body

1

400

rim

1

400

rim

1

163.1

body

2

159.5

body

1

139.3

rim

1

41.4

base

1

98.4

body

1

163.7

Z-angled
bowl
bowl
(general)
squat jar

body

1

750

base

1

42.9

body

1

86.8

spherical
jar
bowl
(general)
tripod plate
with flaring
walls

neck

11

43.1

rim

12

43.2

rim

2

32.5

Z-angled
bowl
bowl
(general)
bowl
(general)
squat jar

mend hole

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Saxche Orange
Polychrome

Late Classic
(general)

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Quib

CHO 2-3

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Pucte

Santa Teresa Incised

Torre Hun

CHO 3-OUT

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Torre Hun

CHO 3-OUT

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Zacatel Cream
Polychrome
Saxche-Palmar
Orange Polychrome

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

Torre Hun

CHO 3-OUT

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Saxche-Palmar
Orange Polychrome

Late Classic
(general)

Torre Hun

CHO 3-OUT

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Pita Incised

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Sierra

Lagartos Punctated

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Baclam

Baclam Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Indeterminate

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Indeterminate

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Indeterminate

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome

Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

jar
(general)
jar
(general)
tripod plate
with
sloping
walls
squat jar

body

1

4.3

base

1

113.7

rim

2

32.4

neck

1

22.3

squat jar

body

1

2.8

round bowl

body and base

1

41.4

tripod plate
with flaring
walls
cup with
flaring
walls
cup
(general)
spherical
jar
bowl, open

rim

1

19.1

rim

1

9.7

body

1

30.2

body

1

210

rim

1

61.7

rim

1

70.7

Burned

base

1

69.2

Burned

body

1

66.1

Burned

body

1

36.3

rim

1

17.2

bowl with
sloping
walls
bowl
(general)
bowl with
basal-flange
plate
(general)
plate with
sloping
walls and
flat base

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Coban
Potential
Saxche-Palmar

Imitation SaxchePalmar
Saxche Orange
Polychrome

Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Saxche Orange
Polychrome

Late Classic
(general)

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Saxche Orange
Polychrome

Late Classic
(general)

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Saxche Orange
Polychrome

Late Classic
(general)

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Saxche Orange
Polychrome

Late Classic
(general)

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Baclam

Baclam Orange

Late Preclassic

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Tinaja

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila

Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Aguila
Orange:Aguila

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
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bowl with
vertical
walls
plate
(general)
plate with
sloping
walls and
flat base
plate with
sloping
walls and
flat base
plate with
sloping
walls and
flat base
plate with
sloping
walls and
flat base
plate with
sloping
walls and
flat base
lowland
comal
lowland
comal
round bowl
jar
(general)
bowl
(general)
plate with
sloping
walls and
flat base
squat jar

body

1

100

body

1

6

Burned

rim

1

13.6

Burned

rim

1

13

rim

1

34.7

body

1

27.4

body

1

25.2

rim

1

41.7

rim

1

72

rim

1

36.5

rim

1

10.3

rim

1

25.9

base

1

77.5

body

1

16.7

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

La Isla

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Zapotal Impressed

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Paso Caballo
Waxy

Ixobel

Ixobel Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Infierno

Pantano
Impressed:Pantano
Infierno
Black:Infierno
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Terminal
Preclassic
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

bowl
(general)
squat jar

body

1

9

body

1

58.1

bowl, open

body

1

32

bowl, open

rim

1

96.6

squat jar

body

2

92.8

spherical
jar
squat jar

body

1

35.8

Burned

body

1

139.6

Burned

squat jar

rim

1

86.4

squat jar

rim

1

86.5

Burned

squat jar

rim

1

42.2

Burned

squat jar

rim

1

44.8

squat jar

rim

1

149.5

squat jar

rim

1

44.9

squat jar

rim

1

9.8

bowl with
flaring
walls
bowl, open

rim

1

18.4

rim

1

50

bowl, open

rim

1

149.4

elongated
jar
bowl with
sloping
walls

body

1

11.4

rim

1

30.1

Burned

Burned

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Pucte

Pucte Brown

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Coban
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Aguila
Orange:Aguila

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Iberia

Aguacate Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome

Late Preclassic
with Protoclassic
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
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squat jar

body

1

22.6

jar
(general)
jar
(general)
bowl
(general)
squat jar

body

1

25.5

body

1

51.4

body

1

5.4

body

3

207

Z-angled
bowl
Z-angled
bowl
squat jar

rim

1

42.2

body

2

80.6

rim

1

73.4

squat jar

body

1

9.4

bowl with
sloping
walls
bowl with
sloping
walls
jar
(general)
squat jar

base

2

138.9

base

1

23.7

body

2

32.3

rim

1

193

Burned

squat jar

rim

1

220

Burned

squat jar

rim

1

34.3

Burned

squat jar

rim

1

19.8

Burned

squat jar

body

1

112.4

Burned

squat jar

body

1

4.3

Burned

bowl with
basal-flange

body

1

13.8

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Cambio

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-2

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-3

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Torre Hun

CHO 3-3

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Cambio Unslipped

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 3-3

Coban Fine

Torre Hun

CHO 3-3

Cebada Porous

Torre Hun

CHO 3-3

Coban
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Coban
Potential
Cebada

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Potential Brown

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown

Torre Hun

CHO 3-3

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

Torre Hun

CHO 3-3

Peten Glossy

Balanza

Balanza Black

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
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bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
basal-flange
spherical
jar
spherical
jar
spherical
jar
squat jar
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
bowl
(general)
jar
(general)
bowl with
basal-flange

body

1

48.1

body

1

64.9

body

1

105

body

1

10.8

rim

1

40.6

rim

1

25.8

rim

1

22.2

rim

1

19.3

body

1

18.7

body

1

6.4

body

1

202.5

body

1

117.3

rim

1

57.5

body

1

90.6

body

1

59.5

body

1

14.9

rim

1

33.9

base

1

22.9

body

1

3.8

body

1

150.6

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 3-3

Cebada

Cebada Porous

CHO 3-4

Coban
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Torre Hun

Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Aguila

Aguila
Orange:Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Quintal

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Quintal Unslipped

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Playa Dull

San Martin

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Playa Dull

San Martin

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Playa Dull

San Martin

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Playa Dull

San Martin

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Playa Dull

San Martin

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

San Martin
Variegated Brown
San Martin
Variegated Brown
San Martin
Variegated Brown
San Martin
Variegated Brown
San Martin
Variegated Brown
Indeterminate

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Differentiated
Color

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Cebada

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 3-4

Polvero

Indeterminate

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Coban
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Chimuelo
Bichrome:ND/black
interior
Cebada Porous

Saxche-Palmar

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Quintal

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped

Zacatel Cream
Polychrome
Triunfo Striated

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

jar
(general)
bowl with
sloping
walls
squat jar

body

1

310

rim

1

240

body

2

86.7

squat jar

body

1

65

jar
(general)
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl
(general)

body

2

32.8

body

1

95.6

rim

1

25.8

rim

1

211.7

body

10

604.5

body

1

28.3

Burned

base

1

63.1

Burned

rim

1

22.9

unknown

rim

1

12.6

squat jar

body

2

16.7

squat jar

rim

1

26.3

bowl
(general)
unknown

body

1

20

rim

4

6.8

squat jar

body

6

45.8

squat jar

body

3

7.3

Burned

Striated

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Torre Hun
Torre Hun

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Boxcay

Xtabcab Incised

Muqb'ilha'

Chotal Fluted

Polvero

Lechugal Incised

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Dos Arroyos

Boleto Black-on-Red

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Baclam

Baclam Orange

CHO 4-1-1
CHO 4-1-1

Coban
Unslipped
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Indeterminate
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Muqb'ilha'

Indeterminate
Xam Smudged

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Peten Glossy

Balanza

Balanza Black

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Baclam

Baclam Orange

Late Preclassic

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Zacatel Cream
Polychrome
Boleto Black-on-Red

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic

spherical
jar
jar
(general)
squat jar

body

7

28.4

body

3

9.3

1

13.7

19

bowl
(general)
bowl
(general)
unknown

rim

1

7.8

body

1

4.6

body

1

2.7

squat jar

body

25

119.1

bowl
(general)
unknown

body

2

3.8

body

11

12.1

jar
(general)
unknown
bowl
(general)
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
squat jar

body

1

6.2

body
body

14
1

12.3
2.1

body

4

10.5

body

16

28.4

rim

1

7.5

rim

1

16.5

rim and body

13

98.6

body

82

575

unknown

body

1

2.3

bowl
(general)

rim

1

5.2

lowland
comal
bowl with
medial
flange
squat jar

Burned

Burned

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Boleto Black-on-Red

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Boleto Black-on-Red

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Coban
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Muqb'ilha' Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Indeterminate

Torre Hun
Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-1
CHO 4-1-1

Indeterminate
Coban
Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Coban
potential
utilitarian
Quintal
Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Torre Hun
Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2
CHO 4-1-2

Indeterminate
Quintal

Indeterminate
Triunfo Striated

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Zacatel Cream
Polychrome

Indeterminate
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Delgado Unslipped
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)

bowl
(general)
bowl
(general)
bowl
(general)
jar
(general)
bowl with
basal-flange
jar
(general)
squat jar

rim

1

7.1

body

1

2.3

rim

1

19.7

body

4

26.4

body

1

96.9

body

1

16.5

body

8

36.7

jar
(general)
unknown

body

2

6.7

rim

1

4.1

squat jar

body

6

24.9

bowl
(general)
unknown
unknown

body

1

2

body
body

11
4

52.1
5.5

squat jar

body

45

143.6

bowl
(general)
unknown
squat jar

appendix or scar

1

11.9

body
body

5
3

13.5
9.8

squat jar

body

3

8.6

spherical
jar
jar
(general)
unknown

rim and body

3

24.3

body

2

9.3

body

2

5.2

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Torre Hun
Torre Hun

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Coban
Unslipped

Polvero

Polvero Black

Late Preclassic

unknown

body

1

16

Delgado Unslipped

Late Classic
(general)

unknown

body

6

9.9

Peten Glossy

Coban
potential
utilitarian
Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Tinaja

unknown

body

1

5.9

CHO 4-1-2
CHO 4-1-2

Indeterminate
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Tinaja

1
1

1.9
10.1

CHO 4-1-2

Peten Glossy

Infierno

unknown
elongated
jar
unknown

rim
neck

Torre Hun

body

1

1.5

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Baclam

unknown

body

1

2.2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Cebada

Cebada Porous

unknown

body

1

3.3

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

squat jar

body

3

3.7

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Coban
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Pantano
Impressed:Stamped
Infierno
Black:Infierno
Baclam Orange

Late Classic
(general)
Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic

Ixcanrio

unknown

body

1

0.6

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-2

Peten Glossy

Aguila

2

6.5

CHO 4-1-2
CHO 4-1-3

Indeterminate
Quintal

body
body

2
5

6
18

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-3

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

squat jar

body

3

8.7

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-3

Indeterminate
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

bowl
(general)
unknown
squat jar

body

Torre Hun
Torre Hun

Gavilan Black-onOrange
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Indeterminate
Quintal Unslipped

Pucte

Pucte Brown

unknown

body

3

8

Torre Hun

CHO 4-1-3

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

unknown

body

4

6.7

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

squat jar

rim

1

55.6

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

squat jar

rim

1

37.1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

squat jar

Rim

1

11.1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

squat jar

rim

1

201.1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

squat jar

rim

1

3.5
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Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic
with Protoclassic
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Burned

Burned

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun
Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1
CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Coban
potential
utilitarian
Quintal

Delgado Unslipped

Triunfo Striated

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Cambio

Indeterminate
Encanto striated

Polvero

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)

lowland
comal
squat jar

rim

1

24.9

body

1

17.7

squat jar

body

1

8.6

squat jar

body

1

103

squat jar

body

75

654.7

unknown

body

1

13

lowland
comal
squat jar

rim

1

12.1

rim

1

7.6

15

66.3

rim

1

64

rim

1

5

Burned

Burned

Burned

jar
(general)
jar
(general)
lowland
comal
unknown

body

body

9

35

Burned

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown

squat jar

body

13

142.4

Burned

unknown

body

26

165.9

Burned

9
3

48.3
11.9

Burned
Burned

body

1

7.7

Burned

Polvero

Lechugal Incised

Late Preclassic

rim

1

21.1

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

body

4

113.1

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Xam Smudged

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

unknown
spherical
jar
bowl
(general)
bowl with
sloping
walls
jar
(general)
bowl
(general)

body
body

Polvero Black

Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic

body

1

3.6

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Indeterminate
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
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Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Buj Incised

Baclam

Gavilan Black-onOrange
Gavilan Black-onOrange
Baclam Orange

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic
with Protoclassic
Late Preclassic
with Protoclassic
Late Preclassic

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Balanza

Lucha Incised

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Balanza

Balanza Black

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Pucte

Pantano
Impressed:Pantano
Santa Teresa Incised

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Ixcanrio

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Ixcanrio

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Torre Hun
Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1
CHO 4-2-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Tinaja Red:Tinaja

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Tinaja

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

Torre Hun
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plate
(general)
round bowl

body

1

13.5

Burned

rim

1

28.7

Burned

Z-angled
bowl
plate
(general)
bowl
(general)
unknown

body

2

51.4

Burned

body

5

71.9

Burned

body

1

3

body

1

2

bowl
(general)
elongated
jar
bowl
(general)
tetrapod
plate
tetrapod
plate
unknown

body

5

9.9

body

1

7.3

body

1

5

base

1

32.2

base

4

45.9

rim, body, and
base
body
rim, body, and
base

4

31

2
1

6.9
76.2

rim

1

57.6

rim

1

32.5

body

1

29

rim

1

4.4

body

1

20.5

Burned

body

1

33.9

Burned

unknown
bowl with
flaring
walls
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
basal-flange
bowl with
basal-flange
plate
(general)
spherical
jar

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Hun
Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1
CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Torre Hun
Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-1
CHO 4-2-1

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Indeterminate
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Indeterminate

Unknown
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Saxche-Palmar
Orange Polychrome
Saxche-Palmar
Orange Polychrome

Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Indeterminate

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Indeterminate

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Indeterminate

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Aguila

Aguila
Orange:Aguila

Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Desquite Red-onOrange
Indeterminate

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Boleto Black-on-Red
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown
Unknown

Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

jar
(general)
unknown
tetrapod
plate
unknown
bowl
(general)
tripod plate
with
sloping
walls
plate
(general)
tripod plate
with
sloping
walls
plate
(general)
bowl
(general)
plate
(general)
bowl, open

body

7

39.7

body
appendix or scar

1
1

10.2
4.1

body
body

3
1

8
6.7

base

3

148.4

base

1

19.9

rim, body, base,
and appendix

1

169.2

rim

1

8.3

rim

1

8

body

2

15.2

rim

2

85.8

bowl
(general)
sieve

body

6

189.3

rim

1

42.6

bowl with
sloping
walls
round bowl

rim

1

29.7

rim

1

43.4

plate
(general)
bowl with
vertical
walls

appendix or scar

2

7.2

rim

1

12.9

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Boleto Black-on-Red

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Boleto Black-on-Red

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Baclam

Cay Incised

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Baclam

Cay Incised

Late Preclassic

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Baclam

Baclam Orange

Late Preclassic

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Asote

Torres Incised

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Coban Fine

Nopal

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Ixcanrio

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Balanza

Girasol Red-onOrange
Gavilan Black-onOrange
Balanza Black

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Pucte

Pucte Brown

Late Classic
(Tzakol 3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic
with Protoclassic
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Pucte

Pucte Brown

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Pucte

Santa Teresa Incised

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Tinaja

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Polvero

Polvero
Black:Suyacal

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Coban
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Leona Red-onOrange

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

cup with
sloping
walls
bowl
(general)
bowl with
sloping
walls
bowl
(general)
round bowl

rim

1

14

body

1

5.9

rim

3

7.8

body

1

4.4

body

2

46.9

cylinder

body

3

74.3

unknown

appendix or scar

1

1.6

plate
(general)
plate
(general)
bowl with
sloping
walls
squat jar

body

1

16.9

body

2

38.6

base

1

45.2

body

2

10.6

squat jar

body

1

4.7

bowl
(general)
bowl with
sloping
walls
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
bowl with
sloping
walls
lid
(general)

body

2

10.4

body

4

22

rim

1

7.3

body

8

31.8

Burned

rim

1

41.9

Burned

body

1

3.5

Burned

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Muqb'ilha' Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Playa Dull

San Martin

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

San Martin
Variegated Brown
Indeterminate

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Coban Fine

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Indeterminate

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Torre Hun
Torre Hun
Torre Hun
Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2
CHO 4-2-2
CHO 4-2-2
CHO 4-2-2

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Cebada

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Cebada Porous

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Cambio

Encanto striated

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Coban
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

jar
(general)
squat jar

rim

8

48.4

Burned

rim

1

49

round bowl

rim

1

59

bowl with
flaring
walls
squat jar

rim

1

18.1

body

1

20.4

bowl
(general)
unknown

body

8

39.6

body

1

11

unknown

body

6

54.1

Burned

body

1

8.4

Burned

rim

1

10.5

rim

1

6.7

Late Classic
(general)
Unknown

jar
(general)
lowland
comal
bowl
(general)
bowl
(general)
unknown

body

1

4.5

body

7

42.8

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

unknown
unknown
unknown
bowl
(general)
incensario
(general)
incensario
(general)
incensario
(general)

body
body
body
base and
appendix
body

8
14
1
1

51.9
210.5
5.3
114.7

Burned

7

123.3

Burned

rim

1

52.9

rim

1

13.4

Late Classic
(general)

incensario
(general)

rim

1

63.5

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-3

Torre Hun
Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-3
CHO 4-2-3

Torre Hun
Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-3
CHO 4-2-3

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-3

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-3

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Coban
potential
utilitarian
Quintal

Delgado Unslipped

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Cambio

Indeterminate
Cambio Unslipped

Coban
potential
utilitarian
Cambio

Delgado Unslipped

Cambio Unslipped
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Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)

incensario
(general)
squat jar

body

2

392.2

body

23

5

Burned

unknown

body

38

150

Burned

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown
Unknown

squat jar

rim

1

64.8

squat jar

rim

1

63.2

squat jar

rim

1

53.4

squat jar

rim

1

64.9

squat jar

rim

1

78.9

squat jar

rim

1

39.5

squat jar

rim

1

17.6

squat jar

neck and
shoulder
body

3

117.2

154

1660

Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

squat jar

Burned

Burned

incensario
(general)
lowland
comal
round bowl
bowl
(general)
unknown
spherical
jar
unknown

appendix or scar

1

13

rim

1

27.3

Burned

body
body

3
10

61.9
71.3

Burned

body
rim

3
1

10.7
14

body

9

85.3

Burned

spherical
jar

body

2

102.9

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-3

CHO 4-2-3

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-3

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-3

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-3

Caramba

CHO 4-2-3

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-3

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-3

Baclam

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Baclam

Baclam Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Boxcay

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Caramba Red and
Orange
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Baclam Orange

Torre Hun

squat jar

body

4

61.9

squat jar

body

11

132.4

unknown

body

1

1.7

jar
(general)
bowl
(general)
squat jar

body

1

32.5

body

1

4.4

body

1

37.5

round bowl

rim

1

152.8

body

1

17.8

Late Preclassic

jar
(general)
unknown

body

2

3.4

Boxcay Brown

Late Preclassic

unknown

body

4

20

Dos Arroyos

Boleto Black-on-Red

1

16.2

Asote

Torres Incised

body

2

4.3

CHO 4-2-2-A

Playa Dull

San Martin

rim

1

2.9

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Quintal

rim

1

6.9

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

San Martin
Variegated Brown
Silvano Incised

bowl
(general)
cup
(general)
jar
(general)
squat jar

rim

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Polvero

Polvero Black

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Coban
Unslipped

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(Tzakol 3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

Coban
potential
utilitarian

Delgado Unslipped

Aguila
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

Late Classic
(general)

Burned

Burned

spherical
jar
squat jar

body

4

37.2

rim

1

22.6

unknown

body

1

4

spherical
jar
unknown

rim

1

42.5

rim

6

16

Burned

unknown

rim

15

82.1

Burned

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

bowl with
basal-flange
squat jar

body

1

86.6

Burned

rim

1

48.9

Burned

squat jar

rim

1

63.5

squat jar

rim

1

87

Burned

squat jar

body

1

163.1

Burned

squat jar

body

11

169.3

Burned

squat jar

3

222.3

squat jar

neck and
shoulder
body

13

140.7

squat jar

body

6

52

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Polvero Black

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown
Unknown
Late Preclassic

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Torre Hun
Torre Hun
Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A
CHO 4-2-2-A
CHO 4-2-2-A

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Polvero

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Indeterminate
Peten Glossy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

unknown
unknown
unknown

body
body
body

5
4
5

50
13.5
42.5

Saxche-Palmar

Saxche-Palmar
Orange Polychrome

Late Classic
(general)

rim

1

10.6

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

1

12.8

Peten Glossy

Pucte

1

3.4

CHO 4-2-2-A

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

cup
(general)
unknown

body

Torre Hun

body

2

14.7

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Baclam

Baclam Orange

1

6

CHO 4-2-2-A

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

body

1

9.7

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

body

1

1.9

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

plate
(general)
plate
(general)
bowl
(general)
jar
(general)

body

Torre Hun

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

rim

CHO 4-2-2-A

San Blas Red-onOrange
Santa Teresa Incised

tripod plate
with
sloping
walls
squat jar

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

body

1

6.2
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun
Torre Hun
Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A
CHO 4-2-2-A
CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-2-A

Torre Hun

Coban
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Chatillas

Chatillas Smooth

Late Classic
(general)
Unknown

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Quintal

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

CHO 4-2-4

Peten Glossy
Indeterminate
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Infierno

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-4

Peten Glossy

Infierno

Infierno
Black:Infierno
Carmelita Incised

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-4

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-4

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-4

Coban
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Saxche-Palmar
Orange Polychrome

Unknown
Unknown
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-4

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
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lowland
comal
plate
(general)
unknown
unknown
squat jar

rim

1

60.1

appendix or scar

1

1.8

body
body
body

2
2
12

21
5.9
50.2

squat jar

body

19

132.4

squat jar

rim

1

63.7

squat jar

neck and
shoulder
rim

1

36.6

1

7.4

base

1

6.3

body

5

63.6

squat jar

body

1

5.6

spherical
jar
spherical
jar
unknown

body

2

21.5

body

6

47.2

body

1

2.6

unknown

body

1

3.2

jar
(general)
jar
(general)
tripod plate
with
sloping
walls
jar
(general)

body

1

6.3

rim

1

7.2

rim

1

10.4

rim

1

12.8

jar
(general)
jar
(general)
squat jar

Burned

Burned

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-4

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-4

Quintal

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-4

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-4

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-4

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-4

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Torre Hun

CHO 4-2-4

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-3-1

Baclam

Baclam Orange

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

Torre Hun

CHO 4-3-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Playa Dull

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Quintal Unslipped

San Martin

Torre Hun

CHO 4-3-1

Baclam

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

Torre Hun

CHO 4-3-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

San Martin
Variegated Brown
Baclam Orange

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Hun

CHO 4-3-1

Polvero

Polvero Black

Torre Hun

CHO 4-3-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

Aguila

Buj Incised

Torre Hun

CHO 4-3-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-3-1

Quintal

Torre Hun

CHO 4-3-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Quintal Unslipped

Torre Hun

CHO 4-3-2

Polvero

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped

Quintal

Aguila

Aguila

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Polvero Black
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Quintal Unslipped
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

squat jar

body

6

30.5

squat jar

rim

1

62.8

spherical
jar
squat jar

body

6

35.4

body

1

36.1

highland
comal
squat jar

rim

1

59

body

5

63.8

squat jar

body

49

285

jar
(general)
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
unknown

body

1

128.2

body

3

71.6

body

1

21.2

body

2

76.3

body

5

34.2

unknown

body

1

1.9

squat jar

body

33

447.4

squat jar

body

1

10.4

squat jar

body

2

15

unknown

body

1

5.9

Z-angled
bowl
squat jar

rim, body, and
base
body

8

750

7

123.8

squat jar

body

10

76.8

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Coban
Unslipped

Coban
potential
utilitarian
Balanza

Delgado Unslipped

Late Classic
(general)

unknown

body

8

68.6

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Peten Glossy

Urita Gouged-Incised

concave lid

rim

1

11.5

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

squat jar

body

2

22.6

Dos Arroyos

Indeterminate

6

43.6

Dos Arroyos

body

2

37.5

CHO 4-4-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped

Cambio

Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Cambio Unslipped

body

3

38.7

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Baclam

Baclam Orange

Late Preclassic

body

2

39.7

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

neck and
shoulder
body

31

CHO 4-4-1

9

96.5

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

body

9

144.4

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Cebada

Cebada Porous

1

2.2

CHO 4-4-1

Cebada

Cebada Porous

body

6

32.7

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

body

12

132.9

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

rim

1

52.7

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Indeterminate

base

1

8.8

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Peten Glossy

Infierno

body

7

58.9

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Quintal

body

12

17.5

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

2

34.3

CHO 4-4-2

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

spherical
jar
spherical
jar

body

Torre Hun

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped

Infierno
Black:Infierno
Triunfo Striated

jar
(general)
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
bowl
(general)
bowl
(general)
jar
(general)
squat jar

rim

Torre Hun

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown

1

Torre Hun

Pantano
Impressed:Stamped
Muqb'ilha' Orange

bowl
(general)
bowl with
basal-flange
subspherical
jar
bowl
(general)
elongated
jar
jar
(general)
squat jar

body

Peten Glossy

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-1

Torre Hun

body

3

60.3

185

Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

Burned

Burned

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-4-2

Torre Hun

CHO 4-5-1

Torre Hun

CHO 4-5-1

Torre Hun

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Polvero

Polvero Black

Late Preclassic

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Aguila
Quintal
Quintal

Triunfo Striated

CHO 4-5-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Quintal Unslipped

Aguila

Torre Hun
Torre Hun

CHO 4-5-1
CHO 4-5-1

Indeterminate
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Tinaja

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Indeterminate
Tinaja Red:Aduana

Torre Hun

CHO 4-5-1

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Torre Hun

CHO 4-5-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Balanza

Balanza Black

Torre Hun

CHO 4-5-1

Cebada

Cebada Porous

Saber

CHO 5-1

Coban
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Saber

CHO 5-1

Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Saber

CHO 5-1

Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Saber

CHO 5-1

Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Saber

CHO 5-1

Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Saber

CHO 5-1

Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Saber

CHO 5-1

Peten Glossy

La Isla

Zapotal Impressed

Saber

CHO 5-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Pantano
Impressed:Stamped

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
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jar
(general)
jar
(general)
squat jar

body

1

2.7

body

2

8.3

body

3

58.1

squat jar

body

2

38.2

squat jar

body

1

11

squat jar

body

3

23.7

squat jar

body

1

6.4

squat jar

body

2

47

unknown
jar
(general)
squat jar

body
body

4
4

8.3
20.7

body

3

443.4

cylinder

Rim

1

2.2

jar
(general)
bowl, open

body

2

14.3

Rim

1

154.2

bowl, open

Rim

1

95.8

bowl, open

Rim

1

31.3

bowl, open

Rim

1

51.7

bowl, open

Rim

1

95.6

bowl, open

Rim

1

52.3

bowl, open

body

1

66.7

elongated
jar

body

1

83.8

Burned

Saber

CHO 5-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Saber
Saber

CHO 5-1
CHO 5-1

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Muqb'ilha'

Pantano
Impressed:Stamped
Indeterminate
Rosal Incised

Saber

CHO 5-1

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Saber

CHO 5-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Saber

CHO 5-2

Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Saber

CHO 5-2

Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Saber

CHO 5-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Saber
Saber

CHO 5-2
CHO 5-2

Borayo
Quintal

Borayo Orange
Quintal Unslipped

Saber

CHO 5-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Carcha
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Coban Fine

Nopal

Nopal Polychrome

Saber

CHO 5-2

Baclam

Baclam Orange

Late Preclassic

Saber

CHO 5-2

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Iberia

Iberia Orange

Saber

CHO 5-2

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

Saber

CHO 5-3

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Rosal Incised

Saber

CHO 5-3

Flores Waxy

Joventud

Desvario Chamfered

Late Preclassic
with Protoclassic
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Middle Preclassic

Saber

CHO 5-3

Flores Waxy

Ainil

Ainil Orange

Middle Preclassic

Saber

CHO 5-3

Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Saber

CHO 5-3

Uaxactún
Unslipped

Paila

Sapote Striated

Saber

CHO 5-3

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange
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Late Classic
(general)
Unknown
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Middle Preclassic
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)

elongated
jar
unknown
bowl
(general)
lowland
comal
bowl, open

body

1

52.3

appendix or scar
body

1
1

29.2
9.5

Rim

1

61.2

Rim

1

84.3

bowl, open

Rim

2

90.9

bowl, open

body and base

1

151.2

squat jar

neck and
shoulder
body
Rim

2

125.4

1
1

20.8
73.3

rim, body, base,
and appendix

1

2.9

Rim

1

65.3

jar
(general)
jar
(general)
round bowl

body

1

13.4

Rim

1

13.4

body

1

14.6

Rim

1

15.9

Rim

1

17.8

Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic

cup
(general)
bowl
(general)
bowl, open

Rim

1

8.3

unknown

body

1

12

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

jar
(general)

body

1

4.1

unknown
lowland
comal
tripod plate
with
sloping
walls
round bowl

Saber

CHO 5-3

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Saber

CHO 5-3

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Actuncan Orange
Polychrome
Indeterminate

Saber

CHO 5-4

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Saber

CHO 5-4

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Saber

CHO 5-4

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Saber

CHO 5-4

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Saber

CHO 5-4

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Saber

CHO 5-6

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

Saber

CHO 5-6

Peten Glossy

Pucte

Pucte Brown

Saber

CHO 5-6

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Saber

CHO 5-6

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Saber

CHO 6-1-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

Saber

CHO 6-1-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Saber

CHO 6-1-1

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Saber

CHO 6-1-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Saber

CHO 6-1-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Aguila

Saber

CHO 6-1-2

Baclam

Saber

CHO 6-1-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Saber

CHO 6-1-2

Polvero

Polvero Black

Saber

CHO 6-1-2

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Baclam Orange

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

bowl with
basal-flange
plate
(general)
squat jar

body

1

18.1

body and
appendix
body

1

62.1

3

110.6

squat jar

Rim

1

88.6

squat jar

Rim

1

70.3

squat jar

Rim

1

11.7

squat jar

rim

1

28.8

jar
(general)
squat jar

body

2

27.3

body

2

7.8

jar
(general)
squat jar

body

4

35.7

body

4

12.2

jar
(general)
bowl
(general)
squat jar

body

2

9.3

body

1

1.5

body

1

2.5

squat jar

body

2

18

squat jar

body

1

29.7

bowl
(general)
squat jar

body

1

32.2

body

5

29

unknown

body

1

13.8

jar
(general)

body

1

0.9

Burned

Burned

Saber

CHO 6-2-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

Saber

CHO 6-2-1

Peten Glossy

Fama

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Fama Buff

Saber

CHO 6-2-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Saber

CHO 6-2-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Saber

CHO 6-2-1

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Saber

CHO 6-2-2

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Saber

CHO 6-3-0

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

La Isla

La Isla Orange

Saber
Saber

CHO 6-3-0
CHO 6-3-0

Indeterminate
Cambio

Indeterminate
Cambio Unslipped

Saber

CHO 6-3-0

Indeterminate
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

Saber

CHO 6-3-1

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Saber
Saber

CHO 6-3-1
CHO 6-3-1

Indeterminate
Cambio

Indeterminate
Cambio Unslipped

Saber

CHO 6-3-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Indeterminate
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Paso Caballo
Waxy

Differentiated
Color

Saber

CHO 6-3-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Saber

CHO 6-3-2

Peten Glossy

La Isla

Chimuelo
Bichrome:ND/black
interior
Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Zapotal Impressed

Saber

CHO 6-3-2

Polvero

Polvero Black

Saber

CHO 6-3-2

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Saber

CHO 6-3-2

Saber
Saber

Quintal

CHO 6-3-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Quintal Unslipped

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

CHO 6-3-2

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Indeterminate
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown

unknown

body

1

14.8

squat jar

body

1

22.4

squat jar

body

1

92.2

squat jar

body

18

303.4

squat jar

body

3

20.1

squat jar

body

1

24.3

bowl, open

body

1

69.7

unknown
spherical
jar
jar
(general)
squat jar

body
body

1
2

5.7
36.2

body

1

3.4

body

1

2.5

unknown
spherical
jar
bowl
(general)

rim
body

2
2

11.8
10.3

body

1

12.6

bowl
(general)
bowl, open

rim

1

1.6

body

1

27.6

body

2

9.1

body

1

5.6

rim

1

17.6

body

1

4.2

body

2

8.9

bowl
(general)
bowl with
basal-flange
squat jar
jar
(general)
unknown

Saber

CHO 6-3-2

Saber

CHO 6-3-3

Saber

CHO 6-3-3

Saber

CHO 6-3-3

Saber

CHO 6-3-3

Saber

CHO 6-3-4

Saber

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Dos Arroyos
Quintal
Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

CHO 6-3-4

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Quintal Unslipped

Balanza

Balanza Black

Saber

CHO 6-3-4

Peten Glossy

Iberia

Aguacate Orange

Saber

CHO 6-4-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Saber

CHO 6-4-1

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Saber

CHO 6-4-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Saber

CHO 6-4-2

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Saber

CHO 6-4-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Aguila

Ocox

CHO 9-1-1

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Saxche-Palmar
Orange Polychrome

Ocox

CHO 9-1-1

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Ocox

CHO 9-1-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Playa Dull

San Martin

Ocox

CHO 9-1-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

San Martin
Variegated Brown
Chaquiste Impressed

Ocox
Ocox

CHO 9-1-2
CHO 9-3-1

Indeterminate
Quintal

Indeterminate
Quintal Unslipped

Ocox

CHO 9-3-2

Indeterminate
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Playa Dull

San Martin

San Martin
Variegated Brown
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic
with Protoclassic
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

squat jar

body

1

14.4

squat jar

body

3

26.6

bowl
(general)
squat jar

body

1

7.2

rim

1

10.4

spherical
jar
squat jar

body

1

8.5

body

3

13.3

bowl
(general)
jar
(general)
squat jar

body

2

15.9

body

1

12.3

rim

2

43.7

squat jar

body

2

11.6

squat jar

body

2

98.5

spherical
jar
bowl
(general)
cup with
sloping
walls
spherical
jar
jar
(general)
bowl
(general)
unknown
squat jar

body

2

37.5

body

1

10.7

rim, body, and
base

1

69

body

3

77.9

body

2

22.1

body

1

60.6

body
body

1
1

5.3
20.6

jar
(general)

body

3

112.5

Burned

Burned

Burned

Burned

Ocox
Ocox

CHO 9-3-2
CHO 9-4-1

Indeterminate
Cebada

Indeterminate
Cebada Porous

CHO 9-4-2
CHO 10-1

Indeterminate
Coban
Unslipped
Indeterminate
Peten Glossy

Ocox
Ocox

Indeterminate
La Isla

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Baclam

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Zapotal Impressed
form C
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Baclam Orange

Balanza

Balanza Black

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Baclam

Cay Incised

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1
CHO 11-1-1

Differentiated
Color
Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Flor

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Chimuelo
Bichrome:Chimuelo
Palmar Orange
Polychrome
Flor Cream

Late Preclassic

CHOC-05

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Coban
Unslipped

Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy

Coban
potential
utilitarian
Caramba

Infierno
Black:Infierno
Delgado Unslipped

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

La Isla

Caramba Red and
Orange
Hechizo BichromeIncised:ND/black
interior
La Isla Orange

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Sierra

Laguna Verde Incised

Infierno

Differentiated
Color

Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

unknown
jar
(general)
unknown
bowl, open

body
body

1
1

5.2
3.2

body
rim

2
3

0.9
178.4

squat jar

rim

1

9.1

squat jar

rim

1

3.3

bowl
(general)
squat jar

body

4

57.3

body

2

13.6

unknown

body

7

20.4

bowl
(general)
cup
(general)
plate
(general)
cup
(general)
unknown

body

1

2.2

body

9

51.5

body

1

3.6

body

12

74.1

body

1

2

unknown

body

1

1.2

unknown

body

9

47.8

Late Preclassic

unknown

body

1

6.5

Late Preclassic

bowl
(general)

rim

1

17.1

Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic

bowl, open

rim

6

10

bowl
(general)

body

1

4.3

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic
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Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic

flake

polychrom
e

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Polvero

CHO 11-1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Lechugal
Incised:Miranda
Muqb'ilha' Orange

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Pucte

Palmar Orange
Polychrome
Palmar Orange
Polychrome
Pucte Brown

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Pucte

Pucte Brown

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Sierra

Sierra Red

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Tinaja

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Differentiated
Color

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Differentiated
Color
Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Velerio
Bichrome:Mateo Red
and Cream
Yuhactal Black-onRed
Saxche-Palmar
Orange Polychrome
Zacatel Cream
Polychrome
Zacatel Cream
Polychrome
Tinaja Red:Aduana

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic
Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic

Late Preclassic
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

unknown

body

1

7.4

bowl
(general)
squat jar

rim

1

5.5

body

15

31.8

unknown

body

3

6.6

unknown

body

2

12.9

cup
(general)
unknown

body

1

4.7

rim

1

1.5

plate
(general)
plate
(general)
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
bowl with
vertical
walls
plate
(general)
plate
(general)
plate
(general)
cup
(general)
jar
(general)
unknown

rim

1

2.8

body

1

1.8

rim

1

5.8

rim

1

13

rim

1

8

body

3

5

rim

1

3.3

body

1

8.4

body

1

4.3

body

11

25.3

body

2

2.7

flake

squat jar

body

5

46

Burned

squat jar

rim

1

47.7

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

CHO 11-1-1
CHO 11-1-1
CHO 11-1-1
CHO 11-1-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

CHOC-05
CHOC-05
CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

CHOC-05

squat jar

rim

1

11

squat jar

body

52

263.4

body

10

82.8

body
body
body
appendix or scar

1
1
1
3

2.9
2.8
1.5
27.6

base

1

14

rim

1

3.1

rim

1

3.8

rim

1

0.9

body

1

7.2

appendix or scar

1

24.8

body

1

7

rim

1

1.4

Flor

Accordian Incised

Late Preclassic

CHO 11-1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Aguila

Pita Incised

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Late Preclassic

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Late Preclassic

unknown

body

5

3.4

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Late Preclassic

unknown

rim

1

7.9

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

spherical
jar
unknown
unknown
unknown
plate
(general)
bowl
(general)
spherical
jar
jar
(general)
jar
(general)
bowl
(general)
plate
(general)
bowl
(general)
unknown

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

base

1

7.7

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1
CHO 11-1-1

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Late Preclassic

body
rim

3
1

7.4
3.2

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Late Preclassic

unknown

body

2

2.2

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

bowl
(general)
unknown
unknown

Saxche-Palmar

Indeterminate

1

10.4

CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

bowl
(general)
unknown

body

CHOC-05

Late Classic
(general)
Unknown

body

1

1.7
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Burned

Burned

Burned

flake

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

CHO 11-1-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

CHOC-05

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1
CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1
CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1
CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1
CHO 11-1-1

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-1
CHO 11-1-1
CHO 11-1-1

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Cambio

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Cambio Unslipped

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2
CHO 11-1-2

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2
CHO 11-1-2

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown
Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2
CHO 11-1-2

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2
CHO 11-1-2
CHO 11-1-2

Peten Glossy
Indeterminate
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Aguila

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Peten Glossy

La Isla

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Zapotal Impressed

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Differentiated
Color

Unknown
Unknown
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped

Quintal

Velerio BichromeIncised:ND/red
interior
Quintal Unslipped
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

plate
(general)
jar
(general)
unknown
bowl
(general)
unknown
plate
(general)
unknown
jar
(general)
unknown
bowl
(general)
unknown
unknown
spherical
jar
unknown
plate
(general)
unknown
bowl
(general)
unknown
jar
(general)
unknown
unknown
plate
(general)
bowl, open

unknown

1

10

rim

1

10.3

body
base

3
1

3.9
33

body
body

43
2

164.9
21.2

body
body

1
1

2.1
10.4

body
body

2
1

5.6
12.7

body
body
body

8
2
1

34.2
7.1
16

body
appendix or scar

8
1

25.7
4.7

body
body

13
1

28.9
10.4

body
body

4
1

3.3
4

body
body
body

3
1
1

8.2
3.7
13.5

body

1

2.1

unknown

rim

1

2.3

squat jar

rim

1

12.4

flake

flake

Burned

Burned

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

CHO 11-1-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

CHO 11-1-2

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Palmar Orange
Polychrome
Muqb'ilha' Orange

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Flor

Flor Cream

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Flor

Flor Cream

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Flor

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

CHOC-05

squat jar

body

5

55.8

Burned

squat jar

body

2

6.1

Burned

jar
(general)
cup
(general)
squat jar

body

2

4.7

body

8

17.1

body

4

9.5

rim

1

3.3

Late Preclassic

bowl
(general)
unknown

body

2

4.5

Flor Cream

Late Preclassic

unknown

body

1

1.2

Flor

Flor Cream

Late Preclassic

rim

1

9.4

Differentiated
Color

Chimuelo
Bichrome:ND/black
interior
Indeterminate

Late Preclassic

bowl
(general)
plate
(general)

body

1

1.4

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

plate
(general)
bowl with
basal-flange
cup
(general)
unknown

body

2

15.8

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

body

1

9

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Baclam

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Coban
Unslipped

rim

1

4.6

body

2

6.7

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Paso Caballo
Waxy

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Cambio

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Paso Caballo
Waxy

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-3

Uaxactún
Unslipped

Quintal

Coban
potential
utilitarian
Differentiated
Color

Differentiated
Color

Dos Arroyos Orange
Polychrome
Cay Incised

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

Delgado Unslipped

Late Classic
(general)

Velerio BichromeIncised:ND/red
interior
Cambio Unslipped

Late Preclassic

bowl
(general)

body

3

4.8

Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic

spherical
jar
cup
(general)

body

7

86.7

body

1

1.6

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)

squat jar

body

3

32.5

Velerio BichromeIncised:ND/red
interior
Quintal Unslipped
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flake

Burned

Burned

Burned

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-3

Coban
Unslipped

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-3

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-3

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-3

CHOC-05

Coban
potential
utilitarian
Boxcay

Delgado Unslipped

Late Classic
(general)

unknown

body

1

6.1

Xtabcab Incised

Late Preclassic

body

1

2.1

Aguila

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Cay Incised

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

bowl
(general)
squat jar

body

1

8.2

body

1

1.6

Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown

cup
(general)
cup
(general)
plate
(general)
bowl
(general)
unknown
jar
(general)
unknown
unknown
jar
(general)
unknown
jar
(general)
squat jar

body

3

14.9

rim

1

6.1

flake

rim

1

5.6

flake

rim
base

1
1

0.7
7.7

flake
flake

body
body
body

1
1
1

0.8
1.6
10.6

flake

body
body

9
3

15.1
10.3

body

6

266

spherical
jar
unknown

body

5

20.4

body

2

6

bowl
(general)
plate
(general)
jar
(general)
bowl
(general)

body

1

3.5

body

1

23.5

Burned

body

2

6.1

Burned

rim

1

3.3

Baclam

CHO 11-1-3

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-3

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-3

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Palmar Orange
Polychrome
Zacatel Cream
Polychrome
Indeterminate

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-3
CHO 11-1-3

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-3
CHO 11-1-3
CHO 11-1-3

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-3
CHO 11-1-3

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-4

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-4

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-4

Peten Glossy
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped

Delgado Unslipped

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-4

Peten Glossy

Coban
potential
utilitarian
Muqb'ilha'

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-4

Peten Glossy

Aguila

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-4

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Tinaja Red:Aduana

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-4

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Flor

Flor Cream

Saxche-Palmar

Muqb'ilha' Orange
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

flake

Burned

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-4

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Indeterminate

CHOC-05

CHO 11-1-4

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Cambio

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Palmar Orange
Polychrome
Cambio Unslipped

Dos Arroyos

Indeterminate

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Indeterminate

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

Saxche-Palmar
Orange Polychrome

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy

Differentiated
Color

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Peten Glossy

La Isla

Velerio
Bichrome:Mateo Red
and Cream
Indeterminate

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

Indeterminate

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Peten Glossy

Aguila

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Palmar Orange
Polychrome
Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Tinaja Red:Aduana

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Boxcay

Xtabcab Incised

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Boxcay

Boxcay Brown

Late Preclassic

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1
CHO 11-2-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown
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Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

bowl
(general)
bowl
(general)
spherical
jar
squat jar

body

1

4.2

body

1

32.1

body

3

11.7

body

3

29.8

body

3

37

body

1

3.3

Burned

rim, body, and
base

1

56.5

Burned

body

1

3.5

body

1

17.1

bowl, open

rim

1

1.2

plate
(general)
cup
(general)
bowl
(general)
jar
(general)
bowl
(general)
plate
(general)
jar
(general)
unknown
jar
(general)

body

1

7.4

body

1

5.1

body

2

58.3

body

2

4.3

body

1

0.8

body

1

4.5

neck and
shoulder
appendix or scar
rim

1

73.1

1
1

6
3.6

plate
(general)
bowl
(general)
tripod plate
with
sloping
walls
jar
(general)
cup
(general)

Burned

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

bowl
(general)
unknown
plate
(general)
unknown
bowl
(general)
unknown
lowland
comal
spherical
jar
lowland
comal
cup
(general)
round bowl

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1
CHO 11-2-1

Flores Waxy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Middle Preclassic
Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1
CHO 11-2-1

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-1
CHO 11-2-2

Indeterminate
Cambio

Indeterminate
Cambio Unslipped

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-2

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-2

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-2

Peten Glossy
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-2

Boxcay

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-2

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Palmar Orange
Polychrome
Xtabcab Incised

Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Preclassic

La Isla

La Isla Orange

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-2

Indeterminate

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-2

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

CHOC-05
CHOC-05
CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-2
CHO 11-2-2
CHO 11-2-2
CHO 11-2-2

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-2

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-3

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-3

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-3

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-3

Indeterminate

Late Classic
(general)
Unknown

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Coban
Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

Coban
potential
utilitarian
Saxche-Palmar

Delgado Unslipped

Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Late Classic
(general)
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rim

1

11.3

body
base

1
1

7.2
12.8

body
rim

1
1

2.3
2.4

body
rim

17
1

54.3
13.6

body

2

9.5

rim

1

25.2

body

1

19.8

body

1

22.2

bowl, open

body

1

29.8

unknown

body

3

5.8

plate
(general)
unknown
unknown
unknown
plate
(general)
spherical
jar
squat jar

body

1

29.3

rim
body
body
body

1
1
2
1

2.4
0.9
2.1
3

body

9

116.7

Burned

body

4

20

Burned

squat jar

body

8

20.6

unknown

body

1

6.8

unknown

body

1

3.5

Burned

Burned
flake
flake

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-3

Peten Glossy

Balanza

Balanza Black

squat jar

body

1

6.1

jar
(general)
jar
(general)
unknown
unknown
unknown

rim

1

17.5

body

2

15.2

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Palmar Orange
Polychrome
Palmar Orange
Polychrome
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-3

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-3

Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05
CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-3
CHO 11-2-3
CHO 11-2-3

CHOC-05
CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-2-3
CHO 11-2-3
CHO 11-2-3

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-1

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

body
body
body

1
2
2

1.1
1.6
6.5

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

unknown
unknown
unknown

rim
body
body

1
3
4

13.7
6.1
5.8

La Isla

Zapotal Impressed

bowl, open

body

1

58.2

Quintal

Triunfo Striated

squat jar

body

1

6.3

CHO 11-3-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

1

7.9

CHO 11-3-1

Peten Glossy

Dos Arroyos

body

1

13.4

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-1

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

cup
(general)
plate
(general)
squat jar

body

CHOC-05

Palmar Orange
Polychrome
Indeterminate

14.1

CHO 11-3-1

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

neck and
shoulder
body

2

CHOC-05

1

1.8

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-1

Sierra

Sierra Red

body

1

8.2

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-1

Boxcay

Boxcay Brown

Late Preclassic

rim

1

8.4

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-1

Paso Caballo
Waxy
Paso Caballo
Waxy
Peten Glossy

Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Preclassic

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-1

CHOC-05

Aguila

1

14

CHO 11-3-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

base

1

1.3

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-1

Peten Glossy

Tinaja

Tinaja Red:Aduana

body

1

2.8

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-1

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

body

5

17.7

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Late Classic
(general)

base

CHOC-05

Aguila
Orange:Aguila
Tinaja Red:Aduana

body

4

20.3
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plate
(general)
plate
(general)
jar
(general)
plate
(general)
bowl
(general)
jar
(general)
spherical
jar
spherical
jar

flake
flake

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-1

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-1

Peten Glossy

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Unknown

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-1
CHO 11-3-1

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Unknown
Unknown

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-2

Peten Glossy
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Saxche-Palmar

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-2

Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Palmar Orange
Polychrome
Muqb'ilha' Orange

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-2

Cambio

Cambio Unslipped

CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-2

Quintal

Quintal Unslipped

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11-3-2
CHO 11- F-1

Indeterminate
Cambio

Indeterminate
Cambio Unslipped

CHOC-05

CHO 11- F-1

Uaxactún
Unslipped
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy
Uaxactún
Unslipped
Peten Glossy

Muqb'ilha'

Muqb'ilha' Orange

CHOC-05

CHO 11- F-1

Peten Glossy

La Isla

Zapotal Impressed

CHOC-05
CHOC-05

CHO 11- F-1
CHO 11- F-1

Peten Glossy
Peten Glossy

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Indeterminate
Indeterminate

Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Unknown
Late Classic
(general)
Early Classic
(Tzakol 2/3)
Late Classic
(general)
Unknown
Unknown
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jar
(general)
plate
(general)
unknown
unknown

body

1

7.4

body

1

2.2

body
body

5
1

16
10.2

cup
(general)
jar
(general)
spherical
jar
squat jar

body

3

14

body

1

1.4

body

2

11.7

rim

1

11.8

unknown
spherical
jar
squat jar

body
body

4
2

14.9
45.5

body

1

1.2

bowl, open

rim

1

20.9

unknown
unknown

body
body

2
1

3.2
0.8

Burned

Burned

Burned

APPENDIX B: DIAGNOSTIC FAUNAL REMAINS
Note that 1 cm/square scale used in all photos

CHO 4-1-1

CHO 4-1-2
201

CHO 4-2-1

202

CHO 4-2-2

CHO 4-2-4

CHO 4-4-1

203

CHO 3-1

CHO 6-1-1

204

CHO 6-1-2

CHO 6-1-3

CHO 6-1-4

205

CHO 6-2-1

CHO 6-3-2

206

CHO 6-3-1

CHO 6-3-3

207

CHO 6-3-4

CHO 9-1-2
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